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FOREVIARD 

In the province of Saskatchewan the tuberculosis 

control program is entrusted to a non-official,but tax 

supported,health agency - the Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis 

League. To the writer's knowledge, this organization 

represents a unique approach to the organization of public 

health activities. The following study is an attempt to 

investigate,from a bfoad social standpoint, the usefulness 

of this approach used in Saskatchewan. 

Throughout the study it has been necessary to 

insert a substantial amount of descriptive rnaterial so as 

to acquaint the reader with some of the peculiarities of 

this organization. The compilation of this descriptive material 

had largely to be done from previously unexplored or inaccessible 

material. The writer is indebted to the Board of Directors of the 

Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis League for permission to examine 

the Minutes of both the annual meetings of the League and of 

the quarterly meetings of the Board. Much material relating 

to the League's affairs was also provided by IVlr.Frank Froh, 

Secretary to the League. 
(1'\, 

Dr~,S.I. Acker and Mr.Lloyd TNilliams of the 

Saskatchewan Department of public Health were instrumental in 

having the files of the Department made available and in 



providing several helpful suggestions. Mr.G.Ferguson,Secretary 

to the Saskatchewan Association of Rural MuniciPalities provided 

valuable assistance by making available the minutes of the 

annual conventions of the Association. 

The writer is particularly indebted to Dr.Lewis 

Thomas and the staff of the Saskatchewan .Archives for the 

official assistance and personal kindnesses afforded him through

out the past year. In conclusion,acknowledgment is made crl~ the 

continuous guidance and encouragement provided the writer by 

his supervisor,I\iir.A.N. Reid. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE DISEASE AND THE PROBLEM CREATED BY IT 

Like any disease~ tuberculosis has certain 

distinguishing characteristics. Aside from their medical 

significance~ however, these characteristics have peculiar 

social and economic implications. Because of this, the 

present chapter will be concerned with certain medical facts 

relating to tuberculosis, but only insofar as they are 

necessary to an understanding of its social and economic 

s ignif ic anc e , 

Tuberculosis is an infectious disease caused by a 

germ known as the Tubercle Bacillus. This germ enters the 

human body in most cases by way of the respiratory system 

following direct contact with an infeoted person. The term 

»infecti~n" is used to denote the process by which the germ 

enters the body. Although it is possible for the germ to 

survive outside the human body and to be spread through 

contact with contaminated eating utensils and linen, for 
1 

ex~~ple, it is generally spread by direct personal contact. 

Although the bacillus may survive outside the body 

for considerable periods of time, it grows and multiplies 

1. Ferguson, R.G., Studies in Tuberculosis, Toronto, 
Uni~ersity of Toronto Press, 1955, p.l16) 
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only after it has entered the body. Once infection has 

taken place the bacillus lodges somewhere within the body 

and attempts to multiply. In about ninety per cent of the 

cases this takes place within the lungs which provide a 

peculiarly attractive environment for the bacillus. 

If the infected individual lacks the capacity to 

resist the disease, the bacillus multiplies at the expense 

of the lung tissue, which deteriorates in the infected 

area. Under these circumstances the secretions of the 

infected area are free to circulate throughout the body 

and the individual begins to display the symptoms of the 

disease. The term "disease" is used to denote this 

condition. Loss of appetite, strength and weight are 

regarded as the earlier symptoms of disease. Once the 

local infection has grown sufficiently some of the 

increased secretion is passed into the air tubes of the 

lungs and causes the coughing and expectoration which 

characterize the later stages of disease. 

When the individual has entered the later stages 

of disease with secretions passing into the air tubes 

he is capable of infecting other persons and for this 

reason is known as an "open" or "infectious" case. 

It is not inevitable, however, that "infection" 

be followed by "disease". In fact, the bacillus causes 

many cases of infection without disease for every case 
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2 
of infec~ion with disease for which it is responsible. 

When the germ lodges in the body of a person with 

the ability to resist the disease a process takes place 

by which the cells in the infected area multiply to form 

a ~hick wall of tissue around the invading bacillus. This 

wall of protective tissue or "tubercle" isolates the germ 

and renders it inactive. When this takes place the case 

is described as being "closed" or "non-infectious" because 

no secretion from the infection is passed into the air 

tubes and the patient's sputum does not contain the 

tubercle bacillus. 

The ability of the individual to overcome the 

infection depends upon two types of "resistance". If the 

individual has overcome a previous infection it is believed 

that his ability to withs~and the disease-will be increased. 

This is referred to as "specific" resistance. A vaccine 

known as BGG (Bacillus Calmette-Guerin) is available which 

artificially induces such specific resistance. 

Even without specific resistance, however l the 

individual may overcome infection. Such "general" 

resistance is associated with the fitness of the individual 

and his ability to resist any type of infection. 

2. Ioc.cit. 
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flDisease u , then, results only when "infection" over

comes "z-e e Ls t ano e " (specific and E;eneral). The point at 

which this takes plaoe and the individual begins to display 

symptoms of disease is denoted by the term "breakdown". If 

the individual will submit to treatment in time it is usually 

pos sib Le to strengthen his foroe s of re sis tanoe through re st 

and adequate nutrition thereby enabling him to resist further 

progress of the disease. If the foroes of the body c an be 

strengthened suffioiently that the infection is oontained 

and the destroyed lung tissue healed, the patient is said to 

have realized a. "o u r e " •. If, however, the patient suffers a 

seoond breakdown and requires further treatment the term

"relapse" is applied to his condition.

Some Sooial And Economio Implications Of The Disease

Tuberculosis has oertain characteristios which give 

it a real economic and social significance. Most important 

is the length of time required for treatment. If the 

treatment is to be successful it must be prompt, uninterrupted 

and followed by adequate convalescenoe and rehabilitation of 

'the patient in "normal n life. The Ie ngth of treatment and 

these other requirements imply a heavy financial burden upon 

the individual and the oommunity. 

Another characteristic of tuberculosis is its long observed 

correlation with social conditions. Hence, some attention 

must be given to poverty as a predisposing faotor. Further 

social and eoonomic implications of the disease appear when 
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~he "incidence" of the disease is considered. Finally 

attention will be directed to the need for special 

institutions to provide treatment facilities. 

!h~ ~eng~h Ot ~rea~men~

Notwithstanding recent advanoes in pharmaceutical 

and surgical methods of speeding recovery from tuber

culosis~ there is still no specific cure for the disease. 

Although certain drugs, for example, greatly facilitate 

treatment of tuberculosis there is still no drug which is 

capable of "our an g " the disease outright. 

Rest remains the basic element in the treatment of 

tuberculosis. This often means that ~he individual is 

merely required to remain in bed and to relax, thereby' 

minimizing the movement of the lungs and permitting the 

lesions caused by the disease to heal. 

Often~ however, more drastic methods are employed 

to rest the afflicted area. Temporary and sometimes 

permanent collapse of one lung is induced in some cases. 

Like the use of drugs, however, such surgical practices 

are still regarded as supplementary to bed rest which remains 

the basic form of treatment. 

The length of time required for such treatment varies 

greatly from case to case. Cases discovered in the early 

stages may require only a few months of treatment, advanced 

cases may require years. The average length of treatment 

for patients discharged from Saskatchewan sanatoria in 1953 
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3
was 16.29 months. 

From this it may be concluded that tuberculosis is 

a disease which requires the afflicted individual to 

withdraw from all gainful employment, and indeed from 

all exertion of any kind, for rather long periods of time. 

The length of treatment and the requirement that the 

individual give up his employment during the period of 

treatment ha~ important implications related to the 

financial capacity of the individual. 

Commenting upon this one C~nadian authority on 

tuberculosis made the following statement. 

Very few patients have bee n able to pay 
the cost of hospitalization for a disease 
as long drawn out as tuberculosis ••••• 
The percentage who pay their way is so 
small that it would seem to be almost 
uneconomical to maintain collection 
departments ••••• 4 

While these remarks referred to the general situation 

in Canada they are clearly supported by the experience 

in Saskatchewan. In 1928~ the last year in which 

individual patients were charged for treatment in Sask

atchewan, less than 2., per cent of the total cost was 

actually collected from this source. 

3. Annual Report of Medical Services 1953, 
Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis League, mimeographed,
p.3. 

4. Wherrett, G.J., "Progress in Tuberculosis Control 
in Canada", Canadian Public Healt~ Journal, Vol. 32. No.6, 
June 1941, p.290. 
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Even the few who did pay often appear to have been destitute 

upon disoharge with the result that they frequently were 

unable to obtain the full benefit of treatment before going 
5 

baok-to work. 

This was found to be at one time the prinoipal cause of 

"relapse" (See terminology above) in Saskatchewan. A oommission 

investigating the tuberoulosis problem in Saskatohewan in 1922 

found that 33.3 per oent of all relapses oould be attributed 

to the patient finding it necessary to return to work before 
. - 6 

seouring the maximum b en e f Lb- from treatment. 

Because of this inability of the individual to withstand 

the financial orisis imposed upon him when tuberculosis strikes 

most states today assume the burden of financing treatment and 

to an increasing extent of rehabilitating the patient after 

discharge. 

Long before Robert Koch disoovered that tuberculosis was 

oaused by a germ (1882) the general relationship between 

tuberculosis and social conditions within the oommunity was 

recognized. 

5. Middleton. F.e •• "Evolution of Tuberculosis Control 
in Saskatchewan", Canadian Public Health Journal. Vol.24. 
No.ll, Nov.1933. pp.509-10. 

6. Province of Saskatohewan. Report of the Saskatchewan 
Anti-Tuberculosis Commission, Regina. Kingts printer" 1922. 
p.38. ~
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Under certain circumstances poverty may be regarded as a 

factor predisposing to tuberculosis insofar as very low 

standards of living decrease the individual's resistanoe 

to the infection. 

This factor was emphasized as early as 1901 by 

Dr. Adolphus Knopf, one of the early promoters of the 

anti-tuberculosis campaign in the United States# who 

wrote as follows: 

Let us always remember that tuberculosis 
as a disease of the masses has a large 
social aspeot and that without improving 
the social conditions of the people, 
the disease tuberculosis will never be 
eradicated from our midst.7 

How significant this living standard fac~or will be 

depends upon the nature of the tUberculosis problem 
8 

confronting the particular community. If a community has 

a high tuberculosis death rate indicating a large amount of 

infection, it will be almost inevitable that the individual 

will be infected at some time in his life. Under these 

circumstances it has been suggested that raising the standard 

of living might be a praetical method ot controlling the 

disease. Raising the standard of living could be expected 

7. Knopf# Dr. A., "Tuberculosis- as a Disease of the 
Masses and How to Combat itt' inCavins$ H.lVI. ~ National 
Health Agencie, A Survey With Especial Reference to 
VOluntary Organi"Z"i:Eions, Wash~ngton" n.c., public Affairs 
Press, 1945, pp.76-7? 

8. Ferguson, R.G., Studies in Tuberculosis, Toronto 
University of Toronto Press, 1955# p.5. 
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to increase the general resistance of the individual through 

improved nutrition~ more healthful housing~ greater 

opportunity for recreation and through other factors relating 

to the general health of the individual. 

The other assumes~ of course. that "the" standard ot 

living is so low as to have a significant effect upon health. 

This would not seem to be the case in Saskatohewan today. 

During the decade of the 1930's, however. when Saskatchewan 

became a "depressed area" the truth of the relationship 

between living standards and the extent of tuberculosis was 

demonstrated. As early as 1930 the General Superintendent 

of the Saskatohewan Anti-Tuberculosis League wrote that 

In this year of depression with its 
losses and finanoial embarrassment 
for those working for themselves 
and unemployment worries for those 
who work for hire, and lowered 
standards of living in the province 
generally. the responsibility resting 
upon the ••• League is perhaps the 
greatest since its formation.9 

Raising the stanqard of living does not seem to be an 

appropriate policy in a situation where the tuberculosis death 

rate is low and where it is not inevitable that the 

individual become infected. Under these conditions the most 

appropriate policy would seem to be one aimed at preventing 

infection rather than the more cumbersome attempt to increase 

9. Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis League. "Annual 
Report 1930 tt in Valley Echo~ Vol.XII, No.8, Aug. 1931. 
p.32. 
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general resistance by raising the standard of living. 

The Incidence Of' The DiseAse 

The economic significance of the disease both from 

the standpoint of the individual and the society is made 

even more apparent when the incidence of the diseasais 

considered. Tuberculosis is still one of the major threats 

to the health of the labor force. 

A recently published study showed that tuberculosis 

remains the "most serious infectious disease of the prime 

of life". In Canada in 1952 Tuberculosis caused more 

deaths in the age group between fifteen and forty than 
10 

"all other endemic and infectious diseases combined ••• ". 

So far as the individual is concerned then# tuberculosis 

is apt to interrupt his life during the income earning years 

with serious consequences for the financial condition of 

himself and his family. From the standpoint of the society 

tuberculosis is a particular threat to the productive age 

groups. 

The Need For:. Specialized InstitutiQ!1$ 

While most other serious illnesses of a physical 

nature are ~reated in general hospitals. tuberculosis has 

long been distinguished from other illnesses by the 

specialized nature of the sanatorium. The most concise 

explanation of the reasons for the encouragement of such a 

policy of specialization in Saskatchewan is contained in 

10. Ferguson. R.G., Studies in TUberculosis, Toronto, 
University of Toronto Press, 1955, p.ij. 
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the Report of the Anti-Tuberculosis Commission of 1922. 

This commission found that 

••• it was the coneansus of opinion that 
tuberculosis should not be treated in 
general hospitals. It was pointed out 
that 'the location and surroundings of a 
building intended for tubercular patients 
ware of importance. General hospitals 
were invariably situated in large cities, 
and in this country usually planned to 
occupy the least possible space. The 
danger of cross infection was one of the 
most important objections raised. Usually 
a hospital patient is one whose resistance 
to infection is lowered~ therefore, the 
danger of infection from a tubercular 
patient is notably increased. The absence 
in general hospitals of the attention 
needed~ such as specialized nursing and 
medical services, and of the necessary 
facilities for successfully treating the 
disease, were among the points d Ls c ua e'e d s L), 

It is seen from this that the main reason for treating 

tuberculosis in specialized institutions is the infectious 

nature of the disease. In addition to providing treatment 

facilities the ,sanatoria are also places of isolation. 

T~h.~culosia In Saskatohewan 

The organization of the tuberculosis control program 

in Saskatchewan is unusual and conflicts with certain 

principles esteemed elsewhere. Before the nature of this 

unusual form of organization can be examined some account 

must be taken of the peculiarities of the tuberculosis 

problem as encountered in this province. This section will 

evaluate the significance of the climate, the settlement 

process, the predominantly rural environment and the presence 

11. Province of Saskatchewan~ Report of the 
Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis Commission~ Regina. King's 
Printer. 1922~ p.13. 
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of an aboriginal population in the province. 

The Climate 

There is no evidence to suggest that the olimate of 
12 

Saskatchewan predisposes to more or less tubE}'rculosis. 

Nor is there any evidence that any particular climate 

hinders or facilitates recovery from the disease. While 

it may be suggested that winter conditions hinder some 

aspects of -the preventive program,' this is not a problem 

peculiar to -this province. 

Th,e Fr.edo1fii;n~ntly Rtlr~~ En1[ir"onJ!l~n~

Perhaps the most apparent peculiari-ty of this province 

is the fac-t that its population is largely rural. It is 

difficult, however, to estimate the net effect of -this upon 

the problem of combating tuberculosis. 

At first sight it would appear -that a community founded 

upon extensive agriculture would enjoy certain advantages 

over urban areas in combating a~ infec-tious disease such as 

tuberculosis. The rela-tive infrequency of personal contact 

where population is sparse is obviously a factor which could 

be expected to reduce the spread of infection. I-t would also 

be expected that the level of general resistance would be 

higher where mos-t of the population is engaged in outdoor 

occupations and liVing in spacious surroundings relative to 

those found in indus-trial areas for example. 

12. Ferguson, R.G. 6 Studies in Tuberculosis, Toronto, 
University of Toronto Press, '1955, p.4. 
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In practiee~ howeve~, these "natural" advantages of 

the rural environment are offset by the difficulty of 

organizing a tuberculosis control program in an area where 

the population is scattered so thinly as in Saskatchewan. 

The great difficulty with rural 
tuberculosis work has always been 
the scattered or sparse population 
which makes it so difficult to 
o~ganize from a community stand
point.13 

There are many reasons for this disadvantage. Rem~ness

from medical advice discourages early discovery of eases~

finding cases requires more tim.eand expense, following up 

ex-patients is more difficult and educational programs can 

be less easily carried out in a sparsly populated area than 

in one where the population is dense. 

In Saskatchewan, once an active control program was 

instituted, it was found that the "natural" advantages of 

the rural envirollment were more than offset by i-tis 

organizational disadvantage. III 1923, for example, the death 

rate in the cities was 47.0, in the towns 60.6 and in the 
14 

villages 63.1 per 100,000 of population. 

During the period before 1941 the d'Entth rate'from 

tuberculosis was reduced in the urban areas as mu~h as in the 
15 

rural. Apparently the relative ease of encouraging early 

13. Holbach, Dr.J.R., "Story of the Hamilton Health 
Association", in Canadian Tuberculosis Association~ T.B. 
Papers,ottawa, 1923, p.77. 

14. Union of Saskatchewan Municipalities, Report of 
the Annual Convention 1923, p.46. 

15. Ferguson. R.G., Studies in Tuberculosis, Toronto, 
University of Toronto Press, 1955, p.~9.
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diagnosis and isolation of tubercular persons in the cities 

was serving to offset the natural advantage of the rural 

areas in the province. 

Since 1941. however. the difficulty of conducting the 

control program in rural areas has largely been offset by 

technological advance in case-finding procedures. With the 

introduc~ion of mobile photofluorographic equipment it has 

been possible to extend preven~ive servioes to rural areas 

relatively cheaply. The effect of this has been to> shift the 

balance in favor of the rural areas. Since it is now econom

ically possible to provide comparable preventive service to 

both rural and urban areas the "natural" advantage ot the 
16 

former has reasserted itself. 

The tuberculosis control program in Saskatchewan has 

been complicated by the presence or an aboriginal population 

which has little resistance to the disease. Dr. Ferguson's 

study of tuberculosis among the Indians of the Qu'Appelle 

Valley demonstrated "the difference in the level of 

susceptibility between primitive people recently exposed and 
17 

the white race exposed for centuries". 

With the coming of the white man to the prairies 

tuberculosis appears to have spread steadily among the Indian 

population. Even so it did not reach epidemic proportions 

until the 1880's when the Indians were established on the 

16. Ibid •• p.29 

17. Ibid., p.9 
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reserves. Dr. Ferguson explains the resulting devastation 

in the following manner. 

The obvious conditions facilitating 
the progress of the epidemic and the 
spread of infection at this time were 
the concentration of the Indians in 
fixed residences on the reserves. lack 
of sanitation. their contact with the 
surrounding white settlers, and the 
concentration of the children in board
ing schools for education. Under these 
conditions tuberculosis infection spread 
quickly.18 

By 1939, although the Indians comprised only about two 

per cent of the population of the province. they suffered 

about twenty-five per cent of all the deaths from tuberculosis 
19 

in the province. 

The infusion of white blood into the Indian population 
20 

apparently increases resistance to the disease. Even so. 

the Metis themselves pose a problem. The Metis comprise 

about two per cent of Uhe non-Indian population of the 

province. but out of 110 non-Indian deaths in Saskatch&wan 

during 1949. twenty-two were Metis. Hence, about twenty per 

While the factor of racial susceptibility is emphasized 

by persons primarily concerned with the medical aspects of 

19. Saskatchewan Urban Municipalities Association, 
Annual Convention 1939, p.25. 

20. See Ferguson. R.G., Studies in Tuberculosis, Toronto, 
University of Toronto Press, 1955, p.9. 

League ffAnnual21. Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis Report" 
1950 in Valley Echo, Vol.XXXII, No.8, Aug.,1951,pp.9-10. 
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the Indian problem, the social and economic factors 

described earlier in this chapter must not be forgotten. 

These are summarized by D.A. stewart in his 

R~4 !vI~n And The 1frb.:~te Plague 

•••There is no doubt that a great part 
of the Indian's lack of resistance to 
tuberculosis is due to his abject 
poverty. Like most other social problems 
this one is less medical than economic 
and educational. It is true of course 
that this poverty is accentuated by his 
own mismanagement, indolence and improvidence 
and that these are sometimes gross ••• 
(But) the most energetic and resourceful 
white man, if put where some Indians are 
and under their limitations in employment 
chanc,es, would likely not do much better 
than the Indians have done. Race, 
carelessness and ignorance handicap the 
Indian in his fight - if he does fight 
against tuberculosis, but his poverty also 
presents great difficulties.22 

There appe ars to be little doubt that these same 

factors account for the prevalence of the disease among 

the Metis. In spite of the infusion of white blood, the 

living, conditions, employment opportunities and attitude 

toward the white man's way of life predispose this group 

to disease. 

The "Indian Problem" is made even more complex by the 

fact that while it poses a threat to the overall tuberculosis 

control program in the province, its solution is constitutionally 

made the responsibility of the federal government. 

There appears to have been a tendency, dating-from a 

22. Stewart, D.A., The Red Man and the White Plague 
Ninette,Manitoba, 1939, p.'. 
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time before any tuberculosis control program began, to blame 

the tuberculosis problem in the province upon immigration. 

In 1910 the Commissioner of PUblic Health wrote to the 

Premia r as follows ,_ 

You will see that, in accordance with 
our population, our death rate from 
this disease is particularly high. 
This is not from any local cause, 

-either c limatic or otherwise-, but is 
accounted for by many from other 
countries coming here while affected 
by the disease ••• 23 

When the Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis League began 

operating the first sanatorium in the 'province it was found 

that only a small proportion of those admit~ted for treatment 

were 'of "native" origin" that is" very few of the patients 

had been born in the province. In its second annual report 

the League announced·~hat out of a total of 380 patients 

discharged in 1919, 169 were Canadian born (39 being born 

in Saskatohewan),,- whereas 116 had been born in the British 
24 

Isles, 35 in the United States and 54 in Europe. The League 

concluded from this that since "tuberculosis infection occurs 

largely in childhood" it is plainly seen that most of this 

infection is imported into Saskatchewan from other provinces 
25 

and countries. This" in itself. was to be expected" however, 

in view of' the fact that the entiresett1ement process had 

depended upon immigration. Because of this, at any given 

23. Scott Papers, Correspondence dated Jan.lB. 1910, 
Public Health-General, 1905-1911, Archives of Saskatohewan, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 

24. Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis League. Annual Report. 
1919. p.6. 

25. Loc.cii;. 
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time. the total number of persons olassed as immigrants must 

have been much greater than the total number of persons born 

in the province. 

Successive immigration was more significant even though 

it was relatively meagre. for once the population of the 

province had become established. the possibility of persons 

coming in from more highly tuberoulerized areas posed a real 

threat to the health of the established population. Recently 

published studies of this problem have been interpreted to 

show that immigration from 1929 to 1932 affected the prOVincial 

tuberculosis death rate in the age groups under twenty and 

over forty. The mortality in the groups studied was one and 
26 

one-half times higher than the death rate for the province. 

In spite of the deleterious effect upon the prOVincial 

tuberculosis situation in the age groups mentioned above it 

must be remembered that most of our immigration has been 

"selective". In general the majority of the immigrants to 

this country were relatively young and vigorous. This has 

led Dr. Ferguson to conclude that selective immigration from 

the United states and Western Europe has on the whole over the 

years been beneficial in its net effect upon the "tuberculosis 
27 

rate" (cases of tuberculosis per 100.000 of population). This 

does not say. however. that it has not increased the absolute 

26. Ferguson~ R.G., Studies in Tuberculosis, Toronto.
University of Toronto Press. 1955. p.33

27. Ibid. p.35 
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amount of tuberculosis in the province. 

The study referred to also claims that immigrants from 

a relatively highly tuberculerized region who have about the 

same natural resistance to the disease as the "native" 

population "quickly adopt the standards of sanitation and 

knowledge of preventive measures of their new neighbors, and 

in one or two generations incidence among them falls to the 
28 

rate prevailing in the general population~

It may be concluded then, that during the years when the 

tuberculosis control program was being organized in Saskatchewan 

the continued influx of immigrants served to increase the absolute 

amount of tuberculosis in the province. But because of the 

rapidity with which the immigrants have been assimilated into 

the general population and because "immigration in small 
29 

proportions has a minor effect on a tuberculosis epidemic" 

immigration has not been of particular significance over most 

of the period since the first sanatorium was opened in 1917. 

In the 1930's, however, it is interesti~ to notice that 

Saskatchewan lost an important part of its most resistant 

population. The emigration of young job-seekers from this 

province to Ontario and B.ritish Columbia caused an increase 

in the amount of tuberculosis in proportion to our population 

in Saskatchewan and had the opposite effect upon the situation 
30 

in Ontario and British Columbia. 

28. Loc.cit. 

29. ~.,p.34

30. Ibid.$ p.35 
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SUMMARY AND C QIH~ LUB 1: ONS. 

Tuberculosis has certain characteristics which make 

it a real economic and social problem. Notwithstanding 

medical advance in diagnosis and treatment there is still 

no specific cure for the disease. This means that lengthy 

rest remains the basic form of treatment. Such rest must 

be as complete as possible- with the result that the 

individual must abstain from gainful employment for 

considerable periods of time. This results# in many cases, 

in financial crisis for the individual and a real economic 

loss to the community. 

Tuberculosis is an infectious disease spread by direct 

physical contact by a person with an infected person or 

object. Because of this the control of the disease becomes 

a community responsibility. The prevalence of the disease 

within the community will depend, in part~ upon the ease 

with which infection is spread. This will be influenced by 

the extent of personal contact between individuals, sanitation 

and the hygienic standards of the community. 

The prevalence of the disease will also depend upon the 

ability of the individuals within the community to resist 

infection when it is encountered. This in turn will depend upon 

the specific resistance acquired naturally by previous infection 

or artificially by vaccin~tion with B.C.G.# and upon the non

specific resistance associated with the general health of the 

individuals in the community. It is the latter factor which, 

in conjunction with the hygienic factors mentioned in the 

above paragraph# gives rise to the observable relationship 
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between the prevalence of tuberculosis and the standard of 

living. 

Special institutions are constructed to make possible 

the provision of specialized treatment facilities~ the isolation 

of the tuberculous sick from the rest of the population and to 

avoid bringing them into contact with persons with weakened 

resistance in general hospitals. 

In Canada tuberculosis is the foremost cause of death 

from infectious disease between the ages of 15 and 40. 

Because of this it must be regarded as having special 

economic signi~mce for the community insofar as it poses a 

particular threat to the age groups comprising the working 

force. From the standpoint of the individual and the family 

it is significant financially because it endangers the 

individual in his income earning years. 

~uberculosis In S~ska~chewan

There is no evidenoe that the climate of Saskatchewan 

predisposes to more or less tuberculosis. 

The net effect of the predominantly rural way of life 

in Saskatchewan is difficult to estimate. Because the sparse 

population associated with extensive agricultural operations 

would suggest an advantage over more densly populated areas 

in controlling an' infectious disease~ this "natural" advantage 

is offset by the difficulty of organizing and operating a 

tuberculosis control program under such conditions. Succeeding 

chapters will show that the organization and operatiom of the 

program in Saskatohewan ha~been entrusted to a unique authority, 
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the structure and policies of which have been designed to 

minimize this disadvantage. 

The presence of an aboriginal population displaying 

greatly inferior resistance to disease has complioated the 

tuberculosis control problem in Saskatchewan. Too often~

however 11 racial slilsceptibili ty is emphasized to such an 

extent that the inferior social and economic position 

of the Indian and Metis population is overlooked as a 

predisposing factor to tuberculosis. 

The immigration associated with the settlement process 

in Saskatchewan was still in its last extensive phase when 

the tuberculosis control program w~s conceived in the province. 

During this period (1910-1917) the absolute amount of 

tuberculosis in the province appears to have been increased 

by the influx of tuberculous immigrants who escaped the 

screening of the federal immigration authorities. Insofar 

as the incidence of the disease expressed in cases per capita 

is concerned, however, studies suggest that immigration to 

Saskatchewan from the United states and Western Europe has not been 

a significant difficulty from the standpoint of tuberculosis 

control. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE PROGRAM IN SASKATCHEWAN 

The tuberculosis control program in Saskatchewan 

is planned and carried out by the Saskatchewan Anti

Tuberculosis League. Most of the revenues necessary for 

the program are, however, provided by governments. 

Because of this peculiar situation, the League is best 

referred to as a non-official health agency so as to avoid 

confusion with the purely voluntary organizations operating 

in the other provinces. Here the League not only performs 

the educational and preventative functions characteristic 

of the purely voluntary health agencies, but also manages 

the curative or treatment program. Except for its 

preventive program, which is financed by voluntary public 

contributions, however, the League derives most of its 

revenue from the provincial government and the 

municipalities of the province. 

T.he Cop§~~tU]~q~ 0~ ~he ~~~gu~

Although local anti-tuberculosis organizations 

existedc earlier, the movement was first organized on a 

provincial basis in 1911. On February 17 of that year 

the Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis League was formed as 

a voluntary health agency with an original membership of 

sixty prominent citizens of the province. This organization 

was incorporated by statute on March 23, 1911 by an act 

which set out the form, objects and powers of the 

Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis League. 
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The following year, in 1912, the Board of 

Directors passed a bylaw defining the membership of the

League as "those whose names are mentioned in the Act of

Incorporation, and such others as may be added from time

to time, by resolution of the League ••• ». This early

bylaw also stipulated that "the Commissioner of Public

Health shall be ex officio a member of the executive or
I 

board of directors." 

The statutory provisions for membership in the 

League were revised in 1923. The act of that year 

provided that the membership of the League would consist 

of all p e r so n s who were members lI'lhen the act came into 

force, "the mayors of all cities and towns in Saskatchewan, 

~the overseers of villages and the reeves of rural 

municipalities during their respective terms of office

and such other persons as may be admitted to membership
,(2

under the bylaws, rules or regulations of the League. 

In the following year, 1924, the Board of Directors passed 

a bylaw to the effect that any resident of the province 

who was over t\venty-one years of age and a British subject 

could become a member of the League upon payment of ona 
3 

dollar and approval by the Board of Directors. 

1. Official Minutes of the Board ot Directors of
the Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis League, June 18~l9l2.

(Hereafter referred to as Minutes of the Board).

2. Statutes of Saskatchewan,13 Geo.V,oe59,s.4.
(Hereafter Statutes'.

3. Minutes of the Board, June 11, 1924. 



The members of the League are eligible to attend 

an annual meeting at which they hear" discuss and approve 

the annual reports of the President and the various 

executive officials. The meeting then elects the League's 

representatives to the Board of Directors. 

~he l:30~:t:g. of pirectors 

The Board of Directors which governs the 

activities of the League both in its preventive and 

curative functions was originally appointed by the member

ship of the League at its annual meeting. The fifteen 

directors so elected were to "hold office until the next 

annual meeting. or until their successors are elected". 

The procedure by which they were to be elected was by 
4 

nomination and ballot. 

The first significant alteration in the composition 

of the Board came in 1920 as a result of the financial 

dif£iculties being encountered by the League at that time. 

This change in the composition of the Board was designed 

to provide representation on the Board for the provincial 

government "as an alternative to placing the Sanatorium 

under direct government control in the event of funds 
5 

required for the institution being raised by taxation ••• " 

Consequently~ the Act of Incorporation was amended in 1920 

to provide that the affairs of the League were to be 

managed by a board of directors" twelve of whom ware to be 

4. Minutes of the Board, June 18~ 1912. 

5. Correspondence dated October 13. 1920, bound 
in Minutes of the Board; 1920. 
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elected by the League's membership as before and 

"additional directors, not exceeding three in number tt 

who were to be appointed by the provincial government 

"for such respective periods as may be named in the order
6 

in-council appointing them". 

The composition of the Board remained unchanged 

until 1927. During this time the Board had itself 

considered adding representatives from the municipalities, 

the Saskatchewan Medical Association~ the r.O.D.E. and 
7 

other organizations in the province. It should also be 

noted "here that it was in these years that the 

municipalities of the province became involved in the 

Leaguets finances. 

In 1927 the Act of 1923 was amended so as to 

reduce to six the number of directors elected by the 

membership of the League. As before. these were to be 

elected at the annual meeting. but now the terms of 

office were "staggered" so that two directors would be 

elected annually to hold office for three years. Each 

year three directors were to be elected at the annual 

convention of the Saskatchewan Association of Rural 

Municipalities, two others by the Union of Saskatchewan 

Municipalities and one by the Saskatchewan Medical 

Association. As in the past, three directors were to be 

7. Minutes of the Board, June 11,1924. 



appointed to the Board by the provincial government~

thereby making up a board with a total of fifteen 
8 

directors. 

The number of directors elected by a membership 

of the League itself was further decreased in 1929 when 

the Sanatorium Act of 1923 was replaced by a new act. 

This act provided for five directors to be appointed by 

the provincial government to hold office tor two years~

five by the Saskatchewan Association of Rural Municipalities 

for one year. two by ~e Union of Saskatchewan Municipalities 

for one year. one by the provincial government to represent 

the local ~mprovement districts of the province for one 

year, and one by the Saskatchewan Medical Association. 

This left only one of the fifteen directors to be elected 

by the membership of the League. As before~ this 

representative of the League was to be chosen at the annual 

meeting. It should be noticed, however, that this act 

excluded from voting those members of the League who were 

members by virtue of their offices as mayors, overseers 
9 

or reeves of municipalities. 

The composition of the Board remained unchanged 

from 1929 until 1948. At that time the number of directors 

appointed by the League was increased to two. The purpose 

of this, however~ was merely to enable the League to give 

9. statutes, 19 Geo.V,c.6l,s.6. 
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representation on the Board to the Associated Canadian 

Travellers. It was understood at the time that the 

additional direotor would, in faot, be the choioe of that 

organization which has "aided the League very materially 
10 

in its program". 

In 1948 then, the Board of Directors was increased 

to sixteen members. Two ye ars Ia ter provis ion was made 

whereby an additional direotor would be appointed by the 

provincial government so as to give representation to the 

Northern Administration District. 

Since then the Board has again been enlarged to 

increase from two to four the direotors appointed by the 

Saskatchewan Urban Municipalities Association. At present 

then, the Board oonsists of nineteen directors. One of 

these represents the membership of the League, seven are 

appointed by the provincial government, nine by the 

municipalities of the province, one by the Saskatchewan 

Medical Association and one is appointed by the League to 

represent the Association of Canadian Travellers. 

This Board meets every three months to direct the 

bus iness of the League. The original bylaws of the League 

prOVided that the meetings of the Board would be open to 

all members of the League ·although they would be e x o luded 

from participation in the proceed ard is 

permitted by statute to pay its members for their 

10. Province of Saskatchewan". Annual Report of the 
Department of Public Health 1948,Regina,K~ng's printer,
1949,p.9. 
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11 

attendence at Board meetings. 

The original bylaws of the League provided that 

nat any meeting· of the Board, c ommi ttees may be appointed 

to consist of either members of the Board or of the 
12 

Le eg ue ••• n At present the Board appoints eight standing 
13 

committees. 

The continuity in the actual direction of the 

League, in spite of the changes in the method of select£on 

outl ined above, is perhaps the outstand ing ch aracterist ic 

of the Board. This is particularly noticeable in the 

office of president. Three men have held this post Tor 

forty-three of the Leaguers fDrty-four years of existence. 

Peter MeAra held office in 1911 and then from July 1930 

until July 1945. A. B. Cook Was president from December 

1913 until June 1930 and E. G. Ringley from July 1945 to 

the present. 

Although the Directors are elected 
or appointed by various representative 
bodies, the League has had, since its 
origin, a remarkable degree of 
continuity of direction by men who 
have grown up with the organization 
and are thoroughly familiar with 
its problems and objective. 14 

The implications of this will be examined in Chapter Five. 

11. statutes, 19 GeO.V,c.6l,s.23. 

12. Minutes of the Boa.rd, June 18, 1912. 

13. See Chart,-Cha.pter V. 

14. Submission by the Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis 
League to the Select Special Committee on Social Welfare, 
Gov e r nme nt; of the Province of Saskatchewan, March 31, 1943, 
mimeographed, p.6. (Hereafter referred to as "Submission 1943"). 
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The executive staff of the League is appointed 

by the Board of Directors in accordance with the provisions 
15 

of the Act. In practice, the Board usually makes suoh 

key appointments as to the positions of General Superintendent 

and Director of Medioal Services and of Medioal Superintendent 

while other appointments are usually made by the General 

Superintendent and Direotor of Medioal Services subjeot to 

the approval of the Board. One notioeable charaoteristic 

of the League, however, has been the long tenure of suoh 

"key" personnel. Two of the three Medioal Superintendents, for 

example, have held this position for twenty-five and thirty 

years respectively. In its forty-four years of operation 

the League has had only three General Superintendents, 

one of whom served for thirty-two oonseoutive years. 

There has been little alteration in the organization 

of the executive staff over the years. Prior to 1922 the 

office of exeoutive secretary served as the channel of 

communication between the Board and the general administration 

of the League. In that year, however, this office was 

abolished and a permanent managing direotor was appointed 

by the Board, "not so muoh for supervising the running of 

the Sanatorium whioh was operating very smoothly and 

satisfaotorily~ but that the general work of the League 

15. Revised Statutes of Saskatohewan, 1953, 
0.235,s.15. 
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throughout the Province might be given more attention". 

Originally this position was combined with that of 

President of the League and was filled by a member of 

the Board. After 1930, however, the duties of general 

administration were given to a medical employee of the 

League whose office was designated as that of "General 

Superintendent and Director of Medical SerVices". 

It appears from personal inquiries and a study 

of the Board's minutes, however, that such arrangements 

were as much determined by the availability of individuals 

possessing particular administrative talents as by the 

Board's opinions relating to administrative organization. 

The functions of the League have been the same 

throughout its history and are implied in the follOWing 

formal definition of the "objects of the Le_gue". 

The objects of the League shall 
be the care, conduct and 
management of Sanatoria and 
hospitals for the treatment of 
tuberculosis, the establishment, 
either independently or in 
cooperation with municipal, 
hospital or other authorities, 
of clinics for examination and 
diagnosis, and the adoption of 
such measures and the promotion 
of works and unde r-bakd ng s in its 
opinion necessary or d~sirable
for preventing the deve~opment
and spread of tuberculosis in 
Saskatchewan. 17 

16. Minutes of the Board, April 18,1922. 
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It is apparent from this that the League's functions 

may be broken down into two types, the curative and the 

preventive. 

The early activities of the League were chiefly 

de v otedt0 est ab 1 ish ing its cur a t i v e pro gram. From its, 

incorporation in 1911 until treatment was made free in 

1929, the League worked toward the establishment of 

"adequate" treatment facilities and an adequate financial 

structure for operating them. While by far the gre~test

part of the League's expenditures, even today, is on 

treatment account, after 1930 the preventive function of 

the League became relatively more important. 

When the League shifted its emphasis from the 

curative to the preventive program in 1929 the General 

Superintendent described the change as follows. 

The year 1929 marks the effective 
opening of the preventive program 
of the League. At this date 
preventive effort has outstripped 
curative in the campaign to control 
tuberculosis. Having provided 
curative treatment for the sick 
and c are for the dying, the League 
has moved on to attack the contagion 
at its source ••• In short, tuberculosis 
is now being dealt with not merely 
as a serious illness but as a serious 
infectious disease •••• 18 

Because provision was never made for financing 

preventive services out of taxes, the League had reoourse 

lB. SaskatChewan Anti-Tuberculosis League 
(hereafter S.A.T.L.) uAnnual Report 1929tt 

, in Valley Echo, 
Vol.XI, No.8, August 1930, p.31. 
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to voluntary contributions as the source of revenue on 

preventive account. In 1928 the Christmas Seal campaign 

was first used by the League. This campaign has been 

conducted each year since and the annual gross revenues 

from it have inoreased from 112,130~ in 1928 to $152,637~
19 

in 1953. Total returns from the campaign totalled 

$1,585,207.84 at t he end of 1953. 

In 1934 the League obtained an additional source 

of revenue for its preventive program when the Association 

of Canadian Travellers became interested in its work. 

Returns from this source have also grown, being $1,639.60 

in 1934 and $83,929.81 in 1953. Total returns since 1934 

amounted to $720,359.29 in 1953. 

While these two sources, the Christmas Seal 

Campaign and the A.C.T. contributions account for the 

bulk of the preventive revenues raised by the League, 

.there are several other sources. In 1938, for example, 

the League introduced the sale of "Health Bonds". These 

were certificates issued in various denominations from 

five to five hundred dollars in an attempt to encourage 

individuals and organizations to make larger contributions 

to the Leaguers Preventive Fund. The ftbonds U were also 

expected to have a publicity and educational value when 
20 

displayed. 

19. S.A.T.L., "Annual Report of the Christmas
Seal Committee for 1954" mimeographed, p.3.

20. S.A.T.L., uAnnual Report of the Christmas
Seal Committee for 1938", in Valley Echo, Vol.XX,No.8
August 1939, p.20.



The following year the Rural Municipal 

Secretaries undertook to sell seals in the Rural 

Municipalities. In the campaign of 1949-50 this group 
21 

raised $2,324 for the preventive work of the League. 

In summary, the preventive work of the League is 

at present financed through funds received from the 

Christmas Seal" Campaign, the sale of Health Bonds, the 

A.a. T., the Rural Secretarie s an d , occas iona11y, from 

special canvasses. 

The nature of the preventive work done by the 

League has changed to Bome extent since 1929. To a large 

extent this has been the result of technological advances 

in the x-ray equipment used for diagnosis and case finding. 

Late in the 1930's the technique of photofluorography was 

developed and in 1941 the League pioneered in the use of 

such equipment for mass surveys of the apparently well 

population. Since then, using improved equipment, the 

League has completed three mass surveys of the province. 

Since the 1940's then the emphasis in the 

preventive program has been on the mass x-ray surveys. 

Before then the emphasis was on stationary clinics and 

a travelling consultant service which in 1926 was 

considered "the most important part of the work being 
22 

done by the League as far as prevention is concerned". 

21. S.A.T.L., "Annual Report of the Christmas 
See.l Committee for 1949-50 tt , in Valley Echo Vol.XXXII, 
No.8, August 1950, p.22. • 

22.Minutes of the Board, December 21, 1926. 
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The stationary clinics and travelling consultant service 

are still important elements in the case finding program. 

It might be pointed out here that these methods emphasize 

the close relationship between the League and the private 

practitioners of the province. This relationship has been 

a significant characteristic of the organization of the 

program in Saskatchewan. 

The medical profession and 
particularly the family 
physicians are t~e keystone 
in the case finding campaign. 
Seventy-five per cent of new 
cases are diagnosed or suspected 
by the family doctor, and referred 
direct to sanatoria or clinics.23 

Some understanding of the extent of the League's preventive 

program and of the relative emphasis placed upon its 

various elements may be gained from the follOWing summary 

of preventive services for 1952.
24

TABLE I

PREVENTIVE SERVICE NO. OF EXAMINATIONS 

Di agno a is at San ato ri a ••••••••••••••••• 5 ~ 340 
Other stationary clinics •••••••••••••••6,286 
Travelling consultant service •••••••••• 247 
Miniature x-ray surveys •••••••••••••• 225,631 
Special x-ray surveys •••••••••••••••••• 2,500 
Contacts examined by family doctor ••••• 849 
Examination of nurses in hospitals ••••• 2,529 
Ind ian survey-T re aty Indi an s ••••••••••• 8 ..70'2 

Non-treaty persons ••••••• l ..888 
Staff of Indian institutions ••••••••••• 259 
Miscellaneous surveys •••••••••••••••••• 868 

Just as the effectiveness of the clinic and 

consultative service depends upon the informal cooperation 

24. S.A.T.L.~ "Annual Report of Medical Services 
for 1952", in Valley Echo~Vol.XXXIV, No.8, August 1953,p.17. 



of the physicians in the province~ the preventive work 

of the League in general is so organized as to require 

the cooperation of many other groups and organizations 

including the clergy, press and teachers of the province. 

women's organizations such as the I.O.D.E., Homemaker's 

Clubs and Local Council of Women; fraternal groups such 

as the Canadian Legion and the councils of the various 

municipalities in the province. 

r:lth(3. ra.:r~~ Played:.J3y:r.rhe Provi.nci.al o-overnment 

Iii The. Tuber.culosiis Control Program 

Like the preventive program, the curative program 

in Saskatchewan is planned and carried out by the League. 

The funds for the curative program, however, are raised 

by other governing bodies to meet the League 1s expenditures 

on treatment account. In addition to this, the plant 

which the League operates in carrying out the curative 

functions is owned by the Provincial Government. It is 

obvious then that the Provincial Government is indirectly 

involved in the anti-tuberculosis program in this province 

although its actual influence upon the direction of the 

program seems to be limited to its representation on the 

Board of Directors of the League. 

The provincial government has been involved in 

the League's activities ever since the League was formed 

in 1911. 

The first meeting (of the League) was 
held in 1911, and one of their first 
moves was to interview the Government 
pointing out the necessity for a 
sanatorium, and inasmuch as this League 



represented a large proportion of 
the people of the province. through 
their local Leagues, the Committee 
interviewing the Government was able 
to demonstrate to the Government that 
the need for a sanatorium was genuine 
and that the public at large was 
really behind the movement. and would 
readily endorse any expenditure made 
by the Provincial Government for such 
purpose. In other words, this League 
was instrumental in creating the 
necessary public opinion in favor of 
having the money spent by the Provincial 
Government for a sanatorium. 25 

The League originally asked the government for 
26 

$50,000 but of this amount the government would promise 

only $25,000 and that only if the League could raise an 

equal amount by voluntary subscription. Apparently the 

government put somewhat less faith in the Leaguers public 

prestige'than is implied in the above statement. 

This original provincial grant WaS made only after 

the government had investigated the League's position 

rather carefully - as is evidenced by the following extract 

from the report of the Secretary in 1911. 

The government would like to have 
submitted a statement of our 
proposed plans and the length of 
time intended for their completion, 
along with an estimate of the cost 
of maintenance, as well as our 

25. Correspondence, Acting Deputy Minister of 
Public Health to the National TUberculosis Association, 
New York, March 14,1929, Saskatchewan Department of Public 
Health Central Files, File No. 497. 

26. F.C. Middleton, "Evolution of Tuberculosis 
Control in Saskatchewan", Canadian Public Health Journal 
Vol. XXIV, No e II, November 1933,p.505. 



prospective sources of 
revenue. 27 

By November 1911 the League had succeeded in 

raising its $25#000 share and in obtaining the provincial 

grant. The League immediately requested additional 

provincial aid, so as "to enable us to build a suitable 
28 

infirmary for advanced cases of tuberculosis ••• ". 

Since no response was received to this request, the 

folloWing year (1912) the League requested that the sum 

of $75,000 be granted to the Board, "being a revote of 

the $25,000 from last year and the sum of $50,000 to 
29 

assist in the erection of a hospital for advanced cases tt • 

The follOWing year, in 1913, the government 

promised to donate $60,000 to the League "on the condition 
30 

that the League furnish $40,000 by public subscription. 

This was later altered to increase the government grant 

to $90,000 if the League could raise $60,000. 

In the meantime the League had purchased a site 

at Fort QU'Appel1e after a delegation from that district 

had "made an offer of $3,000 to be paid to the Trustees 

of the Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis League in 

consideration of the selection of the Miller property 

27. Minutes of the Board, November 17,1911. 

28. Loc.cit. 

29. Minutes of the Board, March 14,1912. 
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near Fort Qu'Appelle being made the site for the 
31 

Sanatorium". The construction of the institution was 

undertaken in the summer of 1913 with the funds received 

from the government supplemented by the voluntary funds 

raised by the League. 

Up to the outbreak of war in 1914 the prOVincial 

government had actually advanced $104,125.81 to the 
32 

League. The League had raised the sum of $97,000 
33 

during the same period by voluntary subscription. By 

July 1914, however, these funds had been exhausted and 

the League once again petitioned the provincial government 

for assistance, this time in the form of a loan. The 

requested loan was for $95,000, "the same to be repaid 

in eight annual instalments with interest at the rate of 

5% per annum. U An order in e oune il was passed approving 

the loan, "in consideration of the great beneficial 

effects to the pUblic by the early completion of the 
34 

Sanatorium2 An agreement was then entered into between 

the League and the government outlining the previously 

described terms. With the outbreak of war, however, this 

agreement was suspended and the League, its funds exhausted, 

31. Minutes of the Board, March 14,1912. 

32. Report of the BUilding Committee, Minutes 
of the Board, September 12,1916. 

33. "Submission 1943", p.2. 

34. Correspondence from Deputy Provincial 
Treasurer, bound in Minutes of the Board, July 11,1914. 
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ceased work on the Sanatorium. 

It was only after the provincial government once 

again came to the League's assistance that the construction 

was completed. In 1916 the President of the League 

reported that he had the assurance of the government that 

In the event of the League 
appoint~ng a thoroughly 
competent committee of five 
members to conduct and 
complete the building 
operations of the Sanatorium••• 
the necessary funds would be 
provided •••• 36 

SUbsequently. in 1917. the province loaned the 

League $150.000 "for the purpose of capital expenditure 

of the League. to be secured by first mortgage upon the 
37 

property of the League •••• " As a result of this 

provincial assistance. the League was ab~ to open its 

original institution, with a capacity of sixty patients, 

on October 10, 1917. 

The following period was one in which the League 

expanded its facilities and every tioo it did so. the 

provincial government became more deeply involved in 

the League's capital financing. In 1918, the League made 

an agreement with the Dominion government for the treat

ment of tuberculous veterans. In order to fulfill its 

commit~ments by this agreement the League had once again 

35. Report of the Building Committee, Minutes o£ 
the Board, September 12, 1916. 

36. Minutes of the Annual meeting of the S.A.T.L. 
August 19, 1916. 

37. Minutes of the Board. February 15, 1917. 



to solici~ the provincial government for assistance. In 

1918 it obtained a loan of $150,000 from the-province to 
38 

expand its treatment facilities. This loan was secured 

by a second mortgage on the League's property. 

This resume of events from 1911 to 1918 

demonstrates the almost complete dependence of the League 

upon the provincial government for the acquisition of its 

capital facilities. In fact, then, provincial responsibility 

for providing such facilities, directly or indirectly, 

appears to have been generally accepted in this province 

since the initiation of the program. Official recognition 

of this is suggested in the following: 

The attitude of the Government from 
the commencement of the League is 
that the work must go on, and, if 
voluntary contributions from the 
public are not forthcoming to meet 
any of the League's financial 
obligations, that the government 
must come to the rescue. There is 
no question in my judgement, that 
this policy must be adopted by any 
Governmen~. 39 

It should occasion no surprise then to find that 

when the Anti-Tuberculosis Commission of 1922 inquired 

into the question of responsibility for capital facilities 

it reported as follows: 

38. Report of the SeA.T.L. for the Years 
1920 - 192 4.L p.5. 

39. Correspondence between Provincial Treasurer 
and the Dominion Department of Soldier's Civil Re-establish
ment, June 26, 1918, Scott Papers, Public Health-General, 
1905-1911, Archives of Saskatchewan. 
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There were no two opinions expressed 
with respect to this question. The 
opinion of all may be summed up in 
the following resolution passed by 
the Hospital Board of Regina•••• 
The cost of buildings and equipment. 
we believe~ should be borne by the 
Province at large. These should be 
sufficiently equipped to care for all 
tubercular patients within the province 
who might require to go there. We 
consider that there is ample justification 
for taxing all the people for this in the 
fact that it is not only the patient, 
but his family and the community who 
will be benefited by him receiving 
treatment within an institution, and 
the danger of spreading infection to 
others being lessened. 40 

The commission also found in favor of additional 

facilities being constructed for treatment of the disease. 

In preparation for this. and in recognition of the 

apparently clear case for provincial responsibility for 

capital expenditure. a new act was passed. This act, 

The Tuberculosis Sanatoria and Hospitals Act, 1923, 

recognized the fact of previous provincial responsibility 

for the League's capital facilities by providing for the 

transfer of the title of all property owned by the League 

to the Crown. Since most of this property was already 

heavily mortgaged to the province, the following provision 

was included. 

In consideration of the transfer of 
the property of the League to His 
Ma j esty, the provin c e shall payt 0 

the League the sum of sixty thousand 
dollars and shall release the League 

40. Province of Saskatchewan, Report of the 
Saskatchewan Anti-TUberculosis Commission, Regina, King's 
Printer, 1922, p.38. (Hereafter Commission 1922). 



from liability under any mortgage 
or other security held by the 
province for advances made to the 
Trustees of the ••••• League. 41 

The same act. however $ provided that the "care, control, 

conduct and management of all tuberculosis sanatoria and 

hospitals owned by the province" was to be entrusted to 

the League. 42 

Following the Commission's report, the government 

then undertook the construction of a Sanatorium at 

Saskatoon. This institution opened in 1925 with a capacity 

of 135 patients (which was later increased to 175) and 

was duly turned over to the League for operation and 

management. Similarly the third sanatorium was constructed 

by the provincial government in Prince Albert. opened and 

turned over to the League in 1930. These three sanatoria, 

all in effect built with provincial funds, comprise the 

present plant of the League. 

The part played by the provincial government in 

the curative program itself has not been limited to the 

provision of capital facilities. It has also accepted 

partial responsibility for subsidizing the Leaguets 

operations on current account. Vlhen the original Sanatorium 

began operations in 1917, the provincial government paid 

a hospital grant to the teague of fifty cents per day for 

each patient receiving treatment. This was merely an 

41. Statutes, 14 GeoV,C.59,s.16. 

42. statutes, 14 Geo.V$c.59,s.17. 



extension of the general provincial grant to all hospitals 

operating in the province to the specialized ins'titutions 

for the treatment of tuberculosis. The basis for this grant 

is to be found in An Act to Regulate Publio Aid to Hospitals, 

Rev i sed St at ute s 0 f Sas k at 0 hew an , 1909. Cap. 27 , s • 3. In 

addition to this grant, however, the provi:p.ce was also asked 

for loans on treatment account as a "means of financing the 
, ' . 

current operations of the League until sti6'11 time as the 
43 

institution was on a paying basis". In 1917 the League 
44 

borrowed $16.500.00 from the Province for this purpose. 

The provincial grant to the League on treatment 

aocount has continued to this day, and while it has 

undergone s one alteration as to amount, these changes have 

not been la rge enough to suggest an alteration in the 

principles involved. Even with the introduction of free 

treatment in 1929 the province continued to accept only 

a partial responsibility for financing treatment. The 

fifty cent per day grant of 1917 was raised to $1.00 per 

day in 1923. It remained at that amount from 1923 to 
45 

1950 when it was raised to $1.5 O. In 1949 the $1.00 per 

day grant paid about 17 per cent of the operating costs 

of the Sanatoria. With the increase in the grant in 1950 

43. Minutes of the Board, October 22,1917. 

44. Minutes of the Board, December 12,1917. 

45. statutes, 14 Geo.VI, c.98. 
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the province was in effect paying about one quarter of the 
46 

current operating costs of the League. The following year, 

in 1951J the government acted upon the finding of the Comm

ittee on Provincial-Municipal Relations and raised the per 
47 

diem grant to $2.00. 

The partplay~d By The Municipal GOvernment 

In The Tuberculosis Control Program 

The part played by the municipalities in the 

tuberculosis control program in this province has also 

been, on the surface at least, a financial one. When the 

League was incorporated in 1911 it was expected that its 

treatments costs would be met by charges made on the 

patients themselves. 

Charges for the support of such of 
the inmates of the sanatoria and 
hospitals as are of sufficient 
ability to pay for the same or have 
persons or kindred bound by law to 
maintain them and ab Ie to do so s h all 
be paid by such inmates, such persons 
or such kindred at a rate to be 
determined by the said trustees. 48 

As the wording of this provision suggests, however, 

it was recognized that there would be indigent patients. 

The same act provided that such patients might be admitted 

46. Saskatchewan Urban Municipalities Association, 
Proceedings of the Annual Convention,1950,p.61 

47. See Province of Saskatchewan, Report of the 
Committee on Provincial-Municipal Relations-;195'O.Regina, 
KIngts Printer,1951,p.61 

48. statutes, 1 Geo.V, c.lO,s.8. 



"upon the request of the mayor of the incorporated city 

or town or the overseer of any village# the reeve of the 

rural municipality or the chairman of the local improvement 
49 

district •••• ". The charges for such patients were to be 

"paid by the muni~ipality".

With the opening of the Sanatorium# however# it 

became immediately apparent that such financial arrangements 

were quite inadequate. The League thereupon sought to 

find sources of revenue to supplement aarnings from 

patients (indigent and otherwise) and the provincial 

grant. At the annual meeting held in Jan u ary, 1918 a 

motion was adopted urging "an an nual levy ••• upon each 

municipality sufficient to carryon the work of the 
50 

institution ••••• ". The League approached the municipalities 

and the provincial government and in 1920 the Saskatchewan 

Association of Rur~ Municipalities resolved that it was 

"in favor of adequate support being given to the sanatorium 
51 

for Tubercular (sicJ patients at Fort Qu'Appelle ••• ". 

The same year the Rural Municipalities Act was 

amended to provide that "the council of every municipality 

shall make an annual grant of at Ie ast $100. for the beneti t 

50. S.A.T.L., Minutes of the Annual Meeting# 
January 19,1918. 

51. Saskatchewan Association of Rural Municipalities
f1UOt . # 
m~nues of the Annual Convention, 1920", p.7.(hereafter

S.A.R.M.) 



of the sanatorium for the treatment of cases of tuberculosis 

at Fort Qu'Appel1e, and may make an annual grant of a 
52 

greater sum not to exceed $500." There were 301 Rural 

Municipalities during this period and, since annual 

collections made under this section of the Act never 

exceeded $30,100, it is concluded that all municipalities 

contributed only the minimum amount. 

The unequal distribution of the indigent tuber

culous sick among the municipalities and the inequality 

in their financial capacities, however, led to considerable 

discontent with this arrangement. In an effort to improve 

the situation, the League and certain rural municipalities 

formulated a "pooling" agreement to come into effect 

January first, 1923. This "rural pool", as it came to be 

called, represented an attempt to broaden the municipal 

base by having as many municipalities as possible Itpool" 

their responsibility for the indigent tuberculous sick. 

According to the agreement, the funds of the pool were to 

be made up of "the total of the grants payable. under ••• 
53 

section 20la of the Rural Municipalities Act". 

The costs of treating patients admitted from rural 

municipalities which were members of the pool were charged 

against the capital fund created out of the $100 per annum 

compulsory contribution of all rural municipalities whether 

52. statutes, II Geo.V, c.37,s.201a. 

53. Memorandum of Agreement bound with Minutes of 
the Board, 1923. 



members of the pool or not. If in any year the total 

charges against the pool were greater than the funds put 

into it, the deficit Was to be charged against the 

agreeing rural municipalities according to their 

assessments for taxation purposes. 

The operations of the pool were handled by the 

"Rural Pool Trustee" -and were "entirely beyond the control 
54 

of the League". The Trustees were appointed directly 

by the Saskatchewan Association of Rural Municipalities. 

Two years after the initiation of the Rural Pool 

a similar pool was created by the urban municipalities. 

Th~ pool was a purely voluntary one comprising those 

urban municipalities which desired to enter into an 

agreement with the League for combining their responsibility 

for tuberculous indigents. Unlike the fund of the rural 

pool, however, the urban pool fund as originally organized 

was not created by compulsory levies upon all urban 

municipalities. The rural municipalities of the province 

all had to contribute to the fund of the rural pool whether 

they were members of it or not because of the provisions 

of section 20la in the Rural Municip~ities Act. In the 

urban pool, however, only the members made the initial 

contribution out of which the pool's fund was created. 

54. Correspondence between the President of the 
League and the Department of Public Health, September 3, 
1925, Saskatchewan Department of public Health Central 
Files, File NOe 742. 
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This was set by the League, acting under authority of 

the city, town and village acts as amended in 1923, at 
55 

ten cents ~ capita for each agreeing urban municipality. 

Then, if the charges made against the pool exceeded this 

fund in any year, "the balance necessary to meet the costs 

of the patients sent by the contracting municipalities 

themselves" was to be apportioned "on a per capita basis 
--56 

among the municipalities forming the pool". 

While membership in the urban pool remained 

voluntary, as did membership in the rural pool, all urban 

municipalities were required in 1927 to pay the ten cent 
57 

~ capita amount to the pool. 

These pools continued to function until 1929. In 

1928 the urban pool provided for all persons resident in 

cities, about half those residing in towns and about one
58 

third of those residing in the villages of the province. 

About two-thirds of the rural municipalities had joined 
59 

the rural pool. 

55. Minutes of the Board, January 13, 1925. 

56. A.B. Cook, The Urban Municipal Pool, Pamphlet 
distributed to the urban municipalities of Saskatchewan,1924. 

57. Statutes, 17 Geo.V, c.22,c.23 and c.24. 

58. Union of Saskatchewan Municipalities, Proceedings 
of the Annual Convention,1929,Final Report of the Uroan Pool 
Trustees. 

59. "Submission 1943", p.7. 



With the institution of free treatment in 1929 

the principle of municipal responsibility was retained 

although its association with indigency disappeared. The 

basis for the present part played by the municipalities 

in t he tuberculosis control program is to be found in the 

Tuberc ulosis Sanatori a and Hospitals -Act 1929, which 

provided that all bona fide residents of the province 

would be entitled "to receive care and treatment at the 
60 

expense of the League". The same act required the Board 

of Directors each year to estimate the cost of treatment 

for the succeeding year, subtract from it the provincial 

grant and then to apportion the balance among tt all the 

municipalities in the province both urban and rural, on 

the basis of their total equalized assessments for the
61

precedirg year ••• "

This arrangement was protested immediately by 

the rural municipalities, apparently because they felt 

that "the legislation was not quite equalized and they 
62 

felt that they were paying a litt:B more than their share". 

As a result of this discontent, the new legislation was 

amended the follOWing year to provide that _ 

The proportion of the net 
estimated expenditure to 
be borne by the urban 

60. Stat~tes,19 GeO.V,c.6l,s.4o. 

61. Statutes,19 Geo.V,c.6l,s.25. 

62. Union of Saskatchewan Municipalities,Proceedings 
of the Annual Convention,1929, p.20. 
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municipalities shall be 
forty per cent •• and the 
proportion to be borne by 
the rural municipalities 
shall be sixty per cent. 63 

The actual allocation of the burden within each 

class of municipality was to be based upon the total 

equalized assessment o£ each municipality for the preceding 
64 

year. 

This organization of municipal responsibility for 

tuberculosis control survived from 1930 until 1952 when the 

method of apportioning the municipal share was changed. 

During this period there was considerable dissatisfaction 

expressed by the municipalities regarding the responsibility 

which had been placed upon them. There were two fundamental 

reasons for this dissatisfaction. Most significant was their 

complaint that the municipal share of the total treatment 

costs was proportionately greater than was considered just. 

As previously described the provincial grant remained 

unchanged (at $1.00 per day) from 1923 to 1950. During this 

time~ however~ there was a generally upward trend in 

treatment costs. Consequently the balance of the cost after 

the provincial grant was deducted tended to rise thereby 

increasing the burden on the municipalities. Throughout 

the 1930's the province contributed about forty per cent 

of the annual treatment costs incurred by the League. By 

1949 the provincial share had fallen to about eighteen per 

63. statutes~ 20 Geo.V,c.84,s.25. 

64. Loc.c.\:it. 



65
cent of the total. In 1950 Dominion Bureau of Statistics 

releases indicate that whi~ the municipalities of 

Saskatchewan contributed about fifty-four per cent of 

the Leaguets total revenue, the province contributed 23.5 

per cent. 

The second complaint of the municipalities was 

that the method of allocating the total municipal burden 

as between rural and urban municipalities was un~air. It 

was in an effort to settle the lengthy dispute over this 

point that the present formula was adopted. One third of 

the net estimated expenditure after deducting the provincial 

grant is now apportioned between the urban and the rural 

municipalities on a population basis, one third according 

to the total equalized assessment of each type of 

municipality and one third on the basis of the total number 

,of treatment days received by residents of each type of 
66 

municipality in the preceding year. 

Muni c ipal Part io i.p at i on InT he Prevent i !eP~o_~ra~

In contrast to the official participation by the 

municipalities in the curative program of the League is 

their informal participation in its preventive program. 

Such a distinction is more apparent than real, however, 

because of the belief held by the creators of the program 

65. Province of Saskatchewan, Report of the Committee 
on Provincial-Hunicipal Relations,1950,Regina,King ts Printer, 
1951,p.65. 

66. Statutes, I Elizabeth Il,c.108,s.3. 



that the best way to ensure municipal support of the 

program in general was to involve the~ in it financially. 

The request for the legislation. 
which was put through this ye ar 
(1929) was more or less from the 
municipal conventions. In this 
country# at least, the more you 
can get such work as this before 
the public" giving them an equal 
share and interest in the expense" 
attains much better re suIt s than 
having such matters entirely 
governmental. 67 

Because of the obvious fact that the surest way to reduce 

the expenditure upon treatment is to eliminate the need 

for tre~tment" it is clearly in the interest of the 

municipalities to cooperate in the preventive program. 

Hence# the mass case finding program instituted in 1941 

has been organized on a municipal basis and relies to a 

large extent upon the voluntary assistance of both paid 

and elected municipal officials. 

Th~ Part PlayedDy T~e Dominion Gove~nm~nt
r~. The._..TU b e rc-UTb$i'$~tr~-r"~p'r-og;;"m:

Just as the provincial and local governments in 

Saskatchewan have become involved in the support of the 

Leaguers program, so has the Dominion government. Federal 

aid has been significant to both the curative and the 

preventive programs of the League in this province. 

67. Correspondence, Acting Deputy Minister of 
Public Health to the National Tuberculosis Association" 
New York,March 14,1929. Saskatchewan Department of Public 
Health" Central Files, File No. 497. 



The curative aspect of the tuberculosis control 

program in Saskatchewan has received federal financial 

support both on capital and on current or treatment account. 

The earliest suggestion of Federal involvement in the 

program appears in 1915 when the League found itself 

unable to comp~te the original unit at Fort Qu'Appel1e.

This matter was thoroughly discussed
by the Directors~ it being the
opinion of the majority that probably
the Dominion Government could probably
be induced to advance or donate
sufficient money to complete the
Sanatorium~ providing the Directors
turned over the building to them
for hospital purposes. 68

A committee was set up to investigate this 

possibility. As previously described, however, the League 

was also negotiating a loan from the provincs. The result 

was a joint agreement between the League, the provincial 

and the Federal governments dated March 18, 1918. In 

addition to the $150,000 provincial loan made at this time, 

the Dominion loaned to the League "on a repayment less 

depreciation basis" $306,000.00 and donated sufficient 

equipment for the buildings which the League proposed to 

erect. 

The agreement of 1918 was super~eded by others • 

. In 1924 it was replaced by a new agreement which cancelled 

the repayment provisions in the 1918 agree~nt in consideration 

of the League reserving forty beds for Indians. The cost of 

68. Memorandum of Agreement bound in Minutes of
the Board, 1950.
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treatment of these Indian patients was to be paid by the 

Dominion Department of Indian Affairs. The same agreement 

bound the League to provide the Department of Soldier's 

Civil Re-establishment with sixty beds. Both the Indian 

Department and the D.S.C.R. agreed to pay for treatment 
68 

rendered their patients at a rate of $3.00 per day. 

Actual Dominion assistance received by the League 

from 1918 to 1924 amounted to $6l~029 in direct contributions 

and $247~4l8 had been "advanced or loaned". 

The new agreement of 1924 was "validated and 
69 

confirmed" by provincial statute in 1928. The only change 

made in the original agreement was a re-adjustment of the 

rates to be paid by the two Dominion departments concerned. 

Following World War I the number of veterans 

receiving treatment declined rapidly with the result that 

League earnings from the Dominion decreased. Although there 

was an increase in the League's earnings from the Department 

of Indian Affairs during this period this was insufficient 

to compensate for the rapid loss of reV9nues from the D.S.C.R. 

In 1919 the League reported that it was treating three 

veterans for every civilian. By 1924~ however, there were 
70 

six civilians for every veteran undergoing treatment. 

68. Memorandum of Agreement bound in Minutes of 
the Board, 1950 

69. statutes~ 19 GeO.V,c.85. 

70. Report of the S.A.T.L. for the Years 1920-1924 
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Following the 'Second World War almost the same 

pattern appeared as in 1918. In 1945 th'e League entered 

into an agreement with the Department of veteran's Affairs. 

In return for a grant of $85,000 the League agreed to 

provide eighty-five additional beds for veterans and all 
71 

necessary treatment and maintenance. 

In the post-war period League earnings from the 

Department of Veteran's Affairs have been an important 

part of the League's revenues. In 1945 the League had 
72 

150 veterans undergoing treatment. With improvements 

in techniques, however, the decline in this source of 

revenue was even more rapid than after the First World 

War. The result has not been as marked a decrease 1~

League earnings from the Dominion, however, as in the 

previous situation, because of more rapid acceleration 

in work among the Indian population of the province. 

Total earnin~s from the Dominion as indicated by the 

Dominion Bureau of Statistics rose from $159,792 in 1944 

to $328,718 in 1948, although they declined in 1949 to 

$304,888. The following table illustrates the reason for 

the continuing significance of the Dominion participation 
73 

in the League's treatment program. 

71. Memorandum of Agreement bound in Minutes of 
the Board, 1951. 

72. S.A.T.L.,"Annual Report of the Director of 
Medical Services for 1945",In Valley Echo,Vol.XXVII,No.8 
August 1946, p.ll. -

73. From S.A.T .L., "An n u a I Report of' Medical, Servi c e s 
for 1953", mimeographed,p.3. 
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TABLE II 

HOSPITAL DAYS TREAT1lliNT 

YEAR DIA DVA TOTAL TO DOMINION 

1930 
1940 

4~594
11.526 

5,585 
1~496

10,,179 
13,022 

1948 23~445 36~173 59,618 
1949 
1950 
1951 

25,647 27,229 
38,443 19,545 
48.865 17,105 

52,876 
57,988 
65,970 

1952 
1953 

60.053 17.750 
66,213 14,,010 

77,803 
80,223 

While the earnings from t re atment of veter an s has 

tended to decrease since the end of the war, the earnings 

from treatment of Indians has more than offset this, with 

the result that total earnings from the Dominion have 

tended to increase up to 1953. There is some evidence to 

s ugge s t ~ howeve r, th at _the Le ague doe s not expe ct any 

further increases in the treatment days devoted to Indians. 

Possibly the League has reached 
the peak so far as Indian days 
are concerned. As at December 
31st, 1953, we had 171 Indians 
under treatment compared to 195 
on the same date a year ago. 74 

This would suggest that the Leaguers total earnings from 

the Dominion in 1953 may represent the peak of the trend 

described. 

As might be suspected from the above discussion 

the Dominion government cooperates with the League in the 

extension of the' case finding program to the Indian 

population of the province. In addition to this, however, 

74. Ioc.cit. 



the Dominion also assists the League in its overall 

preventive program. 

On May 14, 1948 the Federal government announced 

its health program which provided for annual grants totalling 

approximately $3Q,000,000 to the provinces for health 

services and hospital construction., Of this, three million 
75 

was to be used for tuberculosis control. The dnstribution 

of the grant among the provinces was to be fifty per cent 

on the basis of the per capita distribution of population 

as given by the preceding census and f~fty per cent on the 

basis of the average number of deaths from tuberculosis 

in each province over the previous five years as certified 
76 

by the Dominion statistician. Saskatchewan's share was 
77 

estimated at about $176,000 in 1948. 

The League, in cooperation with the provinc~al

government, has devoted most of the revenue made available 

by this grant to expand certain elements of the preventive 

program in Saskatchewan. It has used it to develop its 

hospital admission x-ray program, to extend the use of 

streptomycin and other drug treatment, to finance B.C.G. 

75. Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, The 
Canada Year Book, 1948-1949, Ottawa, King's Printer, ~9,
p. 221. 

76. Minutes of the Board, July 29, 1948. 

77. Ioc.cit. 



vaccination o£ the unavoidably exposed~ for x-ray surveys 

of the apparently well population, to extend its surgical 

facilities~ to organize a rehabilitation and follow-up 
78 

program and to finance certain research projects. In 

short. the Dominion grant has been used by the League to 

fill in certain gaps in a preventive program which is 

otherwise £inanced through voluntary contributions. 

78. Province of Saskatchewan~AnnualReport of 
the Department of Public Health, 1951-1952~ Regina, 
Queen's Printer, 1953,p.20. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE ACTIVITIES AND PROGRAMS OF THE LEAGUE 

The purpose of the present chapter is to describe the 

way in which the Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis League has sought 

to combat the tuberculosis problem in Saskatchewan. Attention 

will be drawn to the principles underlying the League's approach 

to the problem as well as to the nature and scope of its 

activities. 

The tuberculosis control program in Saskatchewan, as 

described in the preceding chapter, is conducted in its entirety 

by the Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis League. Before proceeding 

to examine the nature of this program itself, it is necessary 

to advance an explanation of what might be called its "under

lying philosophy". 

This is indicated in the following extract from an

address given in 1923 by Mr.A. B. Cook, then the Managing
1

Director and President of the League.

Without the wholehearted support of the
people we are doomed to distress. There
is no government strong enough to force
anti-tuberculosis measures on the people
if they do not want it •••

The League has been deliberately organized to obtain 

a maximum of such pub lie support and the League f s program h'a s 

been designed in such a manner as to promote this sarne end. 

1. Canadian Tuberculosis Association, Papers on
Tuberculosis, Ottawa" printed and distributed by the Canadian
Tuberculosis Association, June 1923, p.4.
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This is clearly apparent throughout the entire history of the 

League in Saskatchewan. Succeeding chapters will show how 

this underlying principle has affected the 'financing and the 

management of the League. The following discussion will show 

how the activities of the League have been shaped by the same 

policy. 

The Treatment Program 

As in the previous chapter it is convenient here 

to consider the League's activities under two headings - the 

treatment program and the preventive program. The basis of 

the League's treatment program is its plant which consists of 

three specialized institutions for the treatment of tuberculosis. 

These sanatoria are strategically located throughout the 

province. The largest is at Fort QUfAppelle with a capacity 

of 350 beds; the next in size is located at Prince Albert with 

270 beds; and the smallest is at Saskatoon with 180 beds. 

Functionally, each of the three sanatoria is 

independent of the others~ although Saskatoon receives most 

of the patients requiring surgery. The two smaller sanatoria were 

built as a result of the findings of the Anti-tuberculosis 
2

Commission of 1922.

2. This Commission was appointed in July 1921 by an
Order in Council which charged it with the task of enquiring
into "the question of tuberculosis in the province". The
personnel of the commission were A. B. Cook, President and
Managing Director of the Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis League;
R. G. Ferguson, Medical Superintendent of the League; J. F.
Cairns, a member of the Board of Directors of the League; and
R. H. Brighton. A. B. Cook was appointed Chairman of the
Commission.
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This commission favored the construction of two 

fairly large institutions located near larger centres of 

population apparently because it felt that an institution of 

approximately one hundred beds capacity· would realize the 

optimum advantages of scale. Its report held that "it is 

impossible to operate a smaller institution effectively 

without increasing the maintenance expense", while at the same 

time it felt that it was questionable wh e t h e r "economic 

advantage can be gained by exceeding one hundred beds in a 

single institution because this is approximately the accommodation 
3 

needed to serve the average centre of population in Saskatchewan. 

~VhiLe the economies of sc ale were given the equivalent 

o~ a modest paragraph in the report, however, the other ad

vantages of moderate decentralization and location of the 

institutions near the larger centres of population were dealt 

with at considerably greater length. In addition to various 

conveniences, the following were significantly included in the 

list of advantages expected from building several smaller 

institutions throughout the province rather than one large, 

central, sanatorium. 

To exercise an educational influence by 
keeping the importance of anti-tuberculosis 
activities before the people.

5. Opportunity for close co-operation with 
many practising physicians in the centres 
of population.

6. The co-operation of social service organ4izations would be more easily obtained. 

3. Commission, 1922, p.45. 

4. Ib Ld , ~P .44. 
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All three of these were important items to an organization 

primarily designed, and officially encouraged, to achieve 

the active cooperation of the public at large. The second 

point was important to the Leaguets policy of handling its 

field work through the private practitioners of the province. 

The educational considerations involved in the 

choosing of a site were again emphasized in 1928 when a 

committee of the Board of Directors presented two reasons for 

locating the third sanatorium at Prince Albert. These were 

given as: 

1. The high death rate in the Northern area. 
2. n ••• the adv an t age of small unit s and more 

cen tars of intere st, educ a tion and availab Le 
facilities for diagnosis." 

It was also emphasized that "people in districts adjacent to 
5 

a sanatorium get familiar with its advantages ••• 

vfhile the three sanatoria were actually built in 

accordance with these principles and while in operation they 

are separate units, the program itself is still highly 

centralized in this province. That is, the three sanatoria are 

managed and operated by the same overall organization in spite 

of their geographical dispersion. This is quite unlike the 

organization of the program in Ontario. for example, where the 

various sanatoria are operated by a number of official and 

voluntary agencies on what is essentially a local basis. 

5. Minutes of the Board, February 8, 1928. 
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It should also be noted here that from the outset 

of the program in Saskatchewan there has been no attempt to 

separate the advanced .from the early cases within the sanatoria. 

I~stead, as early as 1911, the policy suggested in the following 

was adopted. 

The best results can be obtained when 
facilities are at hand for the treatment 
of both early and advanced cases, as the 
one management can attend to both; and 
in practice it is found difficult to 
differentiate between the case which 
should be in the Sanatorium, or in the 
hospital for advanced cases. Coroequently, 
we must endeavor to make provision at 
the start for caring for both the early 
and the advanced cases. 6 

In accordance with this, no distinction has been made 

between patients on the grounds of their condition when 

admitted for treatme~. Nor has there ever been other than one 

class of treatment. Even·prior to 1929, in the period when those 

patients who could were required to pay, the League maintained 

only one ~ss of treatment. The Anti-Tuberculosis Commission 

of 1922 found that this treatment "was of a sufficiently high 

standard for those who were able to pay the cost of their 
7 

treatment to desire no better." 

Adequacy of the Treatment Facilities 

There is no definite standard by which to assess the 

adequacy of the League's treatment facilities. Comparisons are 

6. Minutes of the Board, Report of the Honorary 
Secretary, November 17, 1911. 

7. Commission, 1922, pp.32-33. 
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frequently made between provinces, but this approach is of 

dubious usefulness in view of the wide variation in circumstances 

involved. Simply comparing ratios of beds to population of the 

various provinces ignores the question of need - that is, it does 

not take into account the probable differences in the extent to 

which the particular populations are tubercularized. 

A more usefu I me thad of c omp a r is on make s use of the 

ratio between the number of beds and the number of deaths from 

tuberculosis. In 1951 Saskatchewan had 5.1 beds per death while 
8 

Ontario, by comparison, had 8.6. 

If "adequacy" refers to a "bare minimum" required to 

render the program operative, an estimate accepted by the 

present Director of Medical Services of the League might provide 

a rough guide. This estimate regards three beds per death as a 
9 

certain minimum. It is obvious, however, that if only the 

curative aspects of sanatorium accommodation are being considered, 

the number of beds required will depend upon the number of new 

cases appearing, the frequency with which they appear and such 

technical considerations as the length 6f time required for 

treatment. If an active preventive program is being carried on 

simultaneously, the treatment facilities required will vary with 

the intensity of the case finding program and the incidence of 

active disease. 

8. Canadian Tuberculosis Association, Bulletin, 
Vol.XXXI, No.2, December-January, 1953, p.3. 

9. S.A.T.L., "Annual Report of Medical Services", 
1952, mimeographed, p.2. 
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If the object o£ the preventive program is to 

isolate the infectious cases from the well population, and if 

the death rate is thirty or less per 10D,000 of population, one 

authority states that at the peak of the program five to six 
10 

beds per death are required. It may be assumed then, that 

since the tuberculosis death rate in Saskatchewan is well 

under 30 per 100,000 (being 10.1 in 1953), no more than six 

beds per death would be required by this standard. According 

to this method of estimating "adequacy" of treatment facilities, 

Saskatchewan has only recently had sufficient treatment 

accommodation. As late as 1949 this province had only 4.3 

beds for every death from tuberculosis. The marked reduction 

in the number of deaths since then, however, has increased 

the "beds per death" ratio to a much higher level. In 1953, 

for example, Saskatchewan had 9.2 beds per death - considerably 

more than the maximum six to one ratio required to isolate the 

infected from the well population by Dr. Ferguson's estimate. 

Free Treatment 

The treatment of tuberculosis has been free to the 

individual in Saskatchewan since 19~. Twenty-five years later 

a survey showed that only four other provinces (Alberta, Manitoba, 

New Brumwick, and Nova Scotia) had followed Saskatchewan's lead 

in abolishing patient fees. While the other provinces require 

only a small number of patients to pay for the cost of their 

treatment, they still have not formally recognized the principle 

involved. 

10. See R. G. Ferguson, Studies in Tuberculosis. 
Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1955, p.9~: (Herea7ter 
referred to as Ferguson, TUberculosis) 
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The actual reasons for Saskatchewan's remarkable 

lead over other provinces in this respect are, of course, 

highly complex. The reasoning underlying the free treatment 

argument itself, however, is quite simple. As suggested in 

Chapter One, the provision of facilities for curing, or at 

least isolating, the tuberculous sick is the essential element 

in any tuberculosis control program. The next most important 

step is to get these individuals into the sanatorium as early 

as possible so as to shorten the time (and hence the expense) 

of their cure and to minimize the possibility of them spreading 

the disease. This clearly cannot be done if the individual is 

unable to pay for treatment. He may delay his admission as 

long as possible; if he does go in he may leave before his 

treatment is complete; or he may overtax himself after discharge 

in an effort to regain his financial competence. But this is 

far more than a problem for the individual. Because tuberculosis 

is an infectious disease~ it is an equally serious problem for 

the community. Even today the inconspicuous nature of the 

disease in its early stages obscures for many the necessity of 

regarding its control as a community problem. 

The question of Why community responsibility for 

financing tuberculosis treatment in Saskatchewan was formally 

recognized so readily can only be raised at this point. It 

might be noted at this point~ however, that the question is 

more significant from the standpoint of principle than 

practice, for it actually had little effect upon the ultimate" 

incidence of the financial burden of treatment. In 1928, the 
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last year of patient charges. only 3.5 per cent of the patients 
11 

being treated were able to pay for their care. (Uhrich Papers 

r i re , io s , TB General). 

The fact remains that free treatment was accepted 

in principle as early as 1929. This acceptance followed an 

apparently spontaneous outburst of enthusiasm for such a measure 

not among the general public, but in various interested and 

influential groups. particularly significant among these were 

the two associations of municipalities. It will be recalled 

from the previous chapter that by 1928 the League had forged 

a strong bond with the municipalities of this province through 

the "pooling tt schemes and the inclusion of five municipal 

directors in the Board of Directors. It is clear that the 

League's successful efforts to involve such organizations in 

its program played an important part in the free treatment 

movement in Saskatchewan. 

Compulsory Treatment 

There is no clearer illustration of the League's 

belief in its philosophy of education and persuasion than its 

attitude toward compulsory treatment for tuberculosis. The 

actual legal status of compulsory treatment is not clearly 

defined at present. The general consensus, however, ~ pears 

11. Minister's Correspondence, Uhrich Papers, File 
No. lOa, TUberculosis-General, Archives of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon. 
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to be that while there is no specific statutory provision 

requiring tuberculous persons to enter a sanatorium, such 

compulsory procedures may be enforced under section 69 of 

the Public Health Act. Even so~ however, it is apparently 

impossible to retain a person for treatment under the 

provisions of this statute. 

From time to time this problem has attracted 

official attention. Within recent years it appears that 

the Department of Public Health has been concerned with the 

problem and has urged that the League make the necessary 
12 

arrangements to accommodate recalcitrant patients. Such a 

move. however, would conflict with the League's emphasis upon 

voluntary pUblic cooperation. This is illustrated in the 

following extract from the minutes of the Annual Meeting of 

the League in 1952. 

Dr. Ferguson ••• urged that, if it was 
felt that the non-eo-operative patient 
should be forced to accept treatment, 
that the place of detention should be 
in no way assocTated with the sanatorium 
or ~e-reague. The bepartment of PUblic 
nealth would be better able to deal with 
this type of patient. 13 

The implication of the above statement is clear. The League 

does not object in principle to the idea of compulsory treat-

mente There are obvious reasons for this. since, with the 

reduction in the incidence of the disease in this province 

to the point where it is a minor cause of death, the relative 

12. S.A.T.L.,"Minutes of the Annual Meeting", 
August 1,1952. 

13. Ioc .cit., underlining added. 
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importance of one recalcitrant active case is much greater 

than it was when the facilities were strained to provide 

even for the cooperative cases. 

Now that the object is eradication and not merely 

control, it is apparent that the demands for compulsory treat

ment will increase. It is equally apparent, on the basis of 

its past policy, however, that the League will resist all 

attempts to make it the agent of such compulsion. 

Reaearch and Innovation 

While the preceding chapter has illustrated the 

SUbstantial differences between the League in its present 

form and the purely voluntary health agency, the League 

still retains many of the desirable characteristics of that 

type of organization. One of these is its demonstrated 

ability to attract persons able and willing to devote all 

their energies to the advancement of the League's work. In 

addition to this, the League has definite retainedly a 

remarkable degree of independence. 

One of the comprehensive studies devoted to the 

examination of voluntary health agencies in the United States 

found that one of their chief advantages lay in the fact that 

••• these agencies typically embody 
certain characteristics which make 
it possible to use available talents 
as well as technical and material 
resources for advancing the pUblic 
health in ways not always feasible 
through the official agencies. 14 

14. S.M. Gunn and P.S. Platt, Voluntary Health Agencies 
An Interpretive study, New York, Ronald Press, !945,p.35. (Here
after referred to as Gunn and Platt, Health Agencies) 
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Perhaps the clearest example of the League's 

ability to utilize this advantage is to be found in its 

research into the usefulness of the BGG vaccine. This vaccine 

was first produced in 1921 by two French scientists, Dr. Albert 

Galmette and Dr. Camille Guerin of the Pasteur Institute in 

Paris. To this day, however, the vaccine has been subject to 

varying degrees of professional disagreement as to its usefulness. 

Significant research was begun into these questions 

by Dr. Ferguson, Director of Medical Services of the League over 

most of its history, among Indian infants in 1933. Encouraged 

by these and other studies, the League decided in September of 

1938 to offer the vaccine to tuberculin negative (non-infected) 

nurses in eight large general hospitals and to all tuberculin 
15 

negative employees in the three sanatoria in Saskatchewan. 

Since then, u~e of the vaccine has been extended by the League. 

In 1951, for example, BeG was offered to all tuberculin negative 
16 

persons in certain high case rate areas of the province. 

It is questionable if such a potentially controversial 

course of action could have been taken by official agencies in 

the province. The League, on the other hand, has worked for 

over forty years to win the voluntary support and the confidence 

of such organized groups as the Saskatchewan Medical Association 

which might have opposed official sponsorship of such innovations 

as the widespread use of BeG. 

15. Ferguson, Tuberculosis, p.50 and p.99. 

16. Minutes of the Board, August 3, 1950. 
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A further example of the League's ability and 

willingness to innovate is to be found in the story of the 

mass chest x-ray as a preventive technique, but this will be 

discussed when the preventive program in general is discussed 

later in this chapter. At this point, now that some illustrations 

of the advantages of the League's independence have been given, 

it is necessary to observe some of the costs of that independence, 

especially as they relate to the treatment program in Saskatchewan. 

The League And The Department Of Public Health 

As might be expected, in this as in other fields of 

community organization, the advantages of specialization are 

gained only at the expense of the advantages of integration. 

The League is a highly specialized organization designed to 

conduct the tuberculosis control program in the province with a 

minimum of official assistance. 

There is considerable evidence of the actual indepen

dence of the League from government interference in its treatment 

program. In 1943, for example, the President of the League made 

the following statement: 

I feel that a record should be made here of 
the splendid, sympathetic support and financial 
assistance the League has received at all times 
from the Government of the Province of Sask
atchewan; in addition to the financial support 
that has been given, they have, at no time, 
attempted to interfere in any way with the 
administration of the League. 17 

In 1939 the Minister of Public Health gave concise explanation 

of the Government's position in the following words: 

17. S.A.T.L., "Annual Report of the President, 1943", 
in Valley Echo, Vol.XXV, No.8, August 1944, P.ID. 
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••• the management and opera~lon of the 
sanatoria in this province, including the 
aooointment and supervision of staff, are 
u;der the lurisdiction of the Saskatchewan 
Anti-Tuber;ulosis League. The Government 
has no authority whatever in the matter. 18 

As previously mentioned, the Department of Public 

Health itself has never played a significant part in the 

tuberculosis control program. It is true that a formal connection 

has been established between the Department_and the League. In 

1948 the Annual Report of the Department announced that 

The Division of Communicable Disease 
administers the regulations governing 
tuberculosis, especially in the matter 
of delinquents, maintains a register of 
all cases, and transfers to the health 
regions concerned the case and family 
histories of all patients under League 
care. 19 

The actual extent to which cooperation between the 

League and the Department exists, however, is difficult to 

establish. In general, it appears that until recently such 

cooperation has been virtually non-existent in practice. 

Personal experience of the writer suggests that the League 

seems quite unenthusiastic about the invasion of the field of 

tuberculosis control by the health department. At the same time, 

there appears to be a growing conviction in the health department 

that real benefits would be obtained if the League's program were 

so arranged as to make better use of the facilities of the 

de p a r bme n t. 

18. Minister's Correspondence, Uhrich Papers, File. 
No.106, Tuberculosis Sanatoria, Archives of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon. 

19. Province of Saskatchewan, Annual Report of the 
Department of Public Health, 1948, King'S Printer, Regina, 1949,
p.14. 
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The nature and significance of the problem involved 

here is best illustrated by reference to a particular aspect 

of the program. For the most part, the League has carried out 

its case finding, post treatment care and other field services 

through its own staff working in cooperation with the private 

practitioners of the province. The League has operated a 

travelling consultant service and established local clinics to 
20 

strengthen this relationship. 

The Department of Public Health, however, has a 

rather extensive field organization which could have been used 

to advantage in providing many extra-mural services to the 

Leaguers patients. In 1950 the Deputy inister addressed the 

Annual Meeting of the League and urged closer cooperation 

between the League and the Department in view of the fact that 

the Department's public health nurses and the increased number 

of health regions could make a substantial contribution to the 
21 

Leaguers work in the field. 

Vlliile the League has never released any concrete 

statements of policy in this connection, the Department's plea 

seems to have met with little response. 

In the course of the writer's own employment in 

the League's case finding program it was quite apparent that the 

League did nothing to seek the assistance of field personnel 

of the Department of Public Heal~. When such assistance was 

20. See section on Preventive Program following. 

21. S.A.T.L., "Minutes of the Annual Meeting", 
August 4, 1950. 
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offered it was accepted, but the Leaguets activities were 

usually so organized as to be in no way dependent upon it. 

The League's preference in this matter seems to 

involve its own follow-up department supplemented by its 

association with the private practitioners of the province. 

Each year the Leaguets own staff examines between three and 

four thousand ex-patients in the course of following such 
22 

patients until death. Apparently recognizing the need to do 

more than provide a certain amount of post-treatment medical 

supervision, however, in recent years the League has been 

considering the possibility of instituting a large scale re-

h ab iIitat ion program. In commenting upon the Dominion 

Tuberculosis Control Grant, the President of the League stated 

that it "will also provide for the development of a well rounded 

out rehabilitation plan for persons whose physical disability by 

the disease necessitates assistance of re-education in order to 
u 23 

take their place in the community. Here ag~in it appears 

likely that the question of cooperation with the official agency 

will arise. 

Such difficulties are m.erely symptoms of a more 

fundamental difference of opinion respecting the proper place 

of the specialized, non-official agency in relation to the 

general public 'health program. Whatever the solution to this 

problem may be, the problem itself is important. On the one 

hand, it s ems possible that the tuberculosis control program 

22. Ferguson, TUberculosis, p.lG8. 

23. S.A.T.L., "Annual Report of the President# 1947"# 
in Va 11e y E c h 0, Vo 1 • XX1 X , No.8, .4. u gus t 1 94B, p .11 • 
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in Saskatchewan would benefit from closer cooperation between 

the Department of Public Health and this specialized agency. 

The Department, for example, has research and statistical 

facilities, as well as an extensive field organization, which 

are not being effectively utilized in the campaign against one 

of the-most legitimate public health problems. 

On the other hand, the supporters of the League point 

out that the League has obtained world wide recognition for its 

program which has been built upon the belief that a campaign 

which depends upon active public participation can most success

fully be carried out by a body independent of the govern~nt.

Those who hold this view argue that a government agency cannot 

inspire the public to participate in a "great crusade", that 

such inspiration can come only from an independent organization 

drawing its support from the pUblic on a voluntary, as opposed 

to a coercive, basis. 

Whatever the solution to this problem may prove to 

be, the problem itself arises from the conflicting principles 

of specialization and integration. This has been a characteristic 
24 

problem created by the specialized health agency. In the case 

of the League, its failure to effect any substantial degree of 

integration with the activities of the official agency must be 

regarded as the price paid in terms of efficiency of resource 

use by the community for the advantages attributed to the League's 

independence. 

24. Gunn and Platt, Health Agencies, p.9l. 
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Cost of the Treatment Program 

Sine e the early years of' Y{or1d War II ~ the cost of 

providing treatment in the League's three sanatoria has been 

steadily increasing. This is shown in the f'ollowing table 

which shows both the total cost of' treatment and the cost 

of' treating one patient f'or one day in each of' the years 

indicated. 
25 

TABLE III 

COSTS OF TREATMENT 
26 

Year Per Diem Cost Patient Days Total Cost 

1953 $6.510 285,665 1,868,374.01 
1952 6.225 291,093 1,818,991.80 
1951 6.115 290,635 1~800,589.39

1950 5.600 292,365 1,668,351.84 
1949 5.586 290,147 1,620,784.91 
1948 5.380 288,037 1,549,637.87 
1947 4.733 292,848 1,386,185.63 
1946 3.853 304~848 1,174~656.57
1945 3.230 279,967 904,317.65 
1944 2.866 287,167 823,066.02 
1943 2.761 272,945 753,610.45 
1942 2.676 289,615 774,908.58 

It is apparent f'romthe relative stability of' the total number 

of' patient days treatment supplied each year that the steadily 

increasing total costs of treatment are due to an increase in 

the costs of providing treatment. The nature of' this increase 

is shown by the per diem cost data. Not only is the total 

cost of' treatment at an all time high i~ 1953, but the per 

25. Compiled from the Annual Reports of the S.A.T.L.
1942-1953.

26. Total cost of treatment includes cost of adminis
tration, professional care of' patients, stores, kitchen, house
keeping, heating, lighting, laundry, bUildings and grounds. 
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diem cost has increased in every year throughout th~ entire 

war and post-war periods. 

This increase in operating costs has been apparent 

in every province since the beginning of World War II. In 

1948 the Dominion Bureau of Statistics Report of TUberculosis 

Inititutions indicated that the per diem cost of treatment 

in Canada had nearly doubled since 1939, with the most marked 

rise occuring after 191-1-3. The e xpLane t Lon of this, as 

illustrated in the same report~ was that almost the entire 

increase was due to the rising price level which exerted its 
27 

effect chiefly through expenditures upon supplies and salaries. 

The Same general explanation appears to apply to the particular 

situation in Saskatchewan. In 1952 salaries accounted for 54.1 

per cent of all the League's expenditures on treatment, and 

supplies were the next most important element in the total 

expenditures. With the general rise in salaries and commodity 

prices during the last ten years, therefore, the increase in 

ope r a. ting co s~t s appe ars to have been inev it ab Le • 

Scale of the Treatment Program 

Table III above illustrates the fact that in spite 

of the declining death rate the treatment facilities of the 

League are still being operated near their peak capacity. 

This has brought about in two ways. First, the case finding 

program among the white population is being intensified as 

27. Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 
Institutional Statistics Branch, Annual Report of Tuberculosis 
Institutions for 1948, ottawa, King's Pr~nter, 1951, p.l? 
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will be shown in the next section of this chapter. Secondly, 

the League is accelerating its work among the Indian population 

of the province in cooperation with the Dominion government. 

In 1950 the General Superintendent of the League reported to 

the Directors as follows: 

We are facing a period when our patient 
strength may show a sharp decline among 
the white population of Saskatchewan 
and this is the reason for concentrating 
on Indian Reservations so as to keep our 
beds full. 28 

This increase in Indian work is reflected in the 

steadily increasing number of Indian patient days treatment 

being provided by the League. 

TABLE IV 
29 

INDIAN PATIENT DAYS 

1930 4,594 
1940 11,526 
1948 23,445 
1949 25,647 
1950 38,443 
1951 48,865 
1952 60,053 
1953 66,213 

As a result of these activities there is little ,doubt that the 

sanatoria can be kept full for several years. This is supported 

by the fact that there is still a large amount of work to be 

done before the Indian death rate is reduced even to what the 

white death rate is now. In 1951, for example, the Indian
30

death rate was quoted at 413.2 per 100,000 of population.

28. Minutes of the Board, August 3,1950. 

29. S.A.T.L.,"Annual Report of Medical Services,1953"
mimeographed, p.3.

30. S.A.T.L."Arinual Report of Medical Services,,1952 1t 
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In the same year the white death rate was 18.7. It must be 

kept in mind, however, that the provision of treatment 

facilities for Indian patients is not a provincial res

ponsibility. 

The League is quit~ clearly drawing upon the backlog 

of Indian cases to maintain the same level of activity as was 

required at the peak ~f the campaign directed at the white 

tuberculosis death rate. 

The Preventive Program 

The only real justification for regarding the 

prev e n t i v e an d t reat,me n t asp e c t s 0 f the Le agu e t s w0 r k as 

separate functions lies in the fact that the former is 

financed entirely through voluntary funds. In operation 

and management, however, the treatment and preventive functions 

of the League are indistinguishable. In the discussion of the 

treatment program above, it was obvious that a clear separation 

of the progr~ns would be impossible, even for analytical 

purposes. The same will again be obvious in the following 

discussion. It has previously been observed, for example, 

that the isolation of tuberculous individuals for treatment 

is an essential factor in the preventive program as well. 

Similarly, the discovery of new cases, and in particular the 

discovery of early cases, has an important effect upon the 

treatment program. 

In the simplest terms, the object of the preventive 

function of the League is to minimize the number of persons 

contracting tuberculosis. As will be recalled from Chapter One, 

where the nature of the disease was described, the possibility 
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of breakdown in the individual depends upon two factors 

infection and resistance. It is obvious. once this is 

recognized, that the object of the p~eventiva program may 

be promoted in two ways; by reducing the possibility of the 

individual becoming infected and by increasing his ability 

to resist the disease if he does become infected. Both 

approaches are used in the preventive program in Saskatchewan. 

The concern of this section is with the costs and results of 

each approach. 

Prevention by Reducing Infection 

The amount of infection in the community may be 

reduced in. two ways, both of which must be used in any 

comprehensive preventive program. First, facilities must 

be provided for isolating all known cases from contact with 

other members of the community. Tuberculosis is a disease 

which requires treatment of such a nature that the isolation 

of patients and the treatment of patients are carried on 

simultaneously. In the preceding discussion it was found that 

the isolation function is performed quite adequately through 

the facilities presently available in this province. 

The Case Finding Program 

The second means of reducing infection is through 

the early discovery of unknown cases. Because tuberculosis 

is an insidious disease wi th no marked symptoms at its outset, 

it is obvious that a great deal of infection may be spread by 

persons who are in the earlier stages of disease before they 

feel sufficiently alarmed about their condition to seek medical 
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advice. The a c tiv i tie s of the case finding program are 

directed against this source of infection. The effectiveness, 

or at least the results of the case finding program, may be 

indicated by the percentage of new cases admitted for treat

ment which are in the early or "minimal" stage of disease. 

It is co@nonly believed that early diagnosis 

reduces the length of treatment necessary to render the 

patient non-infectious, thereby effecting a saving on treat

ment account. As suggested in Chapter Three, this would 

appear to be the economic basis for the informal cooperation 

of the municipalities in the preventive progr~~. As early 

as 1928 the Union of Saskatchewan Municipalities, for example, 

was urging certain legislative alterations on the ground that 

"if preventive methods were introduced in the incipient 

stages, the cost of care and treatment would be greatly 
31 

reduced and chances for compmte recovery materially increased~

Before considering the actual results of the case 

finding program, however, it is necessary to analyze its rather 

complex organization. The League at present employs many 

methods of discovering new cases - some more effective than 

others. An examination of the development of this case finding 

program has indicated a willingness on the part of i:h e League 

to innovate and a certain ability to adapt the program to 

31. Union of Saskatchewan Municipalities, Report 
of the Proceedings at the Annual Convention, 1928,p.2; __ 
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changing conditions, so long as such adaptations have not 

required an absolute reduction in the amount of work done by 

the Le ague. Illustrations of both characteristics will be 

encountered in the following analysis. 

vihile recent estimates are not available, in 1943, 

it was announced by the League that seventy-five per cent of 

the new cases found we.re diagnosed or suspected by family 
32 

physicians. The private practitioners of the province are 

also closely involved with the League in examining "contacts". 

In 1953 about six per cent of all contacts traced by the League 
33 

were examined by family physicians. In order to facilitate the 

discovery of cases through these family doctors the League 

instituted a system of stationary clinics and travelling con

sultants to assist physicians throughout the province in diag

nosing tuberculosis. 

The first stationary clinic was established at Regina 

in 1923. Since then eight other clinics have been established 

throughout the Province, with a tenth to be opened in Meadow 

Lake this year. The doctors in the areas surrounding these 

clinics send suspected patients to them for diagnosis by the 

League's specialists. 

In the case of physicians in centers remote from both 

the sanatoria and the stationary clinics, assistance is provided 

by the travelling consultant service. The travelling consultants 

32. "SUbmission, 1943", p.lO. 

33. S.A.T.L., "Annual Report of Medical Services, 1953", 
mimeographed, p.8. 
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are qualified League physicians who work throughout the 

province visiting private physicians and assisting them 

with their diagnosis problems. 

The examination of contacts is done through the 

s arne organ iz ati on w I th e x ami.nations be ing made by family 

doctors, stationary clinics (including the three sanatoria) and 

by the travelling consultants. 

While not directly a part of the case finding program, 

the follow-up or review of ex-patients is a major source of 

admissions. During the past decade about one-third of all 
34 

admissions to Saskatchewan sanatoria were ex-patients. 

Because there is a proportionately greater 

number of active spreaders in the readmissions than in the 
35 

new admissions it has been suggested that the results of 

the follow up progr~n are even more valuable than the proportion 
36 

of cases to examinations would suggest. 

The elements of the case finding program discussed 

above have been used by the League since the early 1920's and 

to this day are important components in the case finding program. 

All of them, it is seen, involve the cooperation of the family 

physician with theLea~ue and all of them are concerned with 

persons suspected of haVing the disease. The best known of the 

case finding methods used today, however~ have yet to be discussed. 

34. Ferguson, Tuberculosis, p.l08. 

35. Loc s c Lb , 

36. See Table VII below. 
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These are, first, the mass x-ray surveys and, second, the 

hospital admission x-ray program. Both of these were made 

technically and economically feasible by advances in x-ray 

technology during the late 1930's. Both are designed to 

discover new 6ases even before they are suspected by the 

individuals concerned or by their doctors. 

The story of the mass x-ray survey in Saskatchewan 

is a clear example of the League's ability and willingness to 

innovate. -The teChnique of miniature photofluorography was 

developed just before the outbreak of the Second World War. With 

the war, however, it became impossible to obtain the new equip-

Ment. Nevertheless, the League, apparently impressed with the 

possibilities of the technique, succeeded in constructing the 

necessary apparatus. The r~sult was that, in 1941, the League 

By 1943 the League had acquired three portable 

fluorographic units capable of x-raying one thousand persons 

per day. In 1946 these units were replaced with the present 

self-contained vans with double that capacity. 

The object of the mass survey is to x-ray the entire 

population, whether sick or apparently well without discrimination. 

The greatest difficulty involved is that of organizfug a 

predominantly rural area in such a way as to ensure maximum 

37. S.A.T.L., "Annual Report of the President, 1949" 
~!:.~1 e 7 E c h 0, Vol. XXX I I, No.8, Aug us t 1950, p. 27 • 
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coverage. The League's approach to this problem is typical 

of its attitude toward the public. The surveys are organized 

roughly on a municipal basis. An itinerary is mapped out for 

each of three survey units, one of which is based at each of 

the sanatoria. The seoretary of the League and one assistant 

then tour the routes ahead of the vans holding public meetings. 

Arrangements for the meetings are made in each center by the 

municipal secretary and town and village clerks. These 

officials are asked to invite all the ladies' organizations~

servioe~ and church groups to send representatives to the 

meetings. The town, village and rural municipal councillors 

are also asked to attend. At the meeting, the League organizer 

(either the Secretary or his assistant) helps the representatives 

at the meeting to set up a number of c omrc Lt be e e , each charged 

with making certain arrangements necessary for the survey. 

In this way the various communities are induced to 

organize themselv~ and to provide, voluntarily, the labor, 

transportation~ publicity,hall, and other ser~ ces necessary to 

the succes s of the survey. Each rural councillor, f or ex amp Le , 

is usually asked to volunteer to canvass every family in his 

division and to obtain from the head of each family a signed 

promise to attend the survey with his family. 

In 1950 it was estimated that during the time when 

the vans were on the road the League was receiving the assistance 
38 

of at least 12,000 voluntary workers~

38. S.A.~.L. Progress Report of the Christmas Seal 
Comnittee", July 1950~ in Valley Echo, Vol.XXXII,No.B,August 
1950,p.27. 
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Between 1941 and 1953 the League conducted three 

such surveys of the entire province. The results of these 

surveys are su~~arized in the following table. 

TABLE V 

Years 

MASS 

Attendance 

39 
SurlVEY RESULTS 

Attendence New Cases 
Cases per 

Examination 

1942-47 
1947 -50 
1950-52 

604,2"97 
640,348 
616,862 

74.3% 
79.0% 
76.4% 

440 
294 
160 

1:1,373 
1:2,178 
1:3,855 

In 1952 it became apparent that the effectiveness 

of the mass x-ray survey was decreasing rapidly. It was 

clearly becoming increasingly difficult to find a new case 

through indiscriminate x-raying of the entire population. 

Instead of reducing the scope of the mass x-ray 

surveys in 1953, however, their use was somewhat altered. 

In the fourth general survey, which will be completed by 

1957, instead of comprehensive coverage of the entire 

province the vans are concentrating on the high case rate 

areas of the province. The results to be expected are 

suggested in the follOWing table. 
40 

TABLE VI 

Year No s Ex amLn e d New Cases Examinations/Case 

1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 

189,162 
251,948 
277,470 
238,017 
225,631 
205,383 

83 
113 

83 
67 
49 
64 

2,279 
2,229 
3,343 
3,552 
4,605 
3,209 

39. S.A.T.L.,"Annua1 Report of Medical Ser~ ces, 
1952", mimeographed. 

40 • S. A. T • L. , « An n uaIR e port 0 f Me die a 1 Se r \lice s , 195 3 n , 

mimeographed, p.5. 
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The examinations per case ratio fell from 

4,605 to 1 in 1952 to 3,209 to 1 in 1953. With the continued 

reduction in infection in the province, the effectiveness (in terms 

of examinations per case) of the mass x-ray survey technique 

may again be expected to decrease markedly. Because of this 6 the 

League is gradually converting the mass x-ray survey into another 

type of survey - the "tuberculin survey" which represents a 

further step in the case finding procedure. Reviewing briefly, 

it will be recalled that the family physicians, the stationary 

clinics and the travelling consultant service - the earliest 

techniques employed in case finding - are aimed at persons 

suspected of having the disease. The mass ,x-ray survey, which 

came next, is designed to discover apparently well persons who 

have the disease, but who are not suspected. The most recent 

technique, the mass tuberculin survey, is designed to find persons 

who are potential cases and potential spreaders. 

It may be logical enough to map out large 
areas for survey, but something additional 
is required, and it would seem logical on 
discovery of a new case to place a team in 
the area, do a tUberculin mass survey, take 
x-ray films of the positive reactors~ and 
follow the positives as these are the potential 
cases and potential spreaders. 41 

It seems appa~ent from this that in spite of the 

declining death rate and the reduction of infection in the 

province that the case finding program is in no way being curtailed. 

It is equally apparent that this policy will be pursued far beyond 

the point where tuberculosis is a minor cause of death (as it is 
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indeed at present). The objective of the League is clearly 

the complete elimination of the disease. And this is one of 

the clearest example"s of the League's tendency to deal in 

absolute terms and in terms of a single disease, rather thmL in 

terms of an integrated health program. 

It will be noticed from the above tables that about 

twenty-five per cent of the population of the province is missed 

by the mass surveys. The League believes that many of these are 
42 

caught by the hospital admission x-ray program. This program 

was initiated in 1946 when the League entered into an agreement 

with the Department of Public Health and with the Rospitals of 

the province to install miniature photofluorographic x-ray 

equipment in all hospitals of 100 beds and over. With this 

equipment it is feasible for the hospitals to take a diagnostic 

chest film of every person admitted. By 1953 ninety-three 

hospitals in the province were participating in this program. 

The relative efficiency of this program is much greater than that 

of the mass surveys, since the incidence of tuberculosis among 

the sick, as would be expected, is much higher than among those 

well enough to attend the community mass surveys. 

Relative Efficiency Of Various Elements In The 
Case Finding Program 

Some comparison of the relative efficiency in 

terms of the examinations per case ratio of the various elements 

of the case finding program may be drawn from the following table. 
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TABLE VII 
43 

PREVENTIVE SERVICES 1953 

No. of' Exam 44 Examinations/ 
Technique inations No.Cases Case Ratio 

Review ex-patients 4, OL~2 161 25: 1 
Exam. of Contacts 4,345 87 50:1 
Consultants 214 o 
Stationary clinics 6,000 69 62:1 
Hospital Admiss. 66,175 91 727:1 
liias s x-ray 205,383 64 3209:1 

Since no estimates of the costs of each type of activity are 

available, no conclusions may be drawn as to the economic 

efficiency of the various activities. It must also be remembered 

that there may be som difference in the nature of the cases 

found by each method and hence a difference in the "value" of 

the various methods. It has been pointed out above, for 

example, that the proportion of infectious cases discovered 

among ex-patients is higher than among the other groups 

examined. In spite of these qualifications, however, it is 

apparent that there is a clear distinction between the 

techniques insofar as their effectiveness in terms of the 

examinations per case ratio is concerned. This is particularly 

true as between the mass surveys of the "well" population and 

the hospital admission program. It is clear from this that the 

mass surveys are relatively inefficient as case finding devices, 

although it would be necessary to estimate and compare the 

43. Adapted from S.A.T.L.,"Annual Report of Medical 
Services, 1953", mimeographed. . 

44. Hefers to new active cases except for ftRevievr 
of ex-patients" item. 
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actual costs of each activity before it could be concluded that 

they were relatively uneconomic. 

While specific comparisons of costs cannot be made 

with available data, it is possible to determine the average cost 

of finding one new case by all mathods over the years with which 

we are concerned. The following table is compiled from data 

published in the Annual Reports of the League. It is only an 

approximate picture of the costs of the case finding program 

because the total cost of all preventive service includes the 

Leag u e 's sh are 0 f th e pre v e n tor i urn cos t s • The sear e cos t s 0 f 

caring for infants born of tuberculous mothers and are largely 

defrayed by the I.O.D.E. of the province. Since these are only 

a small and relatively stable part of the costs, however, the 

general trend is not likely to be obscured by them. 

TABLE VIII 

AVERAGE COST OF FINDING ONE NEW CASE 

Costs of all Approximate Cost 
Year Eo. eVl Cases Examin at ions Per New Case 

~1,},if*1953 372 ,p 132,788 \:> 356.00 
1952 299 152,926 508.00 
1951 288 126,924 445.00 
1950 415 129,041 311.00 
1949 472 118,621 288.00 
1947 480 81,702 170.00 
1943 488 54,531 112.00 
1940 427 41,814 98.00 
1934 509 33,200 65.00 

While a certain amount of the cost increase shown 

above may be attributed to an increase in costs of supplies and 

in salaries, this could not be sufficiently great to explain the 

steady rise shown up to 1952. From 1934 to 1952 this increase, 

we may conclude, reflected the steadily increasing difficulty of 
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detecti~ new cases. The most striking feature of the table 

is, of course, the marked fall in the per case cost in 1953. 

This is partly the result of a reduction in the total 

expenditures from 152,926 in 1952 to ~132,788 in 1953. The 

greater part of the fall in the per case cost is, however, due 

to the marked increase in the number of cases discovered. This 

in turn reflects the adoption of the new policy described 

above concerning the maSs x-ray surveys. (It must be pointed 

out, however, that the data for the number of new cases 

discovered includes the cases found by the hospital admission 

program, whereas the cost data does not include the costs of 

this program. Even when these cases are removed, however, the 

number of new cases discovered in-1953 increased to 281 from 

229 in 1952). 

It has already been observed that, in spite of the 

increased costs of the case finding program, there is nothing 

to suggest that the League is considering a curtailment of 

these activities. It is suggested that this is a clear 

demonstration of the League's tendency to think in "absolute" 

terms - that is, to regard its own special cause as an end in 

itself - rather than in terms of more general social objectives. 

The following quotation appears to illustrate the League's 

failure to see its activities as only one part of the community's 

over-all efforts in the field of pUblic health. 

The decline in the number of cases ••• 
is most encouraging in every way, 
even though it may cause some concern 
in the immediate economy of operation. 
However, if favorable results are to be 
maintained, there must be no diminution 
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in the scope of the program. Any 
change would rather be a shifting 
of emphasis from one phase of 
operations to another rather than 
curtailment of general activity. 45 

Prevention By Increasing Resistance 

In addition to the general increase in resistance to 

tUberculosis resulting from a rising standard of living and 

increased knowledge of sanitation, nutrition and health, 

there is also the possibility of artificially increasing 

resistance through the use of the BCG vaccine. To date, 

as indicated in Chapter One, this vaccine has been used 

extensively in Saskatchewan to protect the "unavoidably 

exposed". There is some evidence to suggest, however, that 

within the near future the vaccine may be used to incite re

sistance to the disease among all the non-infected members 

of the community. 

In 1950 the General Superintendent, in discussing 

the possibility of converting the mass x-ray survey into another 

form, stated that "in selected areas an intensive drive will 

be made to x-ray and tubeiculin test the entire population, 
46 

followed by BOG vaccination of tUberculin negative reactors". 

Since then this program has been instituted and is being 

~nlarged each year. In 1953, for example, 13,637 persons were 

tuberculin tested in the heavily infected North West corner of 

45. S.A.T.L.,"Annual Report of Medical Services,1951", 
mimeographed, p.3. 

46. S.A.T.L., "Annual Report of Medical Services, 1950"J 
in Valley Echo, Vol.XXXIII, No.8, p.12. 
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the province and 4,967 negative reactors were vaccinated with 
47 

BCG. 

While the long-run effects of this program will not 

be known for several years, it is expected that they will be 

reflected in a reduction in the number of new active cases 

found. Its immediate significance for this study, however, 

is two-fold. First, it is another clear indication that the 

League is determined at least to maintain the scope of its 

preventive work. At t he same time it further i'llustrated the 

Leaguers willingness to innovate and to rearrange the elements 

of its program to suit changing situations. The Leaguers 

policy seems well summed up in the follOWing statement of the 

General Superintendent. 

Maybe the day will come when widespread 
vaccination will be advocated. I think 
it is somethin~ that should come slowly 
and I think it is something which for a 
considerable period of time should be 
under the supervision of the League. 48 

£ompulsory Examination 

One of the most popular criticisms of the preventive 

program as it is organized by the League is that it is highly 

inefficient compared ~o *hat it could be if only the necessary 

~egislation was passed making periodic examinations compulsory. 

47. S.A.T.L.,"Annual Report of the President,1953", 
mimeographe d,. 

48. Correspondence between General Superintendent and 
the Department of Public Health, Central Files, Department of 
PUblic Health, File No.OI3-G. 
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In 1949, for example, the Saskatchewan Association of Rural 

Municipalities passed a resulution at its annual convention 

to the following effect. 

Whereas the response by the pUblic 
in attending the trave lling T.B. 
Clinic in the Province on its second 
time around has been very poor; 
Now therefore be it resolved that we 
request the Government of the Province 
of Saskatchewan to make periodic T.B. 
test for humans eompulsory. 49 

Such suggestions as this have always either been 

ignored by the League or their sponsors have been informed that 

»in the opinion of the Board••• compulsory legislation would 
50 

not prove in the best interests of our Preventive Program.» 

The League argues that the compulsory examination 

system would probably result in no greater coverage than is 

obtained at present with the voluntary system and that it 

would have the added disadvantage of requiring extensive police 

action to render it effective. On the other hand, when the cost 

to the community in terms of both paid and voluntary labor 

and the seventy-five per cent mass survey coverage of the 

voluntary system are taken into account, it seems justifiable 

to suggest that the matter warrants more thorough investigation. 

Whether compulsory examination would be politically 

feasible is also a matter of conjecture. The entire question, 

not only of compulsory examination, but also of compulsory 

treatment under present circumstances seems worthy of more 

49. S.A.R.M.,»Minutes of the A~nual Convention,1949", 
Resolution No.lD7. 

50. Minutes of the Board, July 27,1945. 
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serious attention that it appears to have received in the past. 

While the problem of compulsory examination can only 

be raised in the present study, it is relevant to this analysis. 

It is submitted that once again the Leaguers policy in this 

matter can be nothing other than what it is simply because of 

the overwhelming influence of the Leaguers "underlying 

philosophy". As described at the beginning of this chapter, 

the activities and programs of the League throughout its 

history have been designed with the object of achieving a 

maximum of public support. The persistence of this purpose 

is reflected in the Leaguers present attitude toward 

compulsion in any form. With reference to the passage quoted 

above, it is clear, once this underlying principle has been 

perceived, that the "best interests of our Preventive Program lt 

are conceived as hinging upon the maintenance of a maximum 

of voluntary pUblic support. 

Results of the Tuberculosis Control Program 

There are two general methods of measuring the results 

of the tuberculosis control program. Neither, however, serves 

to distinguish the results of the treatment program from those 

of the preventive program. 

One method of gauging the results of the program is 

to observe the behavior of the tuberculosis death rate. The 

following table shows that the tuberculosis death rate in 

Saskatchewan has been falling steadily since 1930, with the 

exception o£ the war years when tuberculosis once again showed 

itself to be the "foremost campfollower of war". 
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TABLE IX 
51 

TUBERCULOSIS DEATH RATE (WHITE) 

1930 44.4 
1935 27.8 
1940 25.2 
1943 29.7 
1944 26.4 
1945 26.9 
1947 27.7 
1948 26.8 
1949 21.5 
1950 18.5 
1951 18.7 
1952 12.3 
1953 10.1 

Another indication of the results obtained by the 

League's program is the decrease in the amount of infection 

in the province. This is most apparent in the pUblic school 

age groups as revealed by sample surveys dating back to 1921. 

TABLE X 

EXTENT OF TUBERCULOSIS INFECTION 
IN PUBLIC SCHOOL CHILDREN 

52
Year Percentage infected 

1921 51.0
1924 40.2
1935 10.2
1938 8.2
1948 6.0

The significance of this data lies in its long run 

implications for the League's treatment program. While it is 

clear from the preceding section that the League's existing 

facilities will be made full use of within the immediate future~

51. Compiled from Annual Reports of the S.A.T.L., 
1930-1953. 

52. Ferguson# Tuberculosis,p.91. 
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it is equally clear that in the long run this will not be 

the case. It is certain that if the death rate and the amount 

of infection continue to decline in the next decade as they 

have in the last. there will be little need for extensive 

treatment facilities for tUberctrlosis in Saskatchewan. 

The significance of the reduction in the amount 

of tuberculosis in Saskatchewan, from the standpoint of this 

study" lies in its effect upon the prob Lera of financing tuber

culosis control in this province. One of the most noticeable 

characteristics of the control program being conducted here 

is the extent to which the municipalities have become 

financially involved in the treatment program. One of the 

chief justifications for this has been the argument that the 

municipalities will" in this way. be induced to participate 

actively in the Leaguets work in the hope of reducing the amount 

of treatment for which they are responsible. 

In view of this it is relevant to consider the effect 

of the declining amount of tUberculosis upon the amount of 

treatment provided persons for whom the municipalities 

(including the Local Improvement Districts and the Northern 

Administration District) are financially responsible. This is 

shown in Table XI which excludes treatment services rendered 

Indians. veterans and other persons whose treatment costs are 

paid by agencies outside the province. 
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TABLE XI 
53 

DAYS TREATMENT PROVIDED ftpROVINCIAL u PAT IENTS 

Rural Urban L.I.D. N.A.D. Total 

1930 144,419 121,205 5,594 271,218 
1940 142,223 111,009 21 ~546 274,778 
1948 97 ,157 104,028 11,010 16,224 228,419 
1949 97,591 110,196 12,428 17,,056 227~271

1950 89,500 110 ,362 16,528 17,987 234,377 
1951 77 ,516 107,248 16,539 23~362 224,665 
1952 71,754 102,771 15,571 23,194 213,290 
1953 70,768 96 , 1.~82 14,291 23,901 205,442 

It is seen from this that in the twenty-three years 

between 1930 and 1953 the annual total treatment days required 

by "provincial" patients fell by approximately twenty-five per 

cent. Because of the increase in treatment costs, however, 

the actual cost of treatment to the municipalities increased 

by approximately twenty-five per cent over the same period. 

Treatment costs charged to the municipalities rose from 

$575,574 in 1930 to approximately $755,000 in 1953. Because 

of th is, the re a I re s u I ts of the tube rc ulos is contro 1 program 

have been obscured. 

In addition to the general rise in treatment costs, 

there is one other factor which has prevented the reduction in 

the amount of tuberculosis being reflected in the annual 

expenditures on treatment. The annual total days treatment 

provided by the League has been supported as a result of an 

increase in the length of treatment given the average case. 

This is illustrated in Table XII following. 

53. Compiled from S.A.T.L.,"Annual Report of Medical 
Services, 1953", mimeographed. 
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TABLE XII 
54 

AVERAGE LENGTH OF TREATMENT 

1930 10.06 (month·s) 
1935 13.30 
1940 12.70 
1945 13.79 
1946 12.50 
1947 12.90 
1948 12.77 
1949 12.98 
1950 12.40 
1951 13.82 
1952 15.,74 
1953 16.29 

Summary and Conclusions 

1. The activities and programs of the Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis 

League have been designed and carried out in such a way as 

to implement the League's belief in the advantages of voluntary 

methods to bring about the necessary degree of public 

participation in the tuberculosis control program. An 

illustration of this is the manner in which even the physical 

treatment facilities of the League were planned. 

2. According to an estimate of one recognized authority as to 

the number of beds per death required at the peak of the 

program to provide "adequate" treatment and isolation" 

Saskatchewan now has a considerably greater number of beds 

per death than is necessary to fulfill this requirement. 

This condition has only come about with the marked reductions 

in the tuberculosis death rate following the war. 

54. Compiled from S.A.T.L __ "Annual Reports of Medical 
Services" 1930-1953 ft 

• 
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3. The Leaguers attitude toward the problem of the recalcitrant 

patient is a clear illustration of its conviction that its 

support is dependent upon the policy of voluntary 

participation. Although the League recognized the increasing 

importance of this problem it is apparent that it is determined 

to avoid identification in the pUblic mind between the League 

and compulsory measures of any kind. 

4. The freedom enjoyed by the League in carrying out research 

and in introducing new techniques is illustrated by its 

BGG vaccination program. In spite of the potentially 

controversial nature of this program, the League has 

succeeded in introducing and developing the use of BGG in 

Saskatchewan with little difficulty. 

5. Although it is difficult to discover the actual nature of 

the relationship between the League and the official health 

agency in the province, it appears that a minimum of 

cooperation exists between the two organizations. In view 

of what would appear to be possible advantages attached to 

closer integration of the anti-tuberculosis program and the 

general health program carried on by the Department of Public 

Health, whatever advantages the community gains from the 

League's independence must be offset to some extent by the 

losses associated with this lack of in~gration.

6. In spite of a marked reduction in the amount of tuberculosis 

in the province as indicated by the reduced death rate and 

the decrease in the amount of infection de.tected by tuberculin 

testing, the League is maintaining the scale of its treatment 

program through offering the Dominion increased accommodation 
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for Indian patients and by intensifying its case finding 

campaign among the white population. In addition to this# 

the average length of treatment has increased within recent 

years, thereby offsetting# to some extent, the expected 

decline in the scale of the treatment program. 

7. In spite of a twenty-five per cent decline in the amount 

of treatment rendered "provincial" patients between 1930 

and 1953# a rising price level has increased the cost of 

treatment by approximately the same amount. This has 

served to obscure the real results of the program in 

Saskatchewan. 

8. The League's management of the preventive program in the 

face of declining tUberculosis problem has been used to 

illustrate its tendency to think of economy in an absolute 

sense and to frame its policy without consideration of 

relative social needs. This is reflected in its willingness 

to alter only the emphasis upon activities within its 

program and not to consider reductions in the over-all 

scope of that program. 



CHAPTER FOUR

FINANCING THE ANTI-TUBERCULOSIS

PROGRAM IN SASKATCHEWAN
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CHAPTER IV

FINANCING THE ANTI-TUBl~RCULOSIS PROGRANT IN SASKATCHEWAIT

The general nature of the League's revenue structure 

has been described in Chapter Three. It will be recalled 

from that description that in Saskatchewan financial 

re s pons i b iIi ty for the tre atment of tuberculos is is divided 

among all three levels of government. At present, local 

governments raise approximately forty-five per cent of the 

League's revenues on treatment account; the provincial 

government raises about thirty per cent; and the remaining 

'twenty-five per cent is obtained by the League from the 
1 

Dominion Government. 

This division of treatment costs has evolved over a 

period of almost forty years and even today represents little 

more than an expedient compromise between markedly divergent 

views upon the proper distribution of financial responsibility 

for the treat~nt of the tuberculous sick. Because it is 

essential to an understanding of the present revenue problems 

of the League~ and because alternative allocations of financial 

responsibility are accepted in other provinces, this chapter 

will consider various methods of financing tuberculosis treat

ment and will describe the experience Saskatchewan has had 

with them. 

1. S.A.R.M.,"Report of the Rural Municipal Directors
on the Board of Directors of the S.A.T.L.", Report of the
proceedings at the Annual Convention,1951,p.89. '
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Just what method of financing will be employed at 

any given time appears to depend largely upon the prevailing 

social philosophy. Hence, in a period whe n the principles 

of individualism were esteemed it appears to have been assumed 

that the individual patient should accept the responsibility 

for the costs of his treatment. 

Even then, however, the peculiar characteristics 

of tuberculosis described in Chapter One soon made it apparent 

that individual responsibility was a rather impractical 

principle in this· particular circumstance. The only acceptable 

alternative, given the social philosophy of the time, was 

voluntary private charity. 

By the time this method had proved its inadequacy

in Saskatchewan, the structure of municipal government had

been sufficiently developed to make operative the previously

neglected principle of municipal responsibility for the care

of the indigent sick. Even in the 1920's, however, the

individual patient was held responsible for his treatment and

it; was only when he was financially incompetent that the

municipality became responsible for his care.

The growth in the scope of government activity of 

all kinds in succeeding years, however, reflected a profound 

alteration in the attitude toward the nature and scope of 

government responsibility for health and other social servi cas. 

The fact that tuberculosis was a cooonunity problem because of 

its infectious nature and because of its obvi~us association 

with social conditions made it a particularly appropriate 
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subject for public, as opposed to private, responsibility. 

Individual Responsibility 

Saskatchewan has never accepted the principle of 

individual responsibility in its pure form, for even in the 

period from 1917 to 1929 the sanatoria received a per diem 

grant from the provincial government which was applied on 

treatment account. During this period, however, the individual 

was held responsible for treatment cost not defrayed by the 
2

small provincial per diem grant.

While such a charge upon the individual cannot be

regarded as a "tax U in the true sense of the term, because

of the definite quid pro ~ element involved, it will be 

convenient to think of it in similar terms. In doing so, it 

becomes immediately apparent that such a charge cannot be 

justified either on the grounds of "benefit" or "ability" to 

pay. 

It cannot be denied that the individual who receives 

treatment, also receives the immediate benefit of that treat

mant, but it is equally true that the nature of the disease also 

"implies a benefit to the community as a whole. Treatment of 

the individual, as shown previously, is only one function of 

the sanatorium. The isolation of the individual and his 

2. Treatment cost was calculated by dividing total
net ope rating costs of the Sanatoria by the number of p atien t
days treatment given during the year. The per diem cost
resulting from this calculation was used as the rate upon
which individual patient fees were calculated.
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treatment to render him non-infectious reflects the 

community's interest in the program. No one would seek to 

assess the leper for the cost of his incarceration on a remote 

island on the grounds of benefit~ even though he might receive 

treatment there which was beneficial to himself. 

The ability-to-pay principle is also inappropriate 

as a justification for individual responsibility for treat

ment costs and again the reason is to be found in the nature 

of the disease. It was shown in Chapter One that tuberculosis 

and poverty have always been associated and the nature of this 

relationship was discussed at that time. Suffice it to repeat 

here that in 1928, the last year of individual responsibility 

for treatment in Saskatchewan, only 3.5 per cent of the patients 
3 

receiving treatment were able to pay for their own treatment. 

Because of the prevalence of indigency among individuals 

afflicted with the disease, it is impossible to apply the 

"ability" principle and it is evident that almost any other 

method of financing treatment wouM be relatively "progressive" 

in its net effect. That is, it is doubtful if any group of 

taxpayers (as subjects of either municipal or prOVincial taxes) 

or of voluntary contributors would be as lacking in ability-to

pay for the treatment program as the patients themselves - a 

group of which 96.5 per cent had been accepted by municipalities 

as "indigents" in 1928. 

The experience in Saskatchewan with the "patient fee" 

system demonstrated its inherent defects. The major difficulty 

3. J.M. Uhrich Papers, File IDA, Tuberculosis-General 
2, Archives of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon. 
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was that already mentioned - the prevalence of indigency 

among the tuberculous sick. The effect of this upon the 

financing of the first sanatorium in Saskatchewan would have 

been disastrous had not the League secured "temporary" 

loans from the provincial government. In the first year of 

its operations it requested a loan of $16.500 from the province 

as a means of "financing the current operations of the League 
4 

until such time as the Institution was on a paying basis". 

During this early period (1917 to 1923) in which the 

patient fee system was relied upon in a relatively pure form 

the League was proud of its liberal handling of indigent 

cases, as is indicated by the following statement by the 

General Superintendent. 

up to the present time we have never 
refused admission to any patient, 
either child or adult on account of 
the lack of financial support, but 
many persons when they are told by 
their physicians of the cost of 
treatment decide that they are unable 
to pay the char.ges and fail to make 
application. 5 

While such a policy was commendable from a humanitarian 

standpoint it overlooked the fact that the League had no 

source of revenue sufficiently strong to support such a 

policy. This was recognized two years later when the League 

tightened up its admission procedures. At that time a new 

system was inaugprated by which the medical staff of the 

4. Minutes of the Board, October 22, 1917. 

5. Correspondence, Director of Medical Ser~ ces. 
S.A.T.L., September 25, 1920, reproduced in Minutes of the 
Board, 1920. 
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sanatorium first ascertained whether the prospective patient 

was a suitable case for sanatorium treatment. If th e a pp 1 i c an t 

passed this test he was then to be referred to the Secretaryrs 

office where "definite" arrangements were to be made for the 

payment of his fees. The new regulations held that the patient 

was not to be admitted for treatment until such definite 
6 

arrangements had been made. 

That the result of this new policy was undesirable 

is reflected in the report of the Anti-Tuberculosis Conunission 

in 1922~ This Commission found that among the most pressing 

needs of the tuberculosis control program in Saskatchewan was 

some means to "improve the present system of financing the 

cost of treatment so as to enable all sufferers who need 
7 

treatment to obtain it with the least delay". 

This experience has not been restricted to Sask

atohewan for the patient fee system has almost disappeared, 

in practice if not in principle, in every province of the 

Dominion. In 1950 II for ex amp Ie, of the four 1'Ye stern province s 

Saskatchewan was the only province to receive no revenue from 

patient fees, but, even so, British Columbia derived only 3.6% 
8 

of total revenue from such fees, Alberta 0.2% and Manitoba 0.3%. 

6. Minutes of the Board, June 20, 1922. 

7. Commission 1922, p.58 

8. Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Institutional 
Statistics Branch, Annual Report of Tuberculosis Institutions, 
1950 , ottawa, Queen's pr In=ter:;-1953. 
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This would suggest that the patient fee system may be 

neglected as an effective solution to the problem of financing 

the treatment of tuberculosis. 

Voluntary Community Responsibility 

It should not be inferred from the above that the 

patient fee system was abandoned in Saskatchewan without a 

strugg 1e. As late as 192 a th e An ti-T ube rculos i s Comm is sian 

seems to have had little hope or even desire to see total 
9 

abolition of the patient fee system. During the period from 

1917 to 1923 the League itself ~de strenuous efforts to make 

the patient fee' system work. The tightening of admission 

procedures referred to above is' one illustration of this. 

Another was it~ attempt to supplement the patient fee system 

by an " e ndowment lt scheme. In effect this was simply an appeal 

for voluntary public contributions to the League out of whic h 

the treatment of indigent patients could be financed. All 

non-indigent patien~, it was assumed, would continue to pay 

for their own treatment. At the time the municipalities do 

not arpear to have recognized any responsibility for the 

treatment of their tuberculous sick. although the League 

was a Lr e a dy at work attempting to remedy this situation. 

By 1922 the financial situation of the League was 

c r i tic ale Al though its 1 ine of eredi t at the bank wa s on 1y 

$60,000, by 1922 this had been exceeded by 011,583. A request 

for a further loan of $20,000 from the bank was being held 

9. See Commission 1922, pp.12-14. 
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up until the bank received nthe proposed plan for financing 
10 

the League". The same year the League asked the provincial 

government for another loan of $76,000 to be paid monthly to 

the League as needed to the end of the 1922 fiscal year "to 
11 

aid in operating the Sanatorium". 

It was under these circumstances that the League 

adopted tt a programme of suggested endowments and contributions 

by societies and individuals". As implemented, this plan 

offered various inducements to such "societies and individuals 

to en d ow, in h 1 or in part, beds ~n e sana orlum. In. th t·"woe 

a pamphlet entitles "Suggestions for Assisting the Sanatorium" 

(1922) two classes of endowments were announced with "rewards 

offered commensurate with the size of the endowment". For 

example a "Class One" endowment of $10,000 to support one bed 

in perpetuity offered the contrihutor of such a sum a life 

membership on the Board of Trustees of the League. 

Smaller benefactions were rewarded by the privilege 

of naming the occupant of an endowed bed for one year, and by 

"a plate attached to the bed showing the name of the benefactor 

maintaining it". The same pamphlet reminded prospective 

benefactors that "no better or more fitting memorial could be 

left to the mcmor-y of a departed friend than a permanently 

endowed ward in the Sanatorium". 

10. Correspondence between The Imperial Bank of Canada 
(Regina) and the Board of Direamrs of the S.A.T.L.~July 13~1922~

reproduced in Minutes of the Board, 1922. 

11. Minutes of the Board, May 16,1922. 
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These provisions serve only to add substance to the 

League's final plea in the pamphlet to the effect that 

"donations to the funds of the League are urgently needed ••••~

While no information as to the results of this 

scheme is available it apparently failed to bring in any 

appreciable amount of revenue since no more has been heard of 

it since 1922. 

It is suggested that this experience merely suggests 

that certaih types of activity are not capable of stimulating 

the philanthropic motive in private individuals to the 

extent that some other types of activity are. As long ago 

as 1923 this point was made at a convention of the Canadian 
12 

TUberculosis Association. It would appear that the experience 

of tuberculosis associations on this continent has suggested that 

voluntary pUblic financing of such novel and dynamic activities 

as mass x-ray programs, for example, has been a practical 

method of raising the required revenue. It is not to be 

expected, however, that the continuous and ttstatic" revenue 

requirements for the day-to-day operation of a sanatorium can 

arouse the same kind of public support. 

Municipal Responsibility 

If not already apparent, it should be indicated here 

that the analysis being developed is organized in such a 

manner as to coincide with the chronological development of 

12. See J.R. Holbrook, "The story of the Hamilton 
Health Association",Fapers on Tuberculosis, the Canadian 
TUberculosis Association, Ottawa, 1923, pp.75-76. 
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the revenue structure of the Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis 

League. While there has been no period in this development 

in which one single allocation of financial responsibility 

for the treatment of tuberculosis has been depended upon -to 

the exclusion of other possible allocations, there have been 

periods in which one has stoqd out most clearly. Sometimes 

this was the result of nothing more than a particular crisis 

which caused attention to be focused upon some single source 

of revenue, such as when the patient fee system finally 

collapsed in the early 1920's. other times it was the result 

of a quantitative predominance of a single source of revenue 

as in the 1940's when the municipal burden became particularly 

heavy relative to that place d on the provincial treasury. 

So far this method of analysis has permitted the 

consideration of two possible allocations of financial 

responsibility for the treatment of tuberculosis - the 

patient fee system and the private endowment system just 

discus sed. The illustrations of the se sys terns have been 

drawn from the early experience of the League in a period 

covering the years 1917 to 1923. I have rather arbitrarily 

selected this latter date on the grounds that it was in that 

year the principle of municipal responsibility was asserted in 

a form that was to become the basis of the present revenue system 

of the League. From that time to this the financial history of 

the League has provided the material for the following analysis 

of the principle of municipal responsibility for the treatment 

of tuberculosis in Saskatchewan. 



It is to be suggested here that this experience 

demonstrates three facts; first, that the principle of 

municipal responsibility has been maintained in this province 

only with difficulty; second, that the municipalities provide 

a rather unstable flow of revenues when the very purpose of 

the operations being financed is defeated if they are interr

upted, and third; that the equitable allocation of this 

burden among the municipalities is a difficult and trouble

s orne problem. 

Before proceeding to support these three propositions 

it is necessary to review the development of the principle 

of municinal responsibility in this province. 

The earliest type of municipal responsibility for 

the care and treatment of the tuberculous sick was associated 

with indigency and as such dated back to the Poor Law 

principles of England in the Elizabethan period. This res

ponsibility then was clearly of a contingent nature, for only 

if neither the patient, his friends, nor his relatives could 

finance his care did the municipality become responsible. In 

this sense municipal responsibility for the care and treat

ment of the tuberculous sick was a c~ntingent liability on the 

municipalities of Saskatchewan up to 1929- In that year 

treatment was made a joint municipal-provincial responsibil

ity for all persons afflicted with the disease - whether 

indigent or not. 

It has already been suggested on the grounds of the 

number of indigents thrown upon the League without financial 
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backing of any kind that the municipalities seem to have 

ignored this responsibility up to 192U~

At the. same time, however, the League's desperate 

financial position in this period drove i~'io the task of 

stirring the municipalities to action. In 1918 the League 

brought in Dr. Stewart of Ninette Sanatorium in Manitoba to 

address the Convention of Rural Municipalities, at which 
13 

gathering he was given a H s p 1 e n dt d hearing". Following this 

the President of the League reported that "while he had 

nothing official to state, he was of the opinion that con

siderable financial help would be in future iven to that 
14 

Sanatorium by the T/Tunicipalities. It 

The following year, in 1919, the League appr?ached 

the Urban Municipalities in convention to raise the poss

ibility of tthaving a fund created to take care of indigent 

patients by creating a tax on all municipalities for that 
15 

purpose tt. 

That same year the Rurai Municipalities expressed a 

rather vague desire to assist the League in its work, and 
16 

to their surprise saw legislation passed at the next session 

requiring all rural municipalities in the nrovince to pay to 

13. Minutes of the Board, March 8, 1918. 

11.+. Lo c s c Lb , 

15. Minutes of the Board, May 20, 1919. 

16. See S.li.R•• , ltproceedings of the Annual Convention 
1920 n. 
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17 
the League a minimum of $100 and a maximum of $500 per annum. 

Regardless of the details surrounding the origins 

of this legislation, it may be regarded as the outcome of the 

failure of voluntary municipal acceptance of the principle of 

municipal responsibility for the indigent victims of tuber

culosis. The reason for the failure of the voluntary mun

icipal system is to be found in the attitude of the municipal 

councils of the day. The Commission of 1922 found that when 

the municipalities did extend charity to a tuberculosis 

"indigent", this charity was, in the words of the Commission: 

" ••• usually delayed as long as possible, and 
often secured by mortga es on personal be
longings, assignments on life insurance, and 
other forms of security, thereby placing the 
unfortunate one under life-long obligations to 
repay the outlay regardless of the condition 
of the home from which the patient comes, or 
t.h e wants of an already striCken familytl. 18 

This s anre process of c omp u Ls o r y financial c omm Lt.m.e n t e 

having to be forced upon the municipalities when more or less 

voluntary commitments were ignored will again he recognized 

en the operations of' the T1Urhan Po o I." a r e discussed below. 

There is little need to state here that the reaction 

of the Rural Municipalities to the $100 levy was strong and 

immediate. So long as it could be argued that this law had 

been "placed on the statute books at the request of the Rural 
• 

17. statutes, 11 Geo.V,c.37,s.201a. 

18. Commission 1922, p.50. 
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19
Ii·un i c i pal i tie 8 theIn s e 1v e s fI , the r e was 1 itt 1 e d ire c tag ita t ion 

for its repeal, 80 the Rurals m6re1y urged that out of fair

ness a similar levy should be made on the Urban Municipalities 

of the Province, although in convention they added to this 

resolution the request that if the levy was not extended to 
20 

the r~ans "that Section 20lA be repealed" • 

It should be clear from this description of the origins 

of municipal financial responsibility that the rinciple was 

only established and made effective through the efforts of the 

League and the provincial Rovernment. Be f' 0 ret he Lea ue beg an 

its c am cd. the municipalities shirked and proved quite un

reliable as sources of treatment reve ue even for indigents. 

The compulsory 100 levy on rural municipalities was protested 

by them on the grounds of fairness and also on the grounds that 

it was a definite commitment imposed upon them as a result of 

only a general statement of a desire to support the work of the 
21 

Le agtte. 

This is merely the first event in the troubled 

historY of municipal responsibility. I tis bh e fir s t i 11 u s 

tration of the contention that the principle of municipal 

responsibility in Saskatchewan has been fostered only with 

difficulty. It could never have appeared t1 s p o n t a n e o u.. s Ly " and 

even if it had, it would never have survived the next thirty-

five y e a r s , 

1 9• Cor res p 0 n denc e be t,er e ? Pre siden t 0 f th e S. A • T • L • 
and Premier .Martin, January 14, 1922, Dunning Papers, File 
Y- 16 - 1 , 1\ r chi v e s 0 f S a s k a t c h e VI an, S ask a too n • 

20. S.A. • , l! inutes of the Annual Convention,1922". 

21. See S.A.H • • ,n Ln ute s of the An n u.. al· Convention,192l H • 
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The next step in the development of the principle 

came in 1923 when the dissatisfaction of the Rural unici

palities with the 100 compulsory lovy led to the formation 

of the u}lural Pool". 

In view of the prevailing enthusiasm for co-operative 

methods and the !lpooling!l principle in particular in Sask

atchewan during. the early 1920's, it is not surprising that 

the rural municipalities should have turned to a scheme for 

pooling their responsibility for indigent tuberculous patients 

of the League. It was an established fact that some municipal

ities had more patients than others and that there was an 

equally wide disparity in their finaLcial positions. In view 

of this s orae the municipalities, the League and the govern-

me n t thought it d e s Lr-ab Le to pool t.he responsibility .an d the 

cost. This was expected to have two advantages. First, it 

would tend to spread the burden of cost and~ second~ it would 

overcome the "unfairhess" of the 1920 legislation by convert

ing the $100 lev~s into a fund earmarked for the financing of 

treatment for rural indigents. 

The institution of the pooling scheme in 1923 must 

be regarded, not as an endorsement of the principle of 

municipal responsibility, but as an attempt to save that 

principle by the League and the provincial government. So 

far as the municipalities were concerned, it was only a means 

to make the best of a difficult situation. The re acti on of the 

H.urals to the 100 compulsory levy has already been indicated. 
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In 1923~ the same year that the Rurals adopted the 

p 00 1 ing me t h ad $ they we n t on rec ord at the i r annual c onve nt ion 

as being of the opinion that responsibility for tuberculous 

indigentB "is a state or Provincial question and that the burden 
22 

so placed (upon the municipalities) is too "great ••• The urban 

municipalities had also expressed a desire to shift their res

ponsibility. In three successive years they passed the same 

resolution to the effect that: 

••• the legislature be asked to so amend the 
law that the expense of caring for sick des
titutes will be equally distributed over the 
entire Province, preferably by the goverm1ent 
providing for the treatment of all such cases 
out of the pUblic revenue of the Province. 23 

The J7eaction of the provincial government to this attitude of 

the municipalities is summed up in the following statement by 

the inister of Municipal Affairs: 

You propose that we should treat destitute 
sickness in the province as a matter of 
provincial rather activity._ than municioal v 

I do not know of any system of 
~

municipal 
government into which I have enquired where 
the question of the destitute sick was not 
regarded as a local charge. I do not believe 
the government of Saskatchewan will take any 
other view. 24 

22. S.A.R.M., inutes of the Annual Convention, 1923". 

23. Union of Saskatchewan Municipalities, Proceedings 
at the Annual Convention, 1918, p.1S (also 1919, p.iIj:l and 1920, 

p , 87r: 
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The attitude taken by the provincial government reflected 

more,'however, than this apparent belief in the sanctity of 

the Poor Law philosophy. The fact was that the provincial 

government was merely boosting what I have described as the 
25 

"underlying p h i Lo s o phy" of the League. This will be explained 

at greater length in a later section of this chapter. Here, 

however, another brief extract from the Minister's speech 

quoted above will support my interpretation of the government's 

attitude: 

"We want every municipality to feel that it is 
a~ active factor in dealin~ with this dread_.J 

disease and by merely paying a prOVincial tax 
you cannot secure that philanthropic reeling, 
and I think to attempt to deal with the subject 
without that would be a fatal mistake". 26 

By 1923, it was apparent to all the municipalities 

of the province that they ~ould not be allowed to escape the 

principle of their responsibility for the care of the destitute 

tuberculous sick. The League was working to advance the pooling 

scheme, which, when introduced, always had the strongest support 
27 

from the League. Indeed, it's extension to the urban mun

icipalities appears to have been primarily the result of the 

League's efforts. 

The "Rural Pool" was originally formed out of the $100 

compulsory levies upon the rural municipalities instituted by 

the legislation of 1920. Since there was no provision as to 

how these funds should be expended by the League, the Rural 

25. See Chapter Four. 

26. Union of SaskatcheVfaJJ. i ..lunicipalities,op.cit. ,p.Bl. 

27. See Minutes of the Board, November 16, 1920. 
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Municipalities, in 1921, urged that they were entitled to a 

definite quid pro quo based upon this payment. They suggested 

that this be effected by pooling these funds and using them 

to finance the treatment of rural charges receiving treatment 
28 

in the Sanatorium. Since there were 301 rural municipalities 

at the time, the fund would receive a minimum of $30,100 

anually. This fund was to be handled by a body known as the 

"Rural Pool Trustees tt which was tobe "entirely beyond the 
29 

contro 1 of the Le ague n. 

In 1923 the Tuberculosis Sanatoria and Hospitals Act 

was amended to authorize the League and the various municipal-

i ties to enter into an agreement by which the Lea.gue would 

provi de f r e e care an d t r e abme nt t 0 indig e n t pat i en t s an d to 

establish the annual contributions which would be required 
30 

of the contracting municipalities. 

Such an agreement Was signed by the League and 75 

rural municipalities and brought into effect on January 1st, 

1923. According to this agreement the funds of the pool were 

to be made up of "the total of the grants paid under ••• Sec.20lA 

of the Rural Municipalities Act tt , and the total aggregate fees 

of all patients receiving care and treatment under the agreement 

were to be the first charge against the pool. That is, the 

$30,100 compulsory levy upon all rural municipalities was to 

28. S.A.R.M.,"Minutes of the Annual Convention,1921" 
p.l3. 

29. Saskatchewan, Department of pUblic Health, memo 
dated September 3,1925, Central Files, File No.742. 

30. See Statutes,14,Geo.V,c.55l and c.552. 
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be used to pay the treatment costs 6f all indigent patients 

recommended by contracting municipalities and approved by 

the Pool Trustees. 

These contracting municipalities further agreed to 

meet any additional cost in excess of the Pool's funds by 

assessment at the termination of each year of the poolls 

operation. 

Membership in the Pool increased rapidly up to 1925 

when 210 of the rural municipalities of the province had 

signed contracts with the League. Total membership, however, 

never exceeded 214 in anyone year. 

TABLE XIII 
31 

IJf8MBERSHIP IN 'rHE RURAL POOL 

Year No. of Municipalities 
in Poo 1 

1923 •••••••••••••••• 75 
1924 •••••••••••••••• 165 
1925 •••••••••••••••• 210 
1926 •••••• ~ ••••••••• 204 
1927 •••••••••••••••• 207 
1928 ••••••••••••••• • 214 

As an example of the m.ethod used to finance the rural 

pool, its operations in 1927 might be examined. In that year, 

207 municipalities belonged to the pool. Among them they had 

183 patients receiving treatment from the League. The 

distribution of these patients was as follows: 

31. Compiled from the Annual Reports of the Rural 
Conventions, 1924-1929_ 
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TABLE XIV

6 rural municipalities had no patients 
54 tt " H .r n 

52 n ft ft 2 u 

29 n n " 3 n 

29 u tt n 4 n 

18 u If tt 5 n 

8 u It U 6 n 

3 tt It n 7 n 

3 " It n 8 It 

1 " It It 10 n 

1 tt " It 11 n 

1 n f! It 12 n 

1 " n n 16 tt 

1 tt It n 26 It 

The compulsory levy of 100 upon all rural municipalities 

yielded the pool 30#100. The total cost of treating pool 

patients for 1927# however, exceeded this revenue by the 

sum of 71,833.74. The total assessment of the 207 

contracting municipalities in the pool in 1927 amounted 

to $624,641,225. The Rural pool Trustees then struck a rate 

of 0.115 mills which yielded the required revenue of 
32 

71,833.74. 

It is seen from Table XIII above that there was 

never Ie s s than 31 per cent of the rural municipalities which 

remained out or the pool. SOIDe never joined, while others 

joined and then withdrew. These non-pool municipalities were 

required to contribute their $100 minimum annual levy to the 

pool, but in addition were required to pay for treatment 

rendered their indigent patients, if any, at the same rate as 

was charged paying patients of the League. 

32. Data from Annual Report of the Rural Pool Trustees 
to the S .l,.R • in Hrvlinutes of the Armu a L Conventi.on, 1927". 
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The ohier disadvantage of the pooling scheme was its 

inability to spread the cost of treatment for Ln d Lg e nb s over 

the entire 301 rural munic~palities of the province. The failure 

of so many Rural Municipalities to join the pool made it 

difficult in the opinion of the League, to obtain patients 
33 

for early treatment from the non-pool areas of the provim e. 

What success the rural pool did have would appear 

to be due largely to the fact that $30,000 was guaranteed to 

the pool by the requirements of section 201a of the Rural 

Municipalities Ac~. This provided a constant nucleus for 

the revenues of the pool. ithout this compulsory element 

in the scheme it is not likely that it "would have survived 

as was demonstrated by the experience of the urban pool. 

The Urban Pool 

Unlike the rural pool which grew out of a compulsory 

annual grant to the League, the urban pool began as a 

"voluntary pool". That is, not only was membership in the 

urban pool voluntary, but payment of even the "initial levy" 

was required only of pool members. 

The urban pool began operations January first, 1925, 

and like the Rural pool, was managed by a board of trustees 
34 

appointed by the contracting municipalities. 

The League itself appears to have been instrumental 

in promoting the urban pool idea. 

33. A.B. Cook, "The Urban and Rural Pools for the 
Treatment of Tuberculous Pu t Le rrt e !",Valley Echo, Vol. VII,N"o.12 
December 1926, p.lO. 

34. A.E. Cook,The Urban Municipal Pool,Famphlet 
distributed to the Urban Municipalities of Saskatchewan,1924,p.3. 
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Representatives of the Anti-Tuberculosis 
League have held numerous conferences 
with Councils and representative municipal 
Officials, which have resulted in the Pool 
Agreement being drafted and forwarded to 
all Urban Councils for their approval and 
completion. 35 

In addition to these conferences the League sent 

its president to the 1924 convention of the Union of 

Saskatchewan Municipalities at which he urged the adoption 
36 

of a pooling plan. 

The arguments used to win the approval of the USM 

for the pooling scheme point up some of the problems 

associated with the principle of municipal financial 

responsibility for tuberculosis treatment. Insofar as the 

smaller urban municipalities were concerned~ the institution 

of a pooling plan promised relief from what was often an 

unbearable financial burden. In 1924, for example, one 

village with an annual total revenue of $1500 had a 

tuberculous family receiving treatment at a cost to the 
37 

municipality of 600 annually. 

Taking the 1924 cost of treatment at $2.50 per day 

and the average length of treatment a t : a minimum of five 

months" the cost to the municipality for each indigent patient 

would be approximately $375.00. As the League pointed out~

in the absence of a pooling system a municipality having one 

or more indigent cases had either to aSsume the full cost of 

35. Ioc.cit. 

36. See Union of Saskatchewan Municipalities, 
Proceedings of the Annual Convention, 1924, p.28. 

37. Ibid."p.29. 
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such cases (which few could or would do) or let the patient 

suffer until he (and often his family) became a permanent 
38 

charge upon the municipality until his death. 

The larger urban centers had a different, but 

equally serious problem. This was outlinedby President 

Cook of the League as follows: 

Patients tend to drift from the small 
urban districts to the larger ones, 
where, it is hoped, better hospital 
accommodation can be obtained and 
where the assistance of the municipal 
he a I th department may be of s e rvi c e 
to them. A number of these, by 
establishing their residence in the 
cities not only become hospital 
charges but their families also 
require charitable assistance. 39 

The Leaguets contention in this respect was that the pooling 

system would provide geographical uniformity of service with 

the result that patients would not drift to the larger centers 

and the relief burden would cease to be concentrated on the 

c i tie s , 

In consequence of the Leaguets efforts, the Union 

of Saskatchewan Municipalities agreed to the formation of an 
ho 

"optional membershipH urban pool. According to the agreement 

drawn up by the League and the executive of the USM, ev e r y 

municipality joining the pool would be required to make an 

initi a I annual P aymen t to the poo 1 of ten cents per o api ta 

38. A.B. Cook, op.cit.,p.4. 

39. Ioc.cit. 

40. Union of Saskatchewan Municipalities,Proceedings 
of the Annual Convention, 1924,p.29. 
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41 
according to the municipality's last census populatione 

If the revenues so raised were insufficient to meet the 

treatment costs of the patients sent by the contracting 

municipalities (and approved as pool charges by the Pool 

Trustees) the balance was to be raised by an additional levy 

on a ~ capita basis against the contracting municipalities. 

In an effort to attract municipalities,to the scheme 

the League extended to the patients of the contracting municipal

ities a twenty per cent reduction in charges over that 

required Tram the indigent patients of the municipalities 
L~2

which remained outside the poole 

TOh e pool w as in i t i ate d J anu a ry f'i r s t ~ 1925, an d 

operated until 1929.Just as the rural pool f'ailed to attract 

all the !ural municipalities to the schemel the urban pool 

never succeeded in attracting all the urban municipalitie$e, 

The nature of the membership in the urban pool was mol' e 

complicated than in the case of' the rural because of the 

variety of local units involved. By the end of the pooling 

per~od all the cities~ about half' the towns and only one-

third of the villages in the province had joined the pool. 

41. Minutes of the Board, January 13, 1925. 

42. A.B. Cook, The Urban Municipal Pool, Pronphlet 
distributed to the Urban Municipalities of Baskatchewan~
1924, p.3. 
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TABLE XV

MEJ/IBERSHIP IN THE URBAN 

1925 1926 1927 

43 
POOL 

Total 
1928 Prove 
~

Mun , 
'28 

in 

Cit ie s 
Towns 
Villages 

4 
28 
73 

5 5 
35 35 
83 89 

8 
37 
104 

8 
79 
367 

On the basis of population this meant that 100 per cent of 

the population of cities, 53.4 per cent of the population of 

towns and 34.1 per cent of the population of villages was 

covered by the pooling arrangement. 

For the purpose of this analysis the most significant 

lesson taught by the urban pooling experience is to be found 

in the behavior of the smaller municipalities. As indicated 

by the above table the poo~ing scheme was less popular with 

the smaller than w i.bh the larger urban municipal units. In 

..1-1 •addition to en 1. S , the membership of individual municipalities 

was erratic. Far from being motivated by a desire to use the 

pooling system as a means to control this disease, many of the 

municipalities were clearly using it for nothing more than 

their short run financial advantage. One of the urban pool 

trustees reported on the early experience of the voluntary 

urban pool in the following words. 

-¥Ve h ave f'o lind that dur.Lng the 
first year practically all the 
municipalities in the province 
made a combing out and found 
all the cases they could and 
shipped them into the pool. 
We also found that a lot of 
municipalities had deferred 

43. From Union of Saskatchewan Municipalities, 
Proceedings of the Annual Conven~. 1929. p.60. 
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Jo~ning the pool until they 
got a case and that increased 
the cost. 44 

Commenting further on the troub Le s they had 

encountered, the pool trustees stated that they believed the 

voluntary pool system "was an incentive to the smaller 

municipalities to stay out of the pool until they have a 
45 

patient and withdraw as scon as the patient is disposed of. 

This attitude, of course, denied the very principle upon which 

the pooling scheme was built. 

In an effort to overcome this defect the union of 

Saskatchewan Municipalities passed a resolution urging that 

all urban municipalitie be requiredto make 811 initial payment 

to the pool. 

At the session of 1926 the provincial legislature 

passed the following amendment to the city, town and village 

acts in compliance with the above request. 

The council shall make an annual 
grant of lO~a head of the 
population, as shown by the last 
Dominion census, to the Sask
atchewan Anti-Tuberculosis League, 
to be forwarded to the treasurer 
of the League not later than the 
thirty-first day of December each 
year. On receipt of the amount of 
the grant the treasurer shall place 
it in a special trust account to be 
expended for the care and treatment 
of indigent patients from any 
municipality which has entered into 
an agreement under section 268. 46 

4l~ • I bid. , 19 26 ..p • 70 

45. I bid «» P • 71 

46. statutes, 17, GeoV, c.23,s.268a. 
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This had the effect of sUbstantially reducing the 

burden upon the pool members, Although the per ~ cost 

increased from $1.62 to $1.86 between 1926 and 1927. the 

net cost per .capita of pool population fell from $0.49 to 

$0.365 with the introduction of the compulsory payment. 

The amount contributed in 1927 by non-pool urban municipalities 

This reduced the net per capita cost to $0.365 

from the 0.423 wh i c h it w ou Ld have been without the compulsory 

per capita levy. (The total actual cost to pool members, 

however, was 0.465 wh e n the ten cent per c api ta initial payment 
47 

of pool members is added in.) 

The operations of the urban pool were further 

strengthened by a ruling of the trustees which required that 

contracting municipalities pay in-co the pool for a minimum of 

t h r e e m0 nth s 1J e for e 
.48 

th e y c 0 U 1 d 11eel i g i b 1 e to c 1'1 are pat i e n t s 

against it. 

The necessity for these cumbersome safeguards reflects 

the weakness of the ooling system. Individual municipal 

responsibility for the treatment of the indigent tUberculous 

sick failed because many of the municipalities refused to re

cog n i z e the i r res P 0 n s i 1) iIi t Y • i]"'l i 1 a r 1 ;;T vol untar ;'/ p 0 ali n g 

failed because of the failure of many municipalities to cooperate 

in the p r o g r am , It was only whcn compulsory contributions were 

maintained or introduced that the pooling system was made work

able, tut even then its full benefits were never realized due to 

47. Data from Union of Saskatchewan unicipalities, 
"I(eport of the Urban 1::'001 Trustees, roceedi2.1gs of the Annual 
Convention, 1927. 

48. A.B.Cook, HThe Urban and Rural Pools for the Treat
cho,Vol.VII,No.12,Dec.1926,p.1

J"He nt of 'l:uberculous Patients H ,lalley 
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its limited coverage. 

As the Dools operated in the period before 1929 it 

became increasingly obvious that they were at best only an 

imperfect method of financing the treatment of tuberculosis. 

One of the most obvious difficulties encountered was associated 

with the concept of "indigency". Just h ow an Hindigent U Vias 

to be defined posed a constant problem to the pool trustees, 

whose task it was to approve patients sent by the contracting 
49 . 

municipalities. In ~n effort to overcome this difficulty the 

r Lc e a .. r o v n Le n b s c h r e s " s ep act of p p i g p a't as lt p u r··t :t c1. 1 a g a.g a Ln t t.h
50 

pool was employed.· While this added a certain amount of 

flexibili to the decisions of the trustees, it also made the 

system ore cumbersome. Because of these difficulties in 

establishing the legitimacy of applications to the pools, it 

was suggested at the SAR convention in 1926 that "the cost of 

care and t r-e a t:m e L t 0 f' a 11 t u be r c u 1 01), spatie n t s w he the r indigent 
51 

or not be accepted at the sanatorium as a charge to the pool •• " 

After much discussion this resolution was defeated and the ex

isting system maintained. 

In the course of the same discussion, however, another 

and relatod objection to the poolin svstom was revealod. Those 
v 

supporting the above suggestion argued, with apparent justification, 

h9. See S.A.H. •• , If inutes of the Ann ua I Convention", 
1926. 

50. A.D.Cook, The Urban Municipal Pool, Pamphlet 
dis tr Lb u t e d to the Urb an Munic ip aI it ies of SaskstchewU11, 1924. 

. -'-51. S.A.R. ., ~. C l.lJ. 
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that the distinction between indigents and non-indigents was 

more trouble than it was worth, insofar as more than ninety 

per cent of the patients treated in the sanatorium were classed 
52 

as indigents. It was hardly to be expected that the revenue 

derived from presumably solvent patients would warrant the large 

administrative expenditure involved in screening applicants 

and in attempting to collect fees from the non-indigent patients. 

A further objection to the pooling system was that it 

did nothing to relieve the patient of the burden of financial 

~uin even if his immediate costs of treatment were borne by the 

pools. Just as under the system of individual municipal res

ponsibility, many municipalities would sponsor a patient only 

after p I ac ing him, and often his family, under a prolonged 

financial commitment to the municipality. This was made possible 

by provisions in the various municipality acts cited above. 

The Town Act, as amended in 1924, for example, provide~ that any 

expenses "wh i.c h are paid out of any fund created by the mun « 

icipalities ll entering into such an agreement may be recovered by 

the municipality to which the patient belongs"by action or by 

distraint by the treasurer of the town, and in the event of the 

death of the patient the council may recover from his admin
53 

istrators or executors the said s unr'"; 

52. loe.cit. 

53. Statutes, 15 Geo.V,c.22,s.244c. 
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Under these provisions the discharged patient could 

scarcely look forward to a successful or even minimum period of 

convalescence unless he was again successful in obtaining some 

form of charity. 

An equally se~ious defect in the pooling plan was the 

stigma of ffcharity" associated with it. This was a defect 

because one of the essential requirements of an adequate revenue 

system for a tuberculosis control program is that it encourages 

early admission of the patient for treatment. The natural 

reluctance of persons to apply for charity. from the municipality 

frequently led them to postpone treatment for as long as possible. 

In short, the pooling scheme appears to have been fundamentally 

an attempt to make the principle of municipal responsibility less 

repugnant to the municipalities. It did little to improve the 

revenue system o£ the League in other respects. 

The Institution of Free Treatment 

The abandonment of the pooling system came in 1929 when 

the distinction between indigent and other patients was dropped. 

As would be expected following the above disc~ssion6 this move 

had 1 i ttle effec t upon the actual finance s of the Le ague, sine e 

in 1928 only 3.5 per cent of the patients receiving ~reatmefit

were self-supporting. More significant than the slight increase 

in the scope of this responsibility was the acceptance by the 

municipalities of a fixed, incontrast to a contingent, liability. 

Prior to 1929 the lliunicipality was liable only if it had a case 

and only if such a case was Hindigent". After 1929 each 

municipality was subject to a certain liability. 
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The first suggestion of free treatment appears to 

have been made in 1926 at the convention of the Saskatchewan 

ASsociation of Rural Municipalities. As mentioned above, 

this came in the form of a resolution urging that all patients 
54 

be made pool charges. ith about 600 delegates present only 
55 

about supported the resolution and it was defeated. 

At this tLne there is evidence to s~ggest that the 

League itself was not active in promoting free treatment. 

Writing in the Valley Echo in the same year, the President and 

Managing Director of the League stated that in considering 

methods of financing the cost of treatment for those suffering 

from tuberculosis "it should be understood that those requiring 

treatment for tuberculosis should, in all cases, be required to 
56 

• ropay for the ir own care, l.L they are in a position to do so". 

In spite of this lack of encouragement, the following 

year the free treatment resolution was again introduced and 
57 

this time it was passed by a small majority. Some indication 

-t- • • •of the feeling of the rural municipalities at this vlmB lS glven 

55. F.e .I\liddleton, "Evolution of TUberculosis Control in 
Saskatchewan tt 

, Canadian Public Health Journal, Vol.XXIV,IJo.ll, 
November 1933, p.710. 

56. A.B.Cook,nThe Urban and Ru r a I Pools for the Treatment 
of Tuberculous Patients",Valley Echo, Vol.XII,No.12,December 1926, 
p.9. 

57. Middleton,op.cit.,p.509. 
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by the results of a mail inquiry made by the secretary of the 

rural association. .A copy of the resolution was forwarded 

to the members of the Rural Pool who were asked for their opinion 

of it. Forty-eight municipalities replied in favor of the 

resolution, sixteen were opposed to it and seventy-three 
58 

were n nOl1-C ommi t tal U • Yiith thi s dub ious support for the 

proposal it is not surprising that the government did nothing 

to implement it. 

It appears, however, that these developments caused 

a complete alteration in the Leaguers policy respecting the 

financing of treatment, for, in January 1928 the directors 

of the League stated that 

••• in the opinion of this Board 
and as a general principle the 
free treatment of all tubercular 
patients would materially assist 
in the earlier treatment of the 
disease and tend to its ultimate 
eradication and would at the same 
time assist in the cure by relieVing 
the patients of a considerable amount 
of financial worry. 59 

In 1928 a revised resolution was passed unanimously 

by the SARM which urged that the Sanatoria Act be amended 

"so that all classes of T.B. patients shall have free treat

ment available at the pUblic expense, and further that the same 

be paid, 

(~) partly by the Government, 
(b) partly by all rural and urban municipalities 

in the province. 60 

Similar resolutions were passed by the urban municipalities 

association, the United Farmers of Canada Saskatchewan Section 

58. Minutes of the Board, January 11,1928 

59. Loc s c d 't , 
~-
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61 
and the I.O.D.E. endorsing the principle of free treatment. 

This principle was duly given statutory approval 

when the Tuberculosis Sanatoria and Hospitals Act 1929 was 

passed. The revised Act contained the provision that -

•••Every person suffering from tUberculosis 
and every person who. on the certificate 
of a duly qualified medical practitioner. 
is suspected of so suffering, shall be 
entitled to receive care and treatment 
at the expense of the League. 62 . 

The League was to receive the required revenue for these 

purposes from the one dollar per patient day provincial 

grant as before and from a levy upon the municipalities of 

the province. According to the original provisions of the 

1929 Act. each year the Board of Directors of the League 

was to prepare an estimate of the portion of the probable 

net expenditure of the. League for the year to be borne by 

municipalities and an estimate of the portion of such 

expenditures to be borne by local improv~ment districts. 

The Board was then to apportion that part of the net estimated 

expenditure to be borne by municipalities among all the 

municipalities in the province (both urban and rural) on the 

basis of their total equalized assessment for the preceding 

year as provided by the Saskatchewan Assessment Commission. 

This clearly was a drastic change in the principle 

of municipal responsibility for now it was no longer to be 

justified on the basis of municipal responsibility for 

indigency. Instead of the municipalities merely acting as 

a last resort for its citizens when they became insolvent 

61 • tt Sub miss ion 1943 n "p .19 

62. statutes, 19 Geo.V,c.6l.s.4o,ss.2. 
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and not before, they were now assuming a blanket responsibility 

-Ln association with the provincial government for the health 

of their citizens insofar as tuberculosis posed a threat to 

it. In short, tuberculosis was to be financed as a community 

responsibility instead of an individual responsibility as had 

previously be e n the case. YThile this was und o ub tie d Ly desirable 

from the standpoint of the tuberculosis control program in 

Saskatchewan, itcoffimitted the municipalities to a much more 

rigid financial obligation than had the contingent responsibility 

of the previous system. The disadvantages of the form which 

community financing of tuberculosis treatment took in 

Saskatchewan will be illustrated in the following section. 

The Experience of the 1930's 

rhe new system of municipal support of the League's 

treatment program introduced in 1929 was immedia~ly subjected 

to the rigorous trials imposed upon all financial' schemes by 

the depression and drought of the 1930's. This experience 

demonstrated the lengths to wh ich the Le ague and the provine ial 

government were prepared to go in order to preserve the revenue 

system of the League as established in 1929. While there is 

clear evidence that the system of partial municipal responsibility 

failed completely under the stress of depression and drought, 

there appears to be no evidence that either the League or the 

provincial government considered the possibility of adopting 

some other system. 

The financing system adopted by the League in 1929 

was based upon the principle of levying estimated expenditures 
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and carrying on for about six months on borrowed funds before 

the taxes levied came due and the provincial grant was paid. 

This promised to work quite satisfactorily ao long as the 

municipalities were able to pay their levies. Unfortunately 

this ability was weakened in the year following 1930 and by 

1936 the system had broken down completely. 

It will be seen from Table XVII below that the 

Leaguers collections from the municipalities as a percentage 

of 'che annual levy held up and actually increased" between 

1930 and 1935. The explanation of this rather unexpected 

strength is not to be found so much in the revenue structure 

of the League as in its expenditures. Table XVI (cf.n.64) 

shows that between 1929 and 1934 the per diem cost of treat

ment was reduced by seventy-one cents" from $3.020 in 1929 

t~ $2.306 in 1934. This cost reduotion was the result of 

a deliberate effort of the League to out operating costs 

and of the falling price level. During 1934 a Committee 

of the Board of Directors was established to study "the 

detail of the administration of the various Sanatoria with 
63 

a view to initiating economies". Th~ reduction in the per 

diem cost was brought about through salary reductions" increased 

work by staff" lower con~odity prices and a shortening of the 

63. Minutes of the Board, September 18.1934. 
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64
average length of treatment. 

During the next several years, however, from 1935 

to 1939 the League found that operating costs, while flexible 

to some degree, could not be redu~ed beyond the point reached 

in 1934. In fact, a slight rise in per diem costs in the 

1935 to 1939 period could not he avoided. (See table XVI) 

Under these circumstances, with the adjustment of expenditures 

no longer possible, the League felt the full i¢pact of the 

imperfection in its revenue system. Table XVII below shows 

that while it was possible to collect 90 per cent of the 1935 

municipal levy, in 1937 only 57 per cent of the levy could be 

collected£rom the hart-pressed municipalities. 

64. TABLE XVI 

PEI? DIE COST 

1929-1942 

Year Cost 

1929 ••••••••••• 3.020 
1930 •....•... • • 2.920 
1931 ••••..•.. • • 2.650 
1932 ••••••••••• 2.435 
1933 ••••••••••• 2.305 
1934••••••••••• 2.306 
1935 ••••••••••• 2.357 
1936 ••.•••••••• 2.388 
1937 ••••••••••• 2.386 
1938 ••••••••••• 2.396 
1939 ••••••••••• 2.400 
1940 ••••••••••• 2.397 
1941 ••••••••••• 2.458 
1942 ••••••••••• 2.676 
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TABLE XVII 

1929-1943 
I~ of Levy Paid 

Year Collections Amount of Levy in Each Year 

1929 $223,,136.66 341,106.34 65% 
1930 471,427.90 575.574.17 82 
1931 386#059.34 475 .. 533.13 81 
1932 325,,350.95 436,,832.33 79 
1933 338,122.76 375,,487.89 89 
1934 321,,484.75 360,178.92 89 
1935 323,,174.73 362,,006.60 90 
1936 300,1.J-52.27 370,,825.32 81 
1937 211,213.69 371,402.65 57 
1938 228,,256.88 371,393.61 61 
1939 412,735.65 363, 988.~.8 114 
1940 428" 189.•39 363,994.09 117 
1941 450,217.31 379.872.21 119 
1942 531,,828.26 396,422.61 134 
19L~3 705,490.07 397,950.74 177 

Faced with this situation" the League undertook to 

carry the municipalities by borrowing sufficient funds to 

support its treatment expenditures. The nature of this 

borrowing is s h own in Table XVIII. Although the League's 

borrowings increased by only ;~82,,566 between 1930 and 1936, 

they increased by $294 .. 552 in the single year 1937. By 1938 

the cost to the League of carrying the municipalities is 

suggested by the fact that, aside from cancellation of 

interest on levy arrears, the League was paying out over 

$32,000 anually in interest On loans. 

By 1937 the League was in a desperate financial 

position. It had reduced its costs as far as possible by 

instituting "the most drastic economies consistent with the 

65. From S.A.R.M.,"Report of Rural Municipal Directors 
on the Board of Directors of the S.A.T.L."Report of the Proceedings 
at the Annual Convention, 1944, p.14. 
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efficient treatment of the sick" and had thereby succeeded 

in reducing the municinal levy by apuroximate1y 35 per cent 
J u ~ L66 

between 1930 and 1937. In spite of this it could still collect 

only half the municipal levy for 1937. By the end of 1938 the 

municipalities 
- 67 

of the province owed the League 911,661 in arrears 

on levies. 

TABLE XVIII 
68 

BORROWINGS OF THE LEAGUE 

1930-1942 

1930 ....•...... . 38~.,OOO.00
1931 .•••.•.•...• 406,050.59 
1932 ••.••••••..•412,566.94 
1933 ••••.••••••• ~_o L1-, 566 .94 
1934•••••••••••• ho L~, 766 .94 
1935 ••••..•••.•• 417,666.94 
1936 ••••••••••.• 466,566.94 
1937 ••••••••••.• 761,119.77 
1938 •••.•.....•• 671,082.47 
1939 •••••.•...•• 647,963.58 
1940 .•••••.•...• 596,583.58 
1941 ••.••..•.... 575,472.&8 
1942 ••.••••••.•. 459,500.00 

In an effort to maintain its operations in spite of 

this, the League had exhausted its credit by the end of 1937. 

Its bank borrowing was limited to $400,000 per year and the 

League had borrowed 156,582 from its own Endowment Trust Fund 
~ 69 

on treatment account. 

66. 1\'I inute s 0 f t 11 e D0 a r d , loI e ill 0 taLa cal Gov e r nment
Board, October 13, 1937.

67. S.A.T.L., "Annual Report of the President, 1938" 
in Valley Echo, Vol.XV, 1Jo.8, August 1939, p.9. 

68. Compiled from the Annual Reports of the League, 
1930-19L~2.



The League was saved from almost certain financial 

disaster only through the intervention of the provincial 

government. This intervention took two forms. First, the 

government responded to the Leaguers· appeal for assistance by 

extending a loan of $204,537 on treatment account. Commenting 

upon this assistance, the President of the League wrote in 

1938 that: 

••• But for this substantial loan from 
the Government of the Province it is 
extremely doubtful whether the League 
could have continued to function. 70 

In addition to this the League was protected from 

the forced cancellation of lavy arrears throughout the 

critical period of its operations. As a result, the mun

icipalities were left with a direct liability to the League for 

the total amount of the Levies, including interest on arrears 
71 

at the rate of 8 per cent per annmn. 

The League did, however. cancel much of this accrued 

interest. In 1940 the Tuberculosis Sanatoria and Hospitals Act 

was amended to authorize the Board of Directors to compromise 

the League's claim against a municipality for accrued interest 

and to "remit so much thereof as the board deems expedient, 
72 

or ••• cancel the s~ne."

70. loc. cit. 

71. Saskatchewan Urban Municipalities Association, 
Proceedings at the Annual Convention, 1941, pp.22-23. 

72. Statutes, 4 Geo.VI,c.l06,s.3. 



Pursuant to this authority the League cancelled all 

interest up to and including December 31, 1939. While this 

amounted to a substantial reduction in the League's claim on 

the municipalities it was considered by the Local Government 

Board in 1941 to be inadequate for the needs of many municipal
73 .

ities in the province. As a result of orders of adjustment

made by the Local Government Board in 1941, the League wrote 
74 

off $101,542 in the Debt Adjustment Area. By that date, 

however, the League was financially far removed from the crisis 

of 1937 and was making collections in excess of the annual 

levies. 

It is suggested that the experienee of the 1930's 

demonstrates the interest which the League and the provincial 

government apparently had in preserving the principle of 

municipal participation in the League's revenue system. The 

extent to which the League borrowed in order to "carry" the 

municipalities after 1936 and the.governmentfs exclusion of the 

sanatorium levies from the provisions of the Debt Adjustment Act 

until after the critical period are the clearest illustrations 

of this determination to save the form of the revenue system 

established by the 1929 legislation. 

Apportioning the Municipal Share 

Even with the adoption of the new system of municipal 

73. Saskatchewan Urban Municipalities Association, 2..f.. 
~.,p.23.

74. S.A.T.L.:lttAnnua1 Report of the General Superinten
dent, 1941, in Valley ~I Vol.XVIII,No.8,August 1942. 
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responsibility in 1929~ there remained considerable municipal 

discontent with the allocation of the treatment burden. There 

were several sources of this discontent. Most troublesome. 

perhaps was the controversy between the rural and the urban 

municipalities as to how the total municipal levy should be 

allocated be~ween them. 

According to the provisions of the Act of 1929, the 

Board of Directors of the League was to apportion that part of 

its net estimated expenditure to be b orneby municipalities 

"among all the municipalities in the province. both rural and 

urban, on the basis of their total equalized assessments for 
75 

the preceding year ••• " The levies upon Local Improvement 

Districts were to be collected and paid to the League by the 
76 

Minister of Municipal Affairs. 

The Act had no sooner been passed than the Saskatchewan 

Association of Rural Munioipalities objected that the 

allocation of the burden was quite unfair when the number of 

patients sent to the sanatoria by rural municipalities was 
77 

compared with the number sent by the urbans. In effect, they 

were arguing that the distribution of the burden was unfair on 

the grounds of the "benefit" principle. 

SUbsequently. the Act was amended to provide that the 

75. statutes, 19 Geo.V,c.61,s.25. 

76. statutes, 19 Geo.V,c.61,s.30 and 31. 

77. S.A.R.M.,"Minutes of the Annual Convention~ 1930·, 
pp.14-l5. 
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Board of Directors would apportion the levy and that the 

proportion of the net estimated expenditure to be borne by the 

urban municipalities ~as to be forty per cent and that born.b~~
78 

the rural municipalities, sixty per c e n t, This ratio appears 

to have been based upon the 1929 ratio of rural to urban patients. 

It apparently proved satisfactory to the rural municipalities~

for they made no further significant complaints for almost twenty 

years. 

The urban municipalities, however, immediately 

protested that 1930 amendment. A resolution passed in that y~ar

at the urban convention contained the following clauses - the 

significance of which lies in their reflection of the "ability

to-pay11 principle • 

••• the apportionment of the cost based 
on the equalized assessment for the year 
1929 was approximately 19 per cent to 
urban municipalities and 81 per dent to 
rural municipalities; and ••• the distribution 
of the cost for social services of this 
nature can only be equitably apportioned on 
the basis of ability to pay, and not for 
services· rendered or per capita. 79 

On the basis of this reasoning the urbans concluded that the 

forty-sixty apportionment was unsatisfactory in that it had 

created a burden which was unfair "and in some instances beyond 
80 

the ability of the municipality to pay". 

78. ~atutes" 20 Geo.V,c.81+,s.25. 

79. Union of Saskatchewan Municipalities, Proceedings 
at the Annual Convention, 1930, Resolution No.1. 

80. 1 oc • cit. 
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It is obvious from the controversy to this point 

that the two groups of municipalities were employing strictly 

different, principles to support their arguments. Quite 

clearly the rurals were arguing that a just distribution of 

the burden was one which was based upon the benefit principle. 

The benefit in this case was to be represented by the 

number of patient days treatment received by each type of 

municipality. The u rb an e., on the other hand were arguing 

that the ability to pay principle was the only just basis 

for distributing the burden. 

In spite of the urban protests~ the sixty-forty 

allocation remained in effect for twenty-two years. In 

1950 , however, the controversy broke out anew. Once again 

the principles a! benefit and ability to pay were invoked. 

The association of rural municipalities passed resolutions 

to the effect that the sixty-forty basis was "unsound and 

unfair in that it makes an arbitrary division of the levies 

without consideration of the relative number of patient days 
81 

treatment of rural and urban patients". 

The agreement of the rural municipalities was based 

upon the following "facts". Between 1930 and 1949 the 

number of treatment days received by patients from rural 

municipalities declined by 46,826 whereas the reduction 

in the number of urban patient days was only 11,009. Hence~

in 1949 the rurals received 73,246 patient days and paid 

81. S.A.R.M.~"Minutes of the Annual Convention~
1950 tt , p . 1 8 . 
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sixty per cent of the municipal levy. or $574.368. This was 

a cost of 17.84 per patient day. In the same year the urbans 

received 81.845 patient days and paid forty per cent of the 

total levy, orf382,91l. This amounted iio a cost of $4.67 per 
82 

patient day. Aocording to benefiii then, the rurals were 

bearing an excessive part of the burden. 

Even granting the benefiii principle, however, the 

urban municipalities argued iihat this conclusion may not 

follow. The old complaint of iihe urban municipaliiiies that 

the sick tended iio gravitaiie toward them from the rural 

areas was revived in an efforii to discredit the foundation 

of the ar-gume n t used by "the r-ur a Le , As one urban supporiier 

pub iii: 

No figures are sound as to urban 
and rural res Lde n b a , People who 
are ill tend to move to iihe ciiiy. 
and if the background of all 
patients admitted to the sanatoria 
were examined, it would change the 
figures. We have made a sampling 
which supports this. 83 

In addition to this, the urbana argued that the 

1949 levy data used abo ve supported their contention that the 

sixty-forty allocation was unfair. They, however, implicitly 

applied the ability to pay principle. Instead of considering 

the 1949 levy shares in relation to the days treatment received 

as had the rurals, they considered them in terms of the relative 

mill rates resulting from them - that is, upon the basis of 

82. Based upon the data from Minutes of the Board, 
October 28. 1949 and February 3, 1950. 

83. SaskatChewan Urban Municipalities Association. 
Proceedings at the Annual Convention. 1951,p.3l. 
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total assessments. 

The figures for the 1949 T.D.levy show 
that the urban municipal rate was -1.75 
mills on the equalized assessment while 
that for rurals was 0.92 mills. It is 
hard to see any justification for this 
discrimination against the urban mun
icipalities which has been going on 
since 1930.84 

The basis of this argument is again to be found in the urban 

contention that since the basis of municipal taxation is the 

equalized assessment, and since this provides a rough basis 

for estimating ability to pay" the allocation of the municipal 

share in the cost of providing treatment for tuberculosis 

should be on the basis of the equalized assessment of municipal
85 

ities regardless of whether they be urban or rural. 

The settlement of this controversy co~ld come only 

through a compromise of the two principles involved" for each 

clearly led to opposing conclusions in this case. As for which 

prine iple was actually most ft just", this was a matter of social 

philosophy and, what was perhaps more fundamental_ of sectional 

advantage. It is not likely a mere coincidence that the use of 

the benefit principle by the rurals would have reduced the 

rural share of the cost" nor that the use of the ability 

principle by the urbans would have reduced the urban share. 

It is interesting to note, however, that the Board 

of Directors of the League appears to accept the benefit 

principle when it comes to distributing the burden among the 

85. loc.cit. 



various types of local government units. While the Board 

seems to have taken no particular stand with respect to the 

rural-urban controversy, it did raise an objection to the 

share of the burden taken by the Local Improvement Districts 

and the Northern Administration District. In 1950 a special 

committee reported to the Board that it had 

•••made a study of the hospital days 
treatment for the past twenty years which 
proves conclusively that the Rural and Urban 
municipalities have been called upon to 
shoulder not only their share of the cost of 
treatment of the tuberculous patients, but 
the heaviest end of the share that should have 
been carried by the Northern Administration 
District and Local Improvement Districts as 
well. 86 

The Leaguets contention was that since these local units would 

contribute more patients in the future as a result of the 

extension of case finding work in the northern areas, their 

levy shou ld be raised. This s ugge s b's that the Board of 

Directors accepts the benefit principle as the correct basis 

for this kind of distribution of the cost of treatment. 

The compromise which was finally adopted was drafted 

by a committee set up in 1951 by the Minister of Municipal 

Affairs. In accordance with the recommendations of the 

committee the sanatorium act was amended in 1952 to effect 

the present distribution of the burden as described in Chapter 

Three. 

This method distributes the burden according to three 

factors - population, total assessment and days treatment 

86. Minutes of the Board, February 3, 1950. 
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received by patients from each type of municipality. Each 

factor is given equal weight. 

How successful the compromise will be in averting 

further controversy between the two types of municipality has 

yet to be observed. It would appear, however, that the com

prom~se has replaced a rather simple with a very complex method 

of calculating the annual distribution of the municipal levy. 

Apportioning the Levy Among The Several Municipalities 

In spite of the preference of the Saskatchewan 

Association of Rural Municipalities for the-benefit principle in 

allocating the municipal share of the treatment burden and the 

apparen t ac ceptance by the Directo rs of the League· of the same 

principle, the ultimate basis for its allocation among the 

individual municipalities within the respective urban and rural 

categories has always coincided with the ability principle insofar 

as it is approximated through the use of equalized assessments. 

The effect of this is to spread the incidence over 

a much larger area than would otherwise be the case. If the 

henefit principle were used and the benefit measured in terms 

of patient days, many municipalities would completely avoid the 

levy for considerable periods of time. During the period from 

1944 to 1951 some municipalities had neither a death nor a 

single case of tuberculosis. 87. 

87.S.A.T.L.,UReport of the Director of Medical 
Ser~ices, 1952", mimeographed,p.2. 
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Hence, if it is true that all municipalities in 

the province have some ability-to-pay, it may be assumed 

that the use of this principle to distribute the cost of 

treatment among the municipalities of the province will 

ensure a greater dispersion of the burden than would the 

use of the benefit principle. 

The chief advantage of such dispersion would appear 

to lie in its promise of greater stability in the revenues 

of the League. Such increased stability could be expected 

in view of the considerable variation in economic conditions 

in anY,one year throughout Saskatchewan. 

The writer is of the opinion that this advantage 

more than offsets the possibility that use of the ability 

principle for this purpose might reduce the incentive to 

high case rate municipalities to cooperate with the League 

in its program. It is possible that the use of the benefit 

principle to distribute the cost of treatment might induce 

such municipalities to increase their efforts to reduce 

their case rate. Personal experience of the writer would 

suggest, however~ that such financial inducements are 

relatively insignificant factors affecting the willingness 

of individual municipalities to cooperate effectively in 

the League's tuberculosis control program. 

The Provincial Grant 

The nature of the fixed provincial per ~

grants has already been described in Chapter Three. Beginning 

as a fifty-cent per patient-day "hospital" grant to the 

original sanatorium in 1917. it was raised to one dollar in 
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1923. one dollar and fifty cents in 1950 and to two dollars 

in 1951. The problem associated with this grant arises from 

its inflexibility. In spite of the great fluctuations in the 

Leaguets operating costs between 1923 and 1950, for example, 

the provincial grant on treatment account remained at one 

dollar per patient day. 

According to the League's financing procedure as 

established by the Act of 1929, the rigidity of the provincial 

grant necessitated annual alterations in the municipal levy 

to offset fluctuations in the costs of treatment. In 1930 

the provincial grant provided approximately 31 per cent of the 

League's revenues. B:r 1949 it accounted foronly 18 per cent. 

This rigidity in the financing scheme did not become 

significant until the League's operating costs began to rise 

in response to a rising price level after 1945. In the years 

following 1945 the large increases in the municipal levies 

aroused vigorous objections from the municipalities. This went 

so far as to threaten the entire revenue structure of the League. 

The feelings of the municipalities at this time were made more 

intense by the introduction of the Saskatchewan Hospital Services 

Plan in 1947 which provided "free" hospitalization for all 

illnesses except tuberculosis which was still to be financed upon 

the basis established in 1949. 

In 1948 the SARM representatives on the Board of 

Directors of the League reported to their convention that now 

tfeverybody gets free treatment except those suffering from 

tuberculosis and these are left to the tender mercies of the 
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municipalities to provide for. It is time for a change in 
88 

policy by the Government. 

By 1947 the municipal sanatorium levy was approaching 

one mill and the League was besi~~ed by complaints t~om the 

municipalities. (See Table XIX below for increase in municipal 

levy during this period) In his annual report for that year 

the President of the League wrote that 

It is becoming more and more 
evident that unless the eve~
inoreasing financial burden 
carried by the municipalities 
is shared to a much greater 
extent than in the past, the 
municipalities may be compelled 
to withdraw their support from 
th e Le ague •••• 89 

In commenting upon the increasing d:esatisfaction of the 

municipalities with the Leaguets revenue system, the 

President went on to argue that the increasing municipal 

sanatorium levy in Saskatchewan was out of step with changing 

conceptions of municipal responsibility for health services. 

There has been a general movement 
in the past number of years, both 
provincially and federally to lift 
the finanoial responsibility for 
health and hospital oare from the 
shoulders of the municipalities 
as is evidenced by the Saskatchewan 
Hospitalization Act providing free 
hospitalization ••• and the recent 
announcements made by the Dominion 
Government to prOVide Federal Health 
Grants to the provinces •••• 90 

88. S.}...R.M.~ttMinutes of the Annual Convention,1949 tt 
• 

89. S.A.T.L.,"Annual Report of the president,1947u , 
in Valley Echo, Vol.XXIX, No.8, August 1948,p.9. 
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The explanation of the League's interest in this 

situation is to be found in the concluding sentence of the 

report cited. 

Should this situation be allowed to
continue it would jeopardize the
cooperation and the good will of the
general pUblic and the tax payer of
the province upon which depends.the
success of the Leaguets preventive
program. 91

It would appear that the League felt that taxes levied 

by the province would appear less onerous than those levied by 

the municipalities. Actually, since the author of the above 

sentence has had a long career in-the work of the rural 

municipalities, it may merely reflect the belief that real 

property taxation is excessive and incapable of further 

extension. This interpretation is supported by a resolution 

.pe.s s e d at the 1948 S.A.R.M. convention and beginning with the 

statement that tttheconstantly rising costs of operating the 
92 

T.B. Sanatoria [sic] is placing an excessive burden on land~

By 1948 the municipal levies (including the L.I.D. 

and N.A.D. Levies) had increased by 161 per cent of their 
93 

1941 amou~. The following year the Saskatchewan Urban 

Municipalities Associa~ion resolved that the"municipalities 

should have a fixed levy, not exceeding one mill, for this 

s e r vf oe , and the Province should assume the balance". 

In r~sponse to this agitation the provincial government 

91. Ioc.cit. 

92. For a discussion of the validity of this contention 
see Province of Saskatchewan, Report of the Committee on Provincial 
Municipal Relations,1950,Regima,King ts Printer,195l,p.99. 

93- S.A.T.L.,"Annual Report of the President,1948", in 
Valley Echo, Vol.XXX,No.8,August 1949,p.9. 
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raised the per diem grant from.l.DO to $1.50 effective April 

1, 1950. This, however, reduced the 1950 levy by only $75,000 

from the 1949 ~~ount and did little to quell the efforts of 

the municipalities to obtain further relief from the burden 
94 

of rising treatment costs. Their cause was again supported 

by the President of the League who stated that 

If the provine ial government can 
afford the entire cost of all 
hospital patients they should 
pay for 40 per cent of treatment 
costs in Saskatchewan Sanatoria. 95 

In 1950 the provincial share amounted to only about 
96 

one-quarter the operating costs of the League. Following 

the report of the Committee on Provincial-Municipal Relations 

in 1950, however, the grant was again raised by fifty cents 

to $2.00 per patient day. This has remained without further 

change to the present and has raised the provincial share to 

approximately thirty per cent of total revenues. It should 

be observed here, however, that part of the provincial grant 

is in the form of a "hidden subsidy". The annual grant is 

calculated on the basis of the total number of patient days 

treatment provided each year by the League. Hence, the League 

collects $2.00 per patient day for treatment rendered patients 

94. S.A.T.L.,"Annual Report of the General Superin
tendent, 1949", in Valley Echo, Vol.XXX,No.8, August 1949,p.12. 

9 5. Saskatoon Star-Phoenix, August 4, 1950,p.5. 

96. Saskatchewan Urban :Municipalities Association, 
Proceedings of the Annual Convention, 1950, p.61. 
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whose costs of treatment are paid by the Dominion and other 

governments. In 1953, with 163,132 patient days rendered 

In 1953, the last year for which data is available, 

the provincial grant amounted to thirty-one per cent of total 

revenues. It is interesting to notice that this is exactly the 

percentage for which it accounted in 1930. 

How satisfactory the present rate is will depend upon 

the future operating costs of the League, which in turn will 

vary with the general level of commodity prices and wages. If 

these costs level off or decline, the present grant will no 

doubt remain satisfactory to the municipalities. If they should 

begin another rise, however, this element in the League's 

revenue structure will again become a problem. 

The difficulties of the past decade would suggest that 

there may be some justification for the contention of Sask

atchewan U'rb a n MunicitMalities Association that the fleXibility 

in the Leaguets revenue would be better built into the prov
98 

incial share than the municipal as at present. This could be 

accomplished simply by fixing the municipal share at a certain 

percentage of the League's annual treatment costs and making 

the provincial share the residual item. 

97. Pat Le n t day d a t a f r orn S. A. T • L • , tt Rep 0 r t 0 f M: e d i cal 
Services, 1953", mimeog~aphed, p.3. 

98. See Saskatchewan Urban Municipalities Association, 
Proceedings of the Annual Convention, 1950, p.61. 
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Failing this, it would appear desirable from the 

standpoint of the League's relationship with the municipalities, 

that some system be established for adjusting the provincial 

grant at definite intervals, thereby reducing the possibility 

of future "provincial grant controversies". 

Non-financial Aspects of Municipal Responsibility 

It is suggested as a possible explanation for the 

persistence of the principle of municipal responsibility in 

Saskatchewan that this principle was an important factor in 

the application of the League's "underlying philosophy" to 

the tuberculosis problem in this province. For thirty-six 

years the League and the provincial government have fostered 

the principle of partial municipal responsibility even when 

its serious imperfections were most apparent. 

The experience of the 1930's demonstrated the lengths 

to which the League (with the frequent backing of the government) 

was prepared to go in order to prevent the permanent disruption 

of the system. It would appear that the League has felt that 

the active financial involvement of the municipalities is 

necessary to its program. With it the League has been able 

to maintain its appearance of independence from the government 

an end desired, as has been demonstrated previously, by the 

founders of the League and by the governments in power during 

the years when the League was being moulded into its present 

form. 

The ~uestion immediately raised by this is whether 

the present situation of the League and the problems confronting 
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TABLE XIX

REVENUES OF THE LEAGUE ON TREAT!IL1EUT ACCOUNT

Provincial Urban Rural L.I.D. Total 
Grant - Levy Le!! Levy Fees etc. Revenues 

$ 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 

214,018.00 
281,378.00 
293,379.00 
283,878.00 
285,,529.00 
284,081.00 
276,502.00 
282,,113.00 
275,183.00 
286,818.00 
296,713.00 
287,800.00 
292,196.00 
289,615.00 
272,945.00 
287,167.00 
279,967.00 
204,848.00 
292,848.00 
288,037.00 
290,147.00 
401,970.00 

61,417.89 
223,130.47 
186,271.25 
168,524.39 
144,675.80 
137 ,L~69 .13 
137,485.09 
137,533.06 
137,,751.38 
137,749.64 
134,799.71 
134,797.64 
140,748.88 
146,766.05 

147,220.12 
160,588.54 
211,761.52 
289,833.58 
382,911.31 
382,819.88 
352,593.38 

261+,688.45 
334,695.70 
279,h06.88 
252,786.58 
217,013.69 
206,203.69 
206,227.63 
206,300.33 
206,627.07 
206 ,624.l~5
202,199.57 
202,196.45 
211,123.33 
220,149.06 

221,195.34 
241,075.87 
317,607.12 
434,669.46 
574,367.64 
574,367.27 
529,276.78 

15,000.00 
17,748.00 
9,855.00 

15,521.36 
13,798.40 
16,506.10 
18,293.88 
26,991.1.I-3 
27 , 12Lt.. 20 
27,019.52 
26,989.20 
27,000.00 
28,000.00 
29,507.50 

25,776.03
18,060.00 
20,760.00 
25,950.00 
33,994.50
28,000.00 
26,000.00 

43,376.33 
30,105.99 
20,389.90 
16~74o.05
18,705.14 
24,354.59 
26,788.20 
25,776.03 
13,418.20 
31,475.20 
44,517.79 
35,937-53
48,091.94 
86,655.34 

140,092.59 
163,570.07 
179,813.95 
305,501.22 
358,618.63 
341,243.06 
334,484.74 
371+,966.26 

598~500.67
.890,058.16 
789,302.03 
737,450.38 
679,,722.03 
668,614.51 
665,296.80 
678,714.35 
660,003.85 
689,,686.81 
705,219.27 
687,731.62 
720,160.15 
772,692.95 

847,084.87 
880,524.21 

1,160,477.76 
1,401,919.67 
1,,620,553.5 1 
1,625,818.89 
1,711,840.90 

(Compiled from Annual Reports of the Municipal Represent~ive
on the Board of Directors of the League to the SARM) 

*Comparable data for 1943 not available. 
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it warrant a continuation of a policy based upon the 

conditions prevailing in Saskatchewan over a quarter of 

a century ago. Under those conditions it is easy to appreciate 

the argument that a somewhat inappropriate revenue system 

from the point of view of efficient financing could be 

tolerated so long as it was important to the development 

of public interest and mass education with respect to a 

previously uncontrolled disease. At present, however, with 

the white death rate reduced to 10 per 100,000 of populatio~

and with the League approaching a period when the tuberculosis 

control program will become a matter of maintaining the 

disease at a minimum level rather than of expanding the 

program, it appears reasonable to question the soundness 

of this argument. Such a course would also be suggested 

by the alteration in the conditions surrounding the provision 

~f health services in general. With the introduotion of the 

contributory hospitalization soheme on a province-Wide 

basis in 1947. the justification for continuing the 1929 

revenue scheme for a single disease appears even more 

questionable. 

Financing the Preventive Program. 

The present scheme for financing preventive work 

dates from 1928 when the League began its Christmas Seal 

Campaign. The first sale of Christmas Seals in Saskatchewan 
99 

however, was made by the Red CroSs five years earlier. 

99.' Minutes of the Board, October 11,1927. 
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Considerable confusion appears to have existed for the firs"\; 

two years of the Leaguers seal sale as to which organization 

was entit~ad to the use of this source of revenue and 

publicity. 

In 1928 the Red Cross suggested that the League give 

to it the exclusive use of the seals in return for a per

eentage of the returns. This suggestion was rejeeted by the 

League on the grounds that it "had ample facilities for 

carrying on its own ae"\;ivities without delegating these to 
.,100 

an outside organization. 

The Red Cross, in turn rejected the League's proposal 

to reserve their suggestion "as they were not prepared to 

give up the publicity attached to the sale of seals, whether 

they sold seals tor the League or continued to sell their 
101 

own." From the outset the non-financial considerationS 

involved in the use of this source of revenue were quite 

explicit. 

The controversy was finally settled in 1930 through 

a compromise by which the League would restrict its seal 

sales to direct sales to adults and the Red Cross would 
102 

sell its seals indirectly through school children. 

In 1937 the League further secured its revenue domain 

from external influences by refusing to cooperate with the 

100. Minutes of the Board, April 4, 1928. 

101. Lo c s e Lb , 

102. Minutes of the Board, September 18,1930. 
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Canadian Tubereulosis Association in ra~sing funds in 

Saskatohewan exoept for s uc h funds as might be raised for 
103 

the C.T.A. by the League. 

These experiences emphasize the League's determination 

to derive publicity for itself and its cause through the 

raising of vOluntary contributions. The reasoning underlying 

this attitude of the League is explicitly laid out in the 

report of the 1922 Commission. This commission expressed 

the belief that if the entire cost of the League's work 

were finanoed by the government naIl the educational advantages 

of oampaigns for money" would be lost. Henoe, it found that 

Sums of money voted to this work by 
governments should provide for the 
most of the cost connected with it, 
but a considerable sum must be provided 
through private contributions solicited 
through organizations from the individual. 
In this way only can the danger of 
tUberculosis be repeated over and over 
again, until those who have given the 
matter very little thought are brought 
to realize the actual oruelty of the 
disease and are enlisted in the army 
or anti-tuberculosis workers. 104 

This, in turn, once again reflects the prinoiple 

upon which the League and its program has been constructed. 

Indeed, the commission itself made this quite clear when it 

stated that "every effort should be made to devalop voluntary 

work along this line and nothing should be undertaken by the 

government that can be as well done by the private individual 
105 

or organization". 

103. Minutes of the Board, January 27, 1937. 

104. Commission, 1922, p.53. 

105. Ioc .cit. 
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In addition to the annual mail appeal oonducted 

by the League, there are two other major souroes of preventive 

revenues. Most important of these is the annual contributions 

made by the Associated Canadian Travellers. This revenue 

dates from 1934 when the A.C.T. adopted tuberculosis prevention 

as its humanitarian service. In cooperation with radio 

stations throughout the province, the A.C.T. conduct an 

extensive series of "amateur programs" during "the winter 

months. 

Another source of revenue on preventive account is 

the t'Rural Secretaries Christmas Seal Campaign't organized 

in 1939. This.oampaign is conducted by the Rural Municipal 

Seoretaries who volunteer to sell Christmas Seals in their 

municipalities. Some revenue is also received from the sale 

of "Health Bonds" as described in Chapter Three. 

All these revenues are colleoted by the Christmas 

Seal Committee of the League. This is a rather large 

committee which at present consists of a chairman and 

nineteen members, only one of whom is a member of the Board 

of Directors. This Committee is responsible for the 

management of the annual Christmas Seal campaign. 

Each "Annual Christmas Seal Campaign" includes the 

annual receipts from the mail appeal (in which seals are 

mailed to potential contributors), the Health Bonds# the 

Rural Secretaries campaign, the A.C.T. amateur programs 

and occasional special canvasses. These revenues are turned 

over to the "Preventive Fund" of the League which is then 
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charged with the annual costs of -the League's Preventive 

program. 

Revenues on Preventive Aocount 1928-1953 

The use of such a fund offers obvious advantages in 

that it serves as a buffer between revenues and expenditures. 

Tab Le XX be low shows that from 1932 to 1934 the charge a ag a Lns t; 

the preventive fund exceeded the revenues credited to it. 

This was the result of t~e League's effort to maintain its 

preventive program throughout the depression in accordance 

with their avowed belief that it was the "foremost economy" 

available insofar as the cost of' treatment was concerned. 

By January 1943 the preventive fund had a deficit of $11~040.

The sharp increase in revenues in 1943 and 1944, however, 

served 1:;0 eliminate this defici t: and provide a surplus of 
106 

$15,993. 

In an effort to overcome the possibility of a 

recurrence of this si tuation, the .League announced in 1945 

that it was its intention "to build up some reserve in the 

?reventive f~nd, if possible, to safeguard any curtailment 
107 

of this work in the lean years". 

By 1947 the preventive fund had a surplus of $80,000 

and with the establishment of the Federal Tuberculosis Control 

Grants it has been possible for -the League tro accumulate 

106. S.A.T.L.,"Annual Preventorium Report,1944" in 
Valley Echo~ Vol.XXVI,No.8,August 19iJ5 ..p.21. 

107. Ioc.cit. 
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substantial reserves even while expanding its preventive 
108 

program. 

Apparently concerned ~ver the effect such reserves 

might have upon future revenues, particularly those provided 

by the A.C.T.~ the Directors met with the A.C.T., 

••• pointing out to them that the League 
needed the continued support of the 
A.C.T. in view of the fact that, should 
the Federal Tuberculosis Control grants 
be discontinued, the Preventive Programme 
now in effect would exceed the current revenue 
and would in a short while deplete the present 
reserve of the Preventive Fund. 109 

The returns to the League on preventive account are 

seen to be remarkably stable, e specially when compared with 

the behavior of the League fS revenues on treatment account. 

It appears from the net total returns given in Table XXI 

that even the economic conditions of the 1930's had little 

significant effect upon the voluntary contributions to the 

League. Even without the support given the returns after 

1934 by the inclusion of the A.C.T. contributions it is 

evident that while the returns did not increase as rapidly 

as the League's expansion of the program, they were in no 

danger collapsing as did a large part of the League's treat

ment revenues. 

In a ddition to the apparent resista.nce of the voluntary 

contributions on preventive account to fluctuations in the 

general level of economic activity, they appear also to have 

108. Minutes of the Board, October 31, 1952. 

109. Ioc.cit. 
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withstood the increased competition of other appeals for 

voluntary funds. This has been the case, not only in 

Saskatchewan, but in Canada as a whole. Addressing the 

Annual Meeting of the League in 1951, Dr. Wherret of the 

C.T.A. observed that returns from the seal oampaigns had 

continued to increase "despite the fact that since the init

iationof the Christmas Seal Campaign in Canada when it was 

the only national appeal, t,here have since been added many 
110 

other Dominion-wide appeals for voluntary funds". 

Efficiency of the Appeal For Voluntary Contributions 

The gross and net receipts data given in Table XXI 

show that approximately ten to fifteen per cent of the gross 

receipts are lost annually to the costs of the campaign. 

This percentage has remained almost constant since 1928. 

being 14.9 per cent in that year, 13.5 per cent in 1935 and 

12.2 per cent in 1953. 

The nature of these costs is indicated by the 

following extract from the 1953 Report of the Christmas Seal 
111 

Committee. 

110. S.A.T.L.,"Minutes of the Annual Meeting",July 
27 ,1951. 

111. S.A.T.L."Annual Report of the Christmas Seal 
Committee,1953 tt , mimeographed, p.l-t.. 
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TABLE XX

EXPENDITURES-1953 CHRISTMAS SEAL

CAMPAIGN

To CTA for supplies •••••••••••••• 6~266.96
Salaries ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7~343.75
Postage •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.343.75
Printing etc ••••••••••••••••••••• 628.87
Contributions to CTA and the
International Union Against
Tuberculosis ••••••••••••••••••••• l,723.41

18,641.10

For several years. according to reports from the 

Canadian Tuberculosis Association, Saskatchewan has led 

the other provinces in the efficiency of the seal sale. 

In 1953. for example, the League received an average of 

$1.03 for every letter mailed to potential contributors, 

the highest return per letter in Canada. It also exceeded 

the other provinces in the average return p er ,mail sale with 
112 

an average contribution of $2.56. 

There is no method by which the real net returns 

of the appeal for voluntary funds may be measured, for it 

would be necessary to estimate the value to the program of the 

publicity gained by the League for its work in the course of 

raising the funds. The League believes that ,this non-monetary 

return has a real value to the program because it stimulates 

active public participation in it. 

112 • 1 0 e • c it. 
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Year 

1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 

Total 
Gross Reoeipts 

12,130 
17~774
13~203

10,603 
9,919 
9~760

11,484
12,929
15,230
19,275
21,684
24,113
26,041
31,055
36,115
51,,303
90,329

100,409
131,159
134,630
136,322
139,218
120,821
124,,015
133,045
152,638

TABLE XXI

Total 
l~erJl"i'Ceipts

10,326 
10,503 
9,512 
8,484 ~
8,352 
8,389 
9,933 
11~183

13,251
16,862
16,272
21,126
22,796
27,316
31,848
45,153
79,,774
88,669

117,067
123,732
126,4-36
126,091
105,628
107,309
115,208
133,997

Preventive Program 
Expenditures 

- (Data. not 
comparable) 

29, 071
33,200
31,414
30~737

29,,625
31,507
41,814
41,305
1+4,602
45,541
54,531
64,,231
76,925
73,522
81,702
96,048

118,621
129,041
126,924
152,926
132,788

>(Source: receipts data, Christmas Seal Report 1953, 
expenditure data compiled from Annual Reports 
of Medical Services 1928-1953) 

113_ Receipts data from loc.cit. Expenditures data 
compiled from S.A.T~L.,IlAnnual Repor~of Medical SerVices,", 
1928-1953. 
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Personal experience of the writer has suggested that 

the League does receive a remarkable amount of public 

participation in its preventive program and that its work is 

generally familiar to the public throughout the province. 

Again, however, it is impossible to estimate the e'xtent to 

which this is attributable to the appeal for voluntary 

contributions. If it is assumed, however, that part of it is 

attributable to the fund raising campaign, and since the 

campaign is from 85 to 90 per cent efficient, there appears 

to be little reason to challenge the League's belief as the 

overall advantage of this method of raising revenue over the 

alternative method of taxation. 

It must be recognized, however, that the Leaguets 

method is not without a real economic danger when regarded 

from the standpoint of the over-all public health program. 

The extent of this danger depends, from the economic stand

point, upon the ability of the contributing public to give 

according to the legitimacy of the appeal and not according 

to whim or the emotional aspects of the appeal. Even so, 

however, it is difficult, if not impossible, to establish 

the "legitimacy" of the various appeals for voluntary 

contributions because of the subjective nature of the l'results" 

of the programs which depend upon the public for support. 

Perhaps the best that can be hoped for is that the distribution 

of the funds raised by this method will reflect an informed 

community preference. 
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Conclusions 

The main conclus ions to be drawn from this examination 

of the revenues of the Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis League 

may be summarized as follows: 

1. The prevalence of indigency among the tuberculous 

sick makes individual financial responsibility 

impractical as a means of financing treatment. 

But at the same time, because individual and 

community benefit cannot be separated, individual 

re spons ibi Ii ty cannot be justified by the benefit 

principle either. 

2. The maintenance costs of tuberculosis sanatoria 

cannot inspire voluntary contributions on a mass 

scale and the absence of large fortunes in a 

newly settled and predominantly agricultural 

area means that the endowment principle cannot 

be contemplated a s a practical revenue source on 

treatment account. 

3. Municipal responsibility for a share of the 

treatment costs grew~ in practise, out of the 

principle of municipal responsibility for indigents. 

With the introduction of free treatment in 1929 

it lost this basis and seemed to reflect municipal 

responsibility for certain health services. But 

with the development of comprehensive provincial 

health servi o e s , a well organized department of 

p u'b l dc health and a contributory hospital services 
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plan which provides hospitalization for 

."every disease(but)it appears less
\-.. , 

reasonable now to assign partial responsibility 

for tuberculosis treatment to the municipalities 

than it did in 1929. 

In practice it appears that the municipalities 

have not been an entirely satisfactory source of 

revenue for the treatment program. Throughout the 

history of the League various methods have been 

used to render the system of municipal financial 

responsibility workable. The pooling schemes of 

the 1920's were perhaps the outstanding example of 

this. During the depression years of the 1930's 

it appear~d as if the League's revenue struc~ure

would be broken down completely as a re s u I tof the 

collapse of municipal revenues. In spite of this, 

however, there was no suggestion that this reflected 

upon the soundness of the system and the ·League and 

the provincial government succeeded in carrying the 

municipalities through the critical years of 1936 

and 1937 without disturbing the principle of 

municipal financial responsibility for part of the 

League's treatment program. 

Aside from the experience of the 1930's there have 

been two other sources of difficulty associated 

with the system by which the League raises its 

revenues on treatment account. One of these has 

been the "just" allocation of the municipal burden 
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between the two types of municipality - urban and 

rural - in the province. The other has been the 

determination of the share of treatment oosts which 

should be assumed by the provincial government. 

In spite of these difficulties, however, the

League appears to be well satisfied with the

revenue system adopted in 1929. This suggests

that the League (and the governments under which

the system took shape) sees in the League's

financial relationship with the municipalities

more than a means of raising revenue. That is,

it is suggested that it serves as 

(a) a means of enlisting active municipal 
partioipation in all phases of the 
tuberculosis control program and 

(b) as a means of providing the League with 
other than government support so as to 
make it possible for the League to 
attract voluntary, active pUblic support. 

4. The use of voluntary funds to finance the tr~atment

program appears to have been quite successful. While 

such revenues were inadequate for a period during 

the 1930's there seems to be no evidence to suggest 

that the preventive program has ever been 

significantly curtailed because of difficulties 

in raising revenue. The voluntary contributions 

have shown much greater resistance to downward 

movements in the level of economic activity than 

the revenues derived from the municipalities on 

treatment account. In view of this and their apparent 
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resistanoe to competition from other fund raising 

oampaigns, the voluntary contributions on preventive 

acoount appear to be a fairly reliable source of 

revenue from which to finanoe these activities. 

It is difficult to estimate the real value of 

the VOluntary method of raising these revenues but 

the writer is of the opinion that in view of the 

efficienoy of the campaign as oonducted by the 

League, the importanoe of public interest to the 

success of preventive work of this nature and the 

large degree of public support which the League 

does enjoy in the province. there is little reason 

to challenge the League's belief as to the overall 

advantage of this method of raising revenue for 

the preventive program. 

While it is important to bear in mind the 

danger that the Leaguers appeal for funds might 

be more successful than the relative social value 

of its work warrants. the writer believes that the 

other advantages of the voluntary method compensate 

for any cost which might result from the inability 

of the contributing public to evaluate the relative 

merits of the various appeals for voluntary funds. 
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CHAPTER V

THE MANAGEMENT OF THE SASKATCHEWAN ANTI-TUBERCULOSIS

LEAGUE

The general nature of the management of the 

anti-tuberculosis program in Saskatchewan has been described 

in Chapter Three. The purpose of the present chapter is to 

examine the implications of certain aspects of the policy 

making and administrative structure of the League. 

The Board of Directors 

The powers of the Board of Directors of the League 

are to be found in the Revised Statutes of Saskatchewan, ~p.235.

The Tuberculosis Sanatoria and Hospitals Act states that "the 

Board may exercise all powers of the League which are not by 

this Act required to be e xe r c ised by the League in general 
1 

meeting." Except for the election of certain directors and 

the approval by the members of the League of bylaws passed by 

the Board these other powers are not specifically set out in the 

present Act. In practice it appears that the Board is not re

stricted in its authority to manage the tuberculosis control 

program in Saskatchewan by the reservation of certain powers 

for the general meeting of the membership of the League. 

A study of the minutes of the annual meetings has 

1. Revised Statutes of Saskatchewan, 1953,c.235, 
s.9. (Hereafter R.S.S.) 
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supported this interpretation of the Board's powers. This 

is not surpris ing in view of the attendance at the annual 

meetings. In 1951. for example. only thirty-four persons 

attended the annual meeting of the League. Of these thirty-

four~ twenty were either directors or senior administrative 
2 

officials responsible to the Board. 

From the chart it is quite apparent that the Board 

of Directors of the League, as its governing body, is intended 

to be responsible for the operation and management of the 

tu be r c u Lo s d s control program ill this province. How strictly 

this is true in practice depends upon how "independent" the 

Board is as a policy making body. Before discussing the 

degree of independence enjoyed by the Board, however, it 

appears necessary to recapitulate. in somewhat greater detail, 

the characteristics of the Board as introduced in Chapter Three. 

The present composition of the Board is summarized 

in the chart on page 174 ••• The Board consists of 19 directors 

who are elected or appointed by the organized interests most 

intimately concerned with the tuberculosis program in Sask

atchewan. The appointments are all made annually except for 

the five directors appointed by the provincial government to 

represent the people of the prov ince in gene r a L, These 
3 

directors are appointed for two year terms. 

2. These twenty were made up of twelve directors,the 
General Superintendent and Director of Medical Services, the 
Chief Steward and Purohasing Agent, the Chief Aecountant, the 
three Medical Superintendents, the Secretary and his Assistant. 
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The members of the original Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis 

League are represented by one director who is elected at the 

annual meeting of the League. The same individual has been 

elected to this post every year from 1934 to 1953. 

Seven other directors are appointed by the provincial 

government. Two of these are intended to represent special 

geographical area& - the Northern Administration District and 

the "Unorganized Territories". Irhe other five government 

appointed directors are persons who are broadly representative 

of the population of the province. They are usually individuals 

who have distinguished themselves in social activities in their 
4 

local communities. Within recent years one of the five has 

always been a woman. The other four appointees reflect medical, 

legal, business and agricultural interests. Their geographical 

affiliations are also diverse. In 1953 the government 

appointees to the Board resided in Swift Current, Prince Albert, 

Regina, Sint.aluta and Fort QUfAppelle. 

The government appointments for special geographic 

areas and, within recent years, two or three of the general 

appointments have been filled with a succession of newcomers to 

the Board. One appointment, however, has been held ever since 

1936 by the same individual and another was held for seventeen 

consecutive years. 

The substantial interests of the municipalities of 

the province in the affairs of the League are represented by 

nine directors. Four of these are appointed by the Saskatchewan 

4. Personal communication with League official. 
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Urban Municipalities Association and five by the Saskatchewan 

Association of Rural Municipalities. 

These appointments are remarkable for the length of 

time certain individuals have held them. One has been held 

ever since the Municipalities were given representation in 1927, 

another individual represented first the Rurals and then the 

Urbans to accumulate eighteen years on the Board$ while another 
5 

held office for sixteen years. 

The Saskatchewan Medical Association appoints one 

director. Reappointment is also common in this case, for in 

the last twenty years only four persons have held the appoint

ment and one of them served for twelve consecutive years. 

The remaining director is appointed by the member

ship of the League to represent the Associated Canadian 

Travellers of the Province. As pointed out in Chapter Three, 

the League appointment in this case is a mere formality, for 

the A.C.T. nominee is always elected. 

T4ese 19 directors comprise the Board of Directors 

of the League. The Board elects one of its number to the 

position of "President of the League and Chairman of the Board". 

This appointment is made annually but in p~actise reappointment 

is the rule. The "Chairman" by statute is the presiding 
6 

officer at meetings of the League and of the Board. 

5. Years of service compiled from the Annual Reports 
of the League, 1919-1953. 

6. R.S.~, c.235,s.8. 
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This title reflects the rather curious relationship between 

the "League" and the Board of Directors. The Board is quite 

clearly far more than the policy making committee of "the 

League u • Insofar as, in effect, eighteen of the nineteen 

members are appointed by organizations external to the League 

it must be regarded,primarily, as a body synthesizing the 

interests of these other organizations - of which the 

Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis League is only one. 

Chapter Three showed how this peculiar situation 

evolved historically. ~What is of interest here is that no 

effort has ever been made to clarify this relationship between 

the League and the Board. In fact, if the interpretation 

being used in this study of the purposes underlying the 

organization of the tuberculosis control program in Saskatchewan 

is correct, such clarification has not been desired by the 

authors of the program. 

For the purposes of identifying "the League", the 

control program, and public participation, it is convenient 

to ignore the fact that the operation and management of the 

program is not in the hands of a "voluntary health agency" 

per see In any event the offices of "President of the League" 

and "Chairman of the Board of Directors" at present are' in the 

hands of a single member of the Board. 

It must be remembered, however, that this position 

is by no means comparable with that held by the early "Presidents 

of the League". These men were, in fact, the senior officers 
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of a voluntary health agency and the "boards" which they 

headed were actually executive committees of that agency. 

Bearing this in mind it is still pertinent to recall 

that there have been very few senior directors of the program 

in Saskatchewan. As outlined in Chapter Three, three men have 

held this post for forty-three of the League's forty-four years 

of operation. All these men were intimate with the development 

of the program in Saskatchewan. The present holder of the 

senior office has served on the Board since the original 

sanatorium was opened. 

Committees of the Board 

The chart on page 174 shows that there are eight 

committees of the Board. All the directors are on one or 

other of the committees except the two medical members who are 

exempted from committee work because of the press of their 
7 

professional duties. The work of the committees is coordinated 

by the President, who, in addition to being chairman of the 

Investment Committee, is ex-officio a member of all the other 

committees. 

The distribution of the individual directors among 

the eight committees is the responsibility of the "nominating 

conooittee". This committee has the task of reviewing the slate 

of Directors from time to time and to recommend for nomination 

to the various committees the names of junior members of the 

7. Minutes of the Board, July 30, 1954. 
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board "so as to enable these members to gain experience in 
8 

the working of these committees". The nominating committee 

itself consists of three members appointed by the President 
9 

from the Board. 

The most important committee of the Board is the 

Finance Committee. This is the largest committee comprised 

solely of directors, having a chairman and seven members. In 

1953 these were the five S.A.R.M. directors, one S.U.M.A. 

director, the A.C.T. representative and one of the provincial 
10 

government appointees. This committee studies all expen

ditures to be authorized by the Board and supervises the 

management of the League's revenues. 

A separate committee is maintained to handle the 

various "funds" of the League. This "investment committee" 

is actually a sub-committee of the finance committee, for it 

reports to the Board through the latter group. Its respon

sihility is to invest the principal of the Superannuation~

Endowment, Preventive, Equipment and Workmen's Compensation 

funds of the League. As of December 31~ 1953 the Committee had 

investments totalling (at par) $1,301.710 in bonds and 

8. Minutes of the Board, August l~ 1952. 

9. Minutes of the Board, November 2n, 1951. 

10. See slate of directors in S.A.T.L., "Annual 
Report", 1953. 
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11 
debentures. 

The duties of the Building and Legislative committees 

are obvious. The Building c omm Ltrt e e is responsible f or study 

and supervision of new construction and alterations to the 

Le ag ue t s plant. It consists of five members of the Board. 

The Legislative committee has both the directors with legal 

training and two other members of the Board. It reports, to 

the Board on legislative developments affecting the League and 

drafts its bylaws and representations to the government. 

The "negotiating c omm t t t e e " was formed in 1946 when 

the non-medical staff of the three sanatoria organized labor 

unions. The committee was to consist of one member represent

ing the Rural municipalities, one the Urbans and one the 

remaining directors on the Board. (Directors Feb.?, 1946). 

During the labour disputes following the war this committee acted 

very strongly, as would be expected from its composition, to 
12 

minimize wage concessions to the unions. 

The superannuation committee is composed of five 

members who administer the League's obligations respecting a 

superannuation plan for its employees as established by statute 

11. Minutes of the Board, February 5, 1954. 

12. In the course of the dispute it was announced that 
before the League would ttcapitulate to unreasonable and excessive 
demands" it would turn the tuberculosis control program over to 
the provincial government. See Regina Leader-Post, March 10, 
1949, p.5. 
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in 1935. (An Act Respecting the Superannuation of Employees 

in Tuberculosis Sanatoria and Hospitals.) 

The final committee to be described is the Christmas 

Seal Committee. There is little resembla.nce between this 

committee and those described a.bove. While the latter are 

strictly committees or the Board, the Christman Seal Committee 

would more properly be described as a "committee of the League". 

In 1953 only the chairman and one member or the committee were 

at the same time membe r s of the Board of Dire c tor s , The othe r 

eighteen members were either former directors or other 

prominent members of the "League". 

The function of the Christmas Seal Committee was 

indicated in Chapter Five. 

The above then, is the machinery of the policy 

making body of the quasi-voluntary agency, the Saskatchewan 

Anti-Tuberculosis League, which is responsible for 

••• the care, conduct and management of 
sanatoria and hospitals for the treatment 
of tuberculosis, the establishing either 
independently or in cooperation with 
municipal, hospital or other authorities, 
of clinics for examination and diagnosis, 
and the adoption of such measures and the 
promotion of works and undertakings in its 
opinion necessary or desirable for preven
ting the spread of tuberculosis in Bask-
a t.ch ew an , 13 

The Independence of the Board as a Policy Making Body 

The Board of Directors appears to enjoy a remarkable 

freedom from official intervention in its activities. At 

first sight it would appear that the right of the provincial 

13. R.S.S., c.235,s.3. 
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government to appoint seven directors provided a substantial 

measure of governmental control over the affairs of the Board. 

The origins of the provincial appointments to the Board were 

attributed by the League to the belief that the people of the 

province had the right "through their elected representatives 

in the Government of Saskatchewan to have full and proper 

knowledge of the financial requirements of the institution 

and the disposition of funds granted by the Provincial 
14 

Government ••• ". 

While the persons appointed by the government are, 

no doubt, acceptable to the government it would appear 

erroneous to regard their posts as "political appointments" 

in the usual sense of the term. As pointed out above, they 

are, instead, persons prominent in community affairs and could 

be as well appointed by any of the other appointing bodies as 
15 

by the government. Although they are appointed by the 

government, these individuals are not officials or persons 

formally associated with it. 

The nature of the control exercised by the government 

was explained by the President of the League in 1925 when the 

present ownership of the plant and system of administration 

was established. 

14. S.A.T.L., "Minutes of the Annual Meeting", 
October 26, 1920. 

15. Personal communication with League Official. 
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In other words, the Provincial Government 
are the sole owners of the buildings and 
equipment operated by the Anti~Tuberculosis
League. It is distinctly understood, how
ever, that the Government has no respon
sibility for the operations of the League, 
other than to see that the books and accounts 
are kept in order, and that the work is 
being carried on in a way satisfactory to 
the people of the Province. For this purpose 
it has reserved the right to appoInt ••• 
representatives of the Government to the 
Board of Directors •••• !6 

Such o~ficial controls as do restrict the autonomy 

of the Board are primarily of a negative character. An 

example of this is the requirements that the Board secure the 

permission of the Minister of Public Health before adding 

surpluses to reserves. The Board is also required to submit 

an annual report on its activities to the Minister "ShOWing 

in detail the assets and liabilities of the League at the end 

of the preceding financial year and the number of patients 

received and treated during that year ••• and such further 

information as to the sanatoria and hospitals and the affairs 
17 

of the League as the minister may require". 

The interpretation given to the Board's status by 

one senior government official supports the conclusion that in 

practice "the League" (in the sense of the "Board") is 

essentially autonomous. 

16. S.A.T.L., Report for the Years 1920-1924~
pp. 7-8 (underlining added). 

17. R.S.S., c.235,s.45. 
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In the province of Saskatchewan, the 
tuberculosis program is carried on by 
the Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis 
League which is an independent body 
receiving financial support from the 
Provincial Government and the 
municipalities of the Province. The 
r~cord of the League for the past 
thirty years is such that, although 
some may wonder at an organization 
being independent of the government, 
all parts of the world look to Sask
atchewan for leadership in an anti
tuberculosis program. 18 

The lack of direct financial control of the League 

by the pr~vincial government should be apparent from the 

discussion in the preceding chapter. So long as the Board 

is dependent upon the Government for only thirty per cent 

of its revenues, and so long as the remainder may be raised 

from the municipalities, it is obvious that the provincial 

government can exert little pressure in this direction. 

While a significant curtailment of the per diem grant on 

current account would certainly embarass the League and 

strain its relations with the municipalities it would be 

the latter who would suffer the burden of the inconvenience 

under existing legislation. The possibility of so arousing 

the municipalities would make this course of action for the 

provincial government seem rather improbabl~.

It is interesting to notice the possible effect 

which reversing the provincial and municipal shares in the 

18. Saskatchewan, Department of Public Health, 
Deputy Minister to C.H. Cochrane, Fairvale, New Brunswick, 
April 19,1949, Central Files, File No . 013- G. 
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League's revenue structure would have upon the independence 

of the Board. In the preceding chapter it was suggested that 

from a financial standpoint there would be certain benefits 

derived from fixing the annual municipal levy and making the 

provincial grant the variable item in the League's revenues. 

If this were done the grant could be used as an effective 

financial control over the Board by the government. 

Advantages of the Board's Independence 

The thesis has been advanced in preceding chapters 

that the persons. private and official, who were responsible 

for the organization of the tuberculosis control program in 

Saskatchewan sought deliberately to establish the League as 

an agency independent of the government. In 1929 when the 

present form of the organization was emerging, t he acting 

Deputy Minister of Public Health wrote that 

••• this system of having the Government 
now assuming the cost of ereoting the 
buildings and turning them over to the 
Anti-Tuberculosis League to be operated 
by them, has been the means of creating 
a desire on the part of everyone in the 
province to assist in 2~radicating and 
providing treatment for this disease. 
Through the operation of the League the 
public feel that they have a much more 
direct interest in the matter of dealing 
with tuberculosis than they would have 
if it were an entirely Governmental 
institution, and much more educational 
work has been accomplished through the 
League than would have been possible 
through Governmental agencies alone ••• 19 

The advantages of an "independent" but highly 

representative Board implied in the above, however, must be 

19. Saskatchewan, Department of Public Health, 
Acting Deputy Minister to P.P. Jacobs, N.T.A.,New York, 
March l4,1929.Central Files.File No.497. 
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regarded as being relative to the program itself and to the 

given institutional structure within which the Board is to 

operate. 

These two elements in the situation have changed 

drastically since 1929. In that year the tUberculosis control 

program was being developed and expanded. The treatment 

facilities were being built up and the preventive aspects 

of the program were still in the first stages of organization. 

The support of the public had to be developed~ an intensive 

mass educational program was still necessary and the appeal 

for voluntary preventive funds had just been launched. The 

main task confronting the persons concerned with tuberculosis 

was to develop the program. Added to this was the fact that 

the official h e e Lbh agency's general public health program was 

relatively insignificant in comparison with its present stage 

of development. In 1929 provincial expenditures on health 

and welfare accounted for barely one-quarter of the total 

estimated provincial expenditure, whereas by 1940 they accounted 
20 

fo~ more than one-third. 

Under these circumstances the advantages of handing 

the program over to an "independent" and non-official agency 

must have been relatively greater than they would be today. 

The voluntary agency could be expected to win the support of 

the public, to appeal for voluntary. contributions and to attract 

20. Province of Saskatchewan, Report of the 
Commission on Provincial-Municipal Re1ations,1950,Regina 
King's printer. 1951,p.53. 
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(as it did) individuals who were able and willing to lead 

and innovate~ with greater ease than any then existing 

government agency. 

Certainly it cannot be argued that the official 

agency couldhgve appealed effectively to the public for 

voluntary cont,ributions. Without such an appeal it appears 

questionable as to whether the tuberculosis control program 

could have enjoyed the degree of public participation which 

it has under the management of the League. This disadvantage 

of the official agency could have been overcome~ perhaps, by 

making public participation in the program compulsory. If 

such compulsion was feasible on economic grounds (and there 

is little certainty even here), it is assumed that it would be 

politically impractical within our framework of democratic 

ideals. This is not to suggest that these ideals extend to 

the individual the right to infect others with a communicable 

disease, for example, but it is meant to suggest that if two 

alt~rnative methods are available to induce him to cooperate 

in preventing contagion - one entailing persuasion and the 

other force - within the political criteria of our society 

the former must be preferred. 

As for the non-official agency's superior ability to 

attract men with the ability to provide the kind of leadership 

necessary to m.ke a "program" into a "cause", the findings of 

a comprehensive study of this field in the United states might 

be cited. 
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The importance ot ••• board and comm~ttee
me.mb e r s of health agencies can scarcely 
be overestimated. Their service, often 
given at considerable sacrifice of time 
and money, cannot be appraised in dollars. 
Here is a strength that sets the voluntary 
agency apart from the official agency. 21 

With reference to the specific agency under consideration 

in this discussion, the association of the writer with 

the League has led to the belief that its activities 

are directed by individuals who have somehow come to regard 

the campaign against tuberculosis as a personal and 

lifelong c a u s e , Such individuals are more apt to feel at 

home in an independent, non-official agency than in 

an official organization. 

In short, even a quasi-voluntary agency could he 

expected to turn the tuberculosis control program into a 

"crusade". The extent to which the League did this is 

exemplified by the familiarity with which the symbol of 

this crusade, the double-barred "Cross of Lorraine" is 

gre~ted throughout this province today. 

Disadvantages of the Board's Independence 

The chief disadvantage of the degree of autonomy 

achieved by the Board of Directors of the League lies in 

the danger of it developing a "vested interest" in the work 

21. Gunn.andPlatt, Health Agencies, p.38. 
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which it is doing. The danger of this would appear, at 

first sight, to be removed by the diversity of interests 

which appoint the directors comprising the Board. Upon 

further examination, however, this is not so convincing 

a safeguard. 

Even when the appointees to the recently created 

seats on the Board are included, the average term served 

by those individuals comprising the slate of directors in 

1953 was apprOXimately eight years. During twenty years, 

from 1933 to 1953, two directors held office continuously, 

one sat for eighteen years, another for seventeen, t1l'{O for 

sixteen, one for thirteen and one for twelve years. 

To a certain extent such continuity of service 

is desirable, of course, insofar as it provides the Board 

with experience and familiarity with the problems and 

objectives of the League. On the other hand, however, it 

may have quite undesirable effects. 

One of the most dangerous of these is so obvious 

that it is easily overlooked. In previous chapters it 

has been shown how the League tends to think in absolute 

rather than relative terms. This was particularly obvious 

in the discussion of the preventive program in Chapter Four. 

It is only too easy for persons who have spent years in 

furthering some particular work to fall into the error of 
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regarding that work~ especially if it is a "cause"~

as being absolutely necessary even when the need for it, 

relative to the need for other services~ is much 

reduced. A study of VOluntary health agencies in the 

United States led one writer to state that 

Since a health agency is usually 
set up with the highest of motives, 
those who direct its affairs may 
easily develop the feeling that 
the institution must live on at 
any cost. 22 

The total annual expenditures of the League 

today total approximately two million dollars. Obviously 

the persons responsible for this expenditure should, 

from an economic standpoint, be constantly conscious 

of whether the returns to the community per dollar of 

expenditure on this health service are roughly equal 

to the returns which would be obtained from a dollar 

spent upon some other health or other government services 

or by the returns through private expenditure by persons 

contributing to the League's revenue. Of course, these 

returns cannot be measured precisely as might units of 

22. ~. ,p.89. 
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production in manufacturing" but such an awareness of 

relative returns is essential if the maximum social returns 

from the expenditure are to he realized. The significance 

or t his to th e pre sen t .dis c us s ion 1 i e sin the wr i t e r ' s 

belief that persons who have dedicated themselves to 

the promotion of a single health service for substantial 

periods of time are almost certain to have difficulty 

thinking in terms of maximizing general, as opposed to 

particular" social ends. 

It is not likely that this was so grave a danger 

when the tuberculosis control program was in its earlier" 

or formative, stages. While no attempt has been made in 

this study' to estimate the relative returm from expenditures, 

made upon tuberculosis control in Saskatchewan" it would 

appear reasonable to assume that these returns must have 

been relatively large when tuberculosis" wi th a death rate 

of almost 50 per 100,,000 of population" was the primary 

cause of death. With the passage of time, however, and the 

reduction of the tuberculosis death rate to approximately 

10 per 100,000, the returns realized from the expenditure 

on tuberculosis control in Saskatchewan have undoubtedly 

declined relative to what they were in the early phases of 

the program. Because of this, the special ability to initiate 

and develop a program attributed to the non-official type of 



organization by its supporters must be evaluated, from an 

economic standpoint, in relation to the natura of the problem 

with which it is concerned at any given time. 

Hence, the non-official type of organization may 

have been relatively appropriate when the tuberculosis 

control program was being developed in Saskatchewan. But 

now, when the non-official agency has gained control of the 

problem which it is designed to combat, what were desirable 

characteristics from a social standpoint may now becor~

disadvantageous from the same standpoint. Now, with the 

severity of the problem reduced and with its revenue structure 

established, the problem is apt to become one of reducing 

inputs so as to increase the marginal returns to the level 

required to maximize the community's gain from the use of 
23 

ava i 1a b 1e re sou r e e s • 

It is suggested here that this is a situation which 

will confront the League in the near future, if not at the 

present time. The actual point at which the resources 

committed to anti-tuberculosis activities in Saskatchewan 

will (or have)become excessive from this economic standpoint 

cannot be calculated precisely because of the difficulty 

associated with measuring the returns involved. It was shown 

in Chapter Three, however, that the League is intensifying 

23. On the subject of marginal returns the reader 
is referred to the note in Appendix A. 



its case finding efforts and that wi th the tuberculosis

death rate reduced to 10 per 100,000 of population, the

. League is hoping oompletEily>to .eradicate the disease. 

Since it is becoming increasingly difficult (and expensive) 

to find cases to treat, however, the returns per unit of 

expenditure must be falling. Under such circumstances the 

question returns to that of management. 

Will the Board of Directors, as presently. constituted 

be able to recognize the need for curtailing the activities 

of the League when it does become obvious, if it is not already 

so, that their scale of activities is no longer justifiable? 

This is relevent to the present topic, for it is suggested 

here that the tenure of office and the independence which 

characterize the Board are not conducive to the ap p r o ao h 

s ugge sted above. 

Again it is interesting to refer to the study 

made of non-official health agencies in the United States. 

Each voluntary health agency as it 
arose may have appeared necessary 
for its times. It does not follow, 
however, that the pattern of the 
past must remain the pattern of the 
future. The fact that an organization 
has once established a claim ~o
public approval and support is not a 
vested "right" to continue in its own 
way permanently. 24 

This danger would be reduced if the Board of 

Directors were required to operate more closely with the 

24. Gunn and Platt, op.~., p.65. 



official government agency and if stronger controls were 

av a i Lab Le to force the Board to frame its policies, not alone 

in terms of tuberculosis but in terms of the genera.l p ub Ld c 

health program. Because of this, the danger of the Board 

behaving in a socially unproductive manner may, in part, be 

regarded as a product of the independence of action enjoyed 

by the Board. 

In Chapter Three the representative nature of the 

Board was emphasized. Except for the responsibility of the 

Minister of Public Health for the per ~ grant and the 

reserves of the League, however, there appears to be little 

governmental control of the financial operations of the Board 

of Directors. The result is that the Board, as a body, is 

not directly responsible to the persons from Whom, it derives 

its revenues. 

Of the two thirds of its revenue which is spent on 

nprovin~ial patients" roughly one-half is raised by the 

provincial government and the other half by the individual 

municipalities. The revenues, however, are expended by a board 

which, while containing representatives of the authorities 

which raise the funds, contains no clear majority which can 

be held responsible for its policies. While the nine municipal 

representatives come close to being a majority the fact that 

since 1946 the President of the League has been one of the 

Municipal appointees means that the municipalities appoint 

only eight of the eighteen voting directors because the President 

votes only when there is an equality of votes. 
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The only part of the Board's revenues for which 

it is directly responsible to the individuals from whom it 

is raised is the revenue derived from the Christmas Seal 

Sale. 

Obviously the Board's policies would be more 

certain reflections of the value placed upon its activities 

by the community if it was directly responsible f or raising 

its required revenue. The confusion of such responSibility 

in the present complex system compares quite unfavorably from 

the standpoint of democratic control with the system in which 

the provincial government is clearly responsible for the 

treatment program and the collection of the revenues required 

for it. 

This danger resulting from the independence of the 

Board of Directors is increased by the present policy of the 

Board with respect to reserves. Obviously in an effort to 

overcome the instability in its revenue system as described 

in Chapter Four~ the Board decided in 1952 that it should 

••• continue. during the period of 
relative good times, to accumulate a 
substantial reserve in the General 
Reserve of the League, and that the 
amount set for a goal should be one 
million dol1ars •••• 25 

While such intentions are no doubt well intentioned 

and perhaps justifiable from a financial standpoint~ they 

represent a further separation of the disbursement of revenue 

from the collection of it. This is controlled, however, by 

the requirement that the Board secure the approval of the 

Minister of Public Health before sinking surplus funds into 

25- Minutes of the Board, October 31, 1952. 



the reserve account instead of crediting them against the 

estimates of the succeeding year's expenditures. 

From the above discussion it is concluded that 

while the advantages accruing to the independence of the Board 

of Directors during the formative years of the tuberculosis 

control program in Saskatchewan perhaps justified it~ under 

preOOlt circumstances the independence of the Board e~tails an 

infringement of several generally accepted principles 

associated with economic efficiency and" democratic political 

control. 

The Administration of the League 

The administrative staff of the League is appointed 

by the Board of Directors as required by the Tuberculosis 
26 

Sanatoria and Hospitals Act. The chief administrative officer 

is the "General Superintendent and Director of Medical 

Services" who is directly responsible to the Board for all 

the activities of the administration. When the present 

administrative organization was established in 1931 the 

responsibilities of the General Superintendent and Director 

of Medical Services were defined as follows: 

The Superintendent, under the Board, 
shall be responsible for the direction 
of the Medical Services of the League, 
Sanatorium treatment, Hospital treatment 
under the League, Diagnosic Clinics, 
Travelling Consultants, Follow-up work, 
Reoommendation for Post Graduate courses, 
direction of personnel~ etc •••• 27 

26. R.S.S., c.235,s.15. 

27. Minutes of the Board, May 27, 1931. 
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Only two men have held this position since 1930. 

The first served from 1930 to 1948 and the second from 

1948 to the present. 

The General Superintendent manages the treatment 

operations of the three sanatoria of the League through a 

"Medical Superintendent" located at each of them. The 

positions of these employees were defined in 1931 in the 

following terms: 

The Medical Superintendent or each 
Sanatorium shall be responsible for 
the carrying out of the instructions 
received from the Superintendent. He 
shall superintend the Medical Services 
of the Sanatorium. and shall be 
responsible for the medical. nursing 
and dietetic departments.28 

• In addition to these general requirements the 

Medical Superintendents were also to be responsible for 

the "g oo d will. character and discipline of the Sanatorium 

and the education of the Sanatoria staff regarding the 

prevention of tuberculosis and the maintenance of health". 

With respect to the supervision of the non

medical departments of the sanatoria, the Medical Super

intendents were first to take the matter up with the depart

ment concerned and if the difficulty could not be overcome. 

to submit a report on the problem to the General Superin
29 

tendent. 

Two of the sanatoria have been under the management 

of the same Medical Superintendents since the time of their 

28. I 0 c • c it • 

29. Minutes of the Board. July 8.1931. 
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construotion in 1925 and 1930 respectively. 

The Medical Superintendents are assisted at eaoh 

sanatorium by a "Lady Superintendent". 

The Lady Superintendent~under the 
direction of the Medical Superintendent 
shall be in oharge of all nursing 
service~ and shall have authority 
ov~r her own staff. Also in cooperation 
with the Medical Superintendent &he 
shall direct the duties of the 
dietician. 30 

An interesting characteristic of the administrative 

organization of the League is the attempt to oentralize 

responsibility for particular services. In design the various 

sanatoria are not self contained administrative units. 

Medical services are administered by the Medical Super

intendents at the three sanatoria under the direction of 

the General Superintendent. Similarly accounting, 

purchasing, and supply functions are centralized at Fort 

San, the administrative headquarters of the League. 

As defined in 1931, the Chief Accountant of the 

League was to be responsible for "the control of the whole 

accounting staff of the League including the Assistant 

Accountants at branch Sanatoria" and the "receipt and 
31 

disbursement of all funds of the League". 

Similarly the Chief Steward and Purchasing Agent 

is responsible (to the General Superintendent) for the 

oontrol of the entire steward's staff of the League 

30. Minutes of the Bo~rd, May 27,1931. 

31. Ioc.cit. 
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(ftorderlies" etc.), all the stores, vehicles and purchases 
32 

made with the approval of the General Superintendent. 

The position of Secretary in the administrative 

organization of the League is rather difficult to define 

in practice. Insofar as his duties as Secretary per se 

are defined he has no administrative duties whatever and 

is responsible only for the recording of the minutes of 

all meetings of the League and of the Board of Directors 

and the forwarding of such minutes to the General Super
33 

intendent as soon as possible after these meetings. 

In practice, however, a large part of the Secretary's 

time is spent organizing the mass surveys. In the past, 

for a number of years the secretary was also the "Personnel 
34 

Officer" of the League. 

Management of Treatment and Preventive Sernces 

From the standpoint of this study, the most 

interesting manifestation of the League's tendency to 

centralize its administrative facilities is the lack of 

distinction between the administration of its treatment and 

preventive services. 

As seen from the foregoing discussion, the General 
~

Superintendent is responsible for the entire program of the 

League. The actual management of the treatment services, 

32. Lo c s c Lb , 
--...-. ---

33. Lo c s c Lb , 

34. Minutes of the Board, April 26, 1951. 
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however, is delegated to the three Medical Su~rintendents.

With the expansion of the preventive services of the League 

since 1930 the burden placed upon the General Superintendent 

was substantially increased. As a result of this, in 1952 

the Board of Directors considered the following proposal made 

by a committee appointed to study the possibility of 

revisJng the preventive program. 

That a separate Division of Prevention 
be set up under the direction of a 
Medical Superintendent who would be 
responsible to the Director of Medical 
Services and General Superintendent in 
the same manner as are the present 
Superintendents of the three Sanatoria. 
This would relieve the Director of Medical 
Services of the added responsibilities which 
the direction of the preventive program has 
placed upon him. 35 

The Board, however, seemed quite unwilling to 

separate the administration of the preventive and treatment 

services. Instead, it decided to retain the system in which 

the General Superintendent and Director of Medical Services 

was directly in charge of the preventive program. Provisions 

were made for the hiring of additional staff so as "to 

permit the Medical S~perintendents and senior medical staff 

of the League to devote a greater part of their time to 
36 

preventive work ••• ". 

This would suggest that should the treatment services 

of the League decline in a quantitative sense the existing 

administrative structure could be converted into an organization 

35. Minutes of the Board, August 1" 1952. 

36. Minutes of the Board~ October 31. 1952. 



specializi ng in preventive work with relative ease. If 

the two functions were separately administered, however, the 

shift of activity would require a reduction in the importance 

of the central administration. 

Summary and Conclusions 

1. The anti-tuberculosis program in Saskatchewan is in 

practice managed by the Board of Directors of the Saskatchewan 

Ant i-Tube r e u 10 sis Le ague. Th isis a re P r e se ntat i ve body 

comprised of persons appointed by various organizations in 

the province having an interest in the tuberculosis control 

program. Only one of the nineteen directors is appointed by 

the membership of the League. 

2. The most remarkable characteristic of the Board is the 

practice of reappointment - the result of which is a "hard 

core" of directors who have been associated with the program 

for long periods of time. 

3. The Board of Directors appears to enjoy a remarkable degree 

of independence from governmental control. Aside from 

certain "negative tl restrictions upon its power, the Board 

is virtually autonomous in practice. This independence is 

enhanced by the organization of' the Board's revenue structure. 

4. Both the senior policy making and the senior administrative 

offices of the League appear to be filled by men who have 

adopted the campaign against tuberculosis as personal causes 

to which they are prepared to devote a large part of their 

lives. 
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5. Under the conditions which prevailed in this province 

when the League was organized, the advantages associated 

with placing the tuberculosis control program in the hands 

of a non-official agency were no doubt relatively apparent 

in contrast with the situation today. On the basis of the 

Board's past policy and present organization, it is suspected 

by the writer that the Board's specialization and independence 

make it an unlikely source of reappraisal of the League's 

objectives in the light of broad social criteria. 



CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Saskatchewan Anti-Tuberculosis League is a 

unique type of organization specially designed to obtain 

a maximum of pUblic participation in the tuberculosis 

control program. The provincial authorities deliberately 

encouraged the creation of a non-official agency, apparently 

in the belief that such an organization would be best able 

to organize a tUberculosis control progra.m in an area where 

none previously existed. 

The determination of these authorities to put this 

belief into practice is demonstrated by the constant support 

given the League in times of crisis by the provincial govern

ment. It is significant that in spite of the amount of such 

assistance required by the League, the government never sought 

to reduce the League's authority over anti-tuberculosis work 

in the province. 

Every effort has been made to promote the public 

belief that the League is an agency independent of the govern

ment and, in fact, the League, or more properly the Board of 

Directors of the League, does appear to be an autonomous 

policy making authority in its own field. 

The League itself has always formulated its policy in 

such a way as to emphasize its non-official status. The most 

obvious illustration of this is its undeviating emphasis upon 
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voluntary participation by individuals and organizations in 

its activities. The League has consistently refused to 

participate in schemes involving compulsion even when such a 

policy would appear to be benefi~ial to the program. The 

League's attitude toward the recalcitrant patient is the 

outstanding illustration of this position. 

Insofar as the League has succeeded in organizing a 

highly developed tuberculosis control program under the 

conditions of a predominantly rural environment, it may be 

assumed that the non-official status of the League may have 

enabled it to attract a much greater amount of public cooperation 

than could have been attracted by an official agency. 

It is suggested here, however, that the nature of the 

support which the League attracted was not quite that which 

was intended by its creators. The pronouncements of govern

ment officials encouraging or supporting the status of the 

League suggest the belief that an apparently independent agency 

would attract the sympathy and support of the general public. 

I suggest that this has not been the case - that the League 

has never directly attracted general public support by virtue 

of its independence because personal experience of the writer 

would suggest that the majority of individuals in the province 

even today appear to believe that the League is a government 

agency. With the exception of the mail appeal for voluntary 

contributions, it is suggested that instead of attracting 

mass puhlic support directly the League has attracted the 

support of organized interests in the province. The two 

associations of municipalities, the rather conservative press 
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of the province, the clergy, womens' and business organizations 

have all hecome active supporters of the League. 

The effect of this has been to enable the League to 

achieve substantially the same ends as would have been obtained 

if it had succeeded in raising active public support directly. 

At the same time, however, it has given the League a remarkable 

political significance. Neither the tthard core" of in

fluential long term directors on the Board or the groups 

which have rallied to the Leaguers cause would be expected to 

favor government absorption of an "independent ft agency, 

especially if the agency had a long record of achievement and 

the government involved was of a socialist pursuasion. 

It is suggested that the independence of the League 

per ~ has been given a political significance not warranted 

by the real issues connected with it. The danger is that such 

a political consideration will obscure the more important 

social implications of the continued independence of action 

permitted the League. 

The success enjoyed by the League in combating 

tuberculosis in Saskatchewan appears to have justified the 

faith placed in the non-official type of organization by its 

early promoters. The League has succeeded in attracting 

(indirectly) public support, it has obtained the services of 

men with remarkable qualities of leadership, it has been 

progressive in its techniques and it has succeeded in reducing 

the tuberculosis death rate in Saskatchewan to one of the 

lowest in the world. It has succeeded in converting a problem 

in public health administration into a popular crusade. 
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It is not difficult# .pe r-hap s , to concede, that this 

could have been done only by a non-official agency. But 

even if this is granted, does it justify the maintenance of 

such a type of organization indefinitely? Obviously 

conditions change and so must the institutions associat~d

with them. In this ease much of the change was brought 

about by the institutioti itself. 

The significant change in the tuberculosis situation 

in Saskatchewan is the sharp reduction in the amount of 

tuberculosis in the province. As was shown in Chapter Three# 

however, this alleviation of the tuberculosis problem has 

not resulted in a reduction in the total activities of the 

League. Quite the contrary, with new cases becoming more 

difficult to find, the League has intensified its search for 

them. This fact was used to illustrate the League's tendency 

to formulate policy in terms of absolute goals rather than in 

terms of the maximum social gain. 

This tendency was attributed in Chapter Five to the 

long tenure of office enjoyed by a small number of the 

individuals most intimately associated with the tuberculosis 

program in Saskatchewan. This characteristic was shown to 

prevail in both the policy making (Chapter Five) and the senior 

administrative (Chapter Two) levels of authority. It was 

suggested that these individuals, while motivated by the 

highest ideals, were apt to lose sight of broader social 

objective.. In this is found one illustration of the paradox 

of the non-official agency. From the one standpoint it is an 

advantage of the non-official agency that it can attract men 
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oapable of leading a orusade - men who are prepared to 

devote themselves unstintingly to a "oause". This is a highly 

desirable ability on the part of the non-official agency 

when its task is to initiate a previously neglected 

activity. But when the activity has been i~plemented this 

same ability becomes dangerous in that the zealous crusaders 

for the agency's particular cause are apt to insist that the 

cause be pursued at any cost to the community. It is concluded~

then, that this ability o~ the non-official agency to attract 

human resources of a particular calibre mayor may not be an 

advantage, depending upon the prevailing circumstances. 

Chapter Three attempted to show that the conditions 

which prevailed when the peculiar form of the League was 

devised have given place to new conditions. In addition 

~o the remarkable reduction in the tuberculosis problem, 

the ttfrontier approach" of the official health authority has 

been replaced by an advanced and well integrated public health 

scheme. Under the conditions which prevailed upon the frontier 

forty-five years ago the public health authority was confronted 

with the task of attracting resources to an activity which did 

not enjoy the approval of public opinion which it does today. 

The social philosophy of a generation ago was far less 

concerned with public health and other welfare services 

than is that of the 1950's. Under such circumstances there 

could be little concern over the possibility of an agency 

attraoting resources in excess of the economic proportions 
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especially when such resources were to be expended against 

the greatest single oause of death in the province. 

If the agency did operate according to a philosophy 

of voluntary co6peration thereby enahling some infected 

persons who did not desire treatment to remain at large, this 

could be overlooked so long as treatment facilities were in

adequate to care even for those who sought help voluntarily. 

If the agency encouraged participation in its activities by 

the municipalities through a financially inappropriate revenue 

system, this could be written off to the large gains in 

assistance rendered the agency in its preventive program by 

the local governments involved. If the agency was so highly 

specialized that it could not integrate its activities with 

those of the official agency it could be argued that since 

the latter were .negligible in extent more was gained through 

specialization than was lost through lack of integration. In 

short, under the prevailing conditions the peculiar character

istics of the non-official health agency could be regarded 

as advantages. 

Reducing the a~ove to simple economic terms of returns 

from resources committed to this particular public health 

activity, it may be concluded that when the League was organ

ized no resources were being committed to activities directed 

against the disease. The task of the new organization was to 

attract resources to this particular enterprise. From the 

social standpoint it was desirable that ~he League attract 

resources up to the point where the marginal returns to the 

community were just equal to those which could have been 
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realized by committing the last unit of resource to any 

other use. Even if it were possible to measure these returns 

such an attempt would exceed the scope of this study. 

Because of this no attempt has been made to identify the point 

at which the League's specialized activities should be (or 

should have been) curtailed. 

It is suggested, however, that the conditions 

prevailing in the public health field today make it doubtful 

if the characteristics of'the League as a non-official agency 

are still desirable. The nature of the human resources 

wHich it attracts has already been identified as a possible 

danger in~ofar as these individuals see the eradication of 

tuberculosisasa goal in it~elf and are apt to ignore the 
I 

l~rger social goal of alleviating total suffering and loss 

from all such causes (given the available resources). With 

tuberculosis reduced from the first to a minor cause of death 

in the prOVince this becomes a pertinent consideration. 

Furthermore, the increase in the number of beds per 

case observed in Chapter Three and the reduction in the case 

rate means that the problem of. the recalcitrant patient can 
• 

no longer be ignored. Under prevailing conditions one recal

citrant patient is highly significant from the standpoint of 

control. Unfortunately the League so values its traditional 

principles of voluntary cooperation'that it apparently cannot 

adapt its policy to these changed conditions. While such 

principles may have been so important to the success of the 

League's-program in earlier years and under different 

circumstances, they are now to some extent a definite hindrance •. 
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The problem of integ~ation is also rendered 

significant by an alteration in conditions over the past 

forty years. It can no longer be argued with assurance 

that the benefits of specialization in the public health 

field in Saskatchewan outweigh the loss of efficiency from 

lack of integration. The alteration in circumstances over 

the past forty-five years in this respact is illustrated by 

the institution of a contributory hospitalization insurance 

scheme. While this scheme provides general hospital treat

ment for all illnesses and for all persons in the province, 

it excludes hospitalization of the tuberculous sick. 

Treatment of persons suffering from this disease is financed 

through an entirely different scheme based upon the social 

philosophy of twenty-seven years ago. 

The point is that prior to 1947 there was no 

question of integrating the revenue system asso~iated with 

tUberculosis control with a general hospitalization system, 

but at present such a possibility presents itself. This is 

one example of how the general field of public health in 

Saskatchewan has changed. There are many others such as 

the organization of health regions, the development of an 

extensive systelll of field workers, the establishment, of 

research facilities, the organization of health education and 

publicity schemes and, in general, the creation of a modern 

public health program. Under these new circumstances it 

seems doubtful that the League's specialized and independent 

nature yields the community more than it loses through the 

League's apparently inability to coordinate its activities 
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with those of the general provincial health program. 

It is concluded from the above that the problem 

of tuberculosis and the organization of other public health 

services have changed since the League was organized. The 

alteration in the conditions surrounding anti-tuberculosis 

work has taken place as a result, in part, of the tuberculosis 

control program itself, but also as a result of great changes 

in social philosophy and a consequent alteration in the status 

of the official health agency. It has been suggested that due 

to the nature of the League's management the League has not 

adjusted its outlook to correspond with these changes. Hence, 

what were once 'the League's most desirable features - its 

ability to attract certain types of support, its emphasis 

upon voluntary public participation in its program and its 

ability to attract certain types of human resources, for example 

have now become undesirable from the broader social standpoint. 

Unfortunately events have conspired to ren~er it 

virtually impossible to correct the danger of the non-official 

agency undei present conditions. It has been suggested that 

as a result of the type of support aroused by the League the 

independence of the League has become politically inviolable. 

At the same time the nature of the League's managemant 

virtually precludes any alteration in its outlook from within. 

Under present circumstances, however, it would appear 

to be socially desirable that the League's acttivities should 

be made to conform with the requirements of the general public 

health program in Saskatchewan. If this were done, the 

proportion of total public health resources committed to 
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tuberculosis control could be adjusted to correspond with the 

relative returns from the various alternative uses of those 

resources. 

The preceding chapters have shown, however, that 

the same independence of the League which contributed to its 

success in initiating the tuberculosis control program now 

prevents the adaptation of that program to the requirements 

of modern conditions. It was shown that the amount of actual 

jurisdiction over the League's activities by the official 

agency is virtually restricted to certain checks on the 

League's authority. Su& negative provisions, however, are 

inadequate to enable the official agency to regulate the 

extent of the League's activity. 

It would be expected by some, perhaps, that the 

fact of the League being dependent upon the government for 

approximately one-third of its revenue on treatment account 

would enable the government to regula~the scope of the 

program carried on by the League. It was shown in Chapter 

Four, however, that the peculiar manner in which the League's 

revenues are organized makes this unlikely. The procedure 

of deducting the provincial cont~ibution from the total 

estimates for the succeeding years and of levying the balance 

against the municipalities of the province means that the 

latter, and not the League, bear the burden of fluctuations 

in the provincial share. Financial control over the League 

by the provincial government is further weakened by the extent 

of the League's earnings from the federal government and its 

independent source of VOluntary contributions on preventive 
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account. 

It was also suggested in Chapter Four that the 

revenues of the League on treatment account were less 

efficiently organized than they might be, but that the 

p r Lnc i.p Le of municipal responsibility appeared to be so 

esteemed by the League that no attempt has been made to 

alter the revenue system. It was shown that the municipalities 

have been a rather un s t ab Le source of revenue and that it 

was difficult to allocate the burden among the two types of 

municipality. It was shown, however, that in spite of these 

difficulties the League has gone to considerable lengths to 

preserve the partial responSibility of the municipalities for 

this health service. The explanation was advanced that the 

League's attitude was related to its belief that financial 

affiliation with the municipalities both strengthened its 

independence from the provincial government and stimulated 

municipal cooperation in th~ preventive program. 

According to the present analysis~ however, 'it is 

possible that the League's independence should not be 

strengthened and it is doubted if the latter point is very 

convincing. If the actual cooperation in the preventive 

program were to be realized from the municipalities as a 

group it might be expected that their financial responsibility 

for treatment would stimulate their cooperation. In practice, 

however~ it is the individual municipality which is approached 

by the League when seeking cooperation in organizing its 

preventive work in the field. Personal experience of the 

writer would suggest that the degree of cooperation forthcoming 
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is determined by other than financial considerations. 

The simple spirit of community responsibility would seem 

to be one of several possible motives more significant 

than the vague possibility that in the future the general 

reduction in the total municipal burden resulting from 

a reduction in the local death or case rate might be 

reflected in a reduction in the sanatorium levy. 

It is suggested that there is little real 

justification at present for the League's continued 

dependence upon its traditional sources of treatment revenue. 

This study would indicate that the League should 

re-assess its objectives in terms of modern conditions and 

needs and that in so doing it should regard the control 

of tuberculosis not as a single and absolute goal, but as 

one part of the total public health program. 

The writer suggests that many of the problems 

associated with the present organization of the tuberculosis 

control program in Saskatchewan could be solved by the 

League relinquishing certain of its activities to the 

official health agency in the province. It is felt that the 

League should continue to exist, hut now that the tuberculosis 

control program has been organized and developed to its 

present extent, the more usual practice of having the 

actual treatment program operated by the official agency 

would appear desirable. The League could then be left free 

to carryon with the preventive program. 

The chief advantage of such a scheme would be that 

it would enable the provincial government to regulate the 
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extent of the tuberculosis program according to the 

relative returns to each of the elements in the over-all 

public health program. It is suspected, for reasons already 

advanced, that the League is incapable of doing this. 

In this way the danger of the League maintaining an 

extensive campaign to the point'where it was causing an 

uneconomic allocation of the communities health resources 

w~uld be reduced. 

With treatment placed under government control 

the municipalities could be relieved of their share of the 

treatment 'burden. This would be in accordance with the 

general trend to relieve the indi~idual municipalities of the 
1 

responsibility for health services of this type. 

A further advantage of this concentration of financial 

responsibility for treatment would be that the expenditure of 

treatment funds would be subject to direct political res

ponsibility - one of the notable defects in the present system. 

The desirability of altering the present organization 

of the program in Saskatchewan is indicated by the imperfections 

in the present organization as revealed, for the most part, in 

1. In 1950 the Committee on Provincial-Municipal 
Relations found that the expansion of prOVincial activities in 
the field of public health and welfare had relieved the mun
icipalities of financial responsibility in substantial measure .. 
and that significant areas could be indicated in which financial 
burdens had been transferred from the municipalities to the 
province. See Report of the Committee on Provincial-Municipal 
ReI a t i on s .!..,._l:22v~.!, neg ina, K~ n g 's Pr in"€ e r , 1951. 
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Ch~pters Four and Five which suggested that the principles 

of optimum resource allocation, financial efficiency (~nd

stability) and democratic financial control were to some 

extent violated by the present method of or~anization.

In addition to these general advantages of the 

proposed scheme, it would remedy some of the weaknesses 

of the existing program as described in Chapter Three., As 

shown in that chapter, the problem of the recalcitrant 

patient is becoming an increasingly i~portant issue. In 

accordance with the reasoning related above, this and 

associated problems appear to be insoluble so long as the 

League, with its antipathy for all things compulsory, is in 

control of the treatment program. 

If the definition of the treatment function was 

understood to comprehend post-treatment services, the problem 

of rehabilitation could also be solved by making treatment 

the administrative and financial responsibility of the official 

health agency. As suggested in Chapter Three, it would appear 

quite undesirable to attempt an elaboration of,the League's 

already complex revenue system so as to enable it to admin

ister a comprehensive rehabilitation program itself. As the 

same time, so long as the treatment services are provided by 

the League it would appear to be difficult to institute a 

rehabilitation scheme under the administration of the health 

department because of the problems of coordination involved. 

Howe'ver, t believe that it would be des irable to 

leave the League in possession of those activities which it 
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presently finances, out of voluntary contributions. 

The fundamental justification for this suggestion 

is the belief that the success of the preventive functions 

does depend to a large extent upon the cooperation of 

organizations and individuals active in community affairs 

throughout the province. The ability to evoke such 

cooperation has been one of the Leaguers most remarkable 

characteristics. Now insofar as this ability has been 

responsible for the continued independ~nce of the League 

and other undesirable rigidities in the Leaguets 

organization as described above. its disadvantages appear 

to outweigh its advantages. Once these dangers have been 

overcome, however, by transferring the administration and 

financing of treatment to the official agency, good use 

can be made of the League's special ability. 

The danger of the League causing a misallocati~n

of resources through. its control of preventive work would 

be restricted to a sufficient degree by two factors. First. 

with ~reatmen~ services being provided by the health depart-· 

men c , the government would be in a pos i tion to influence 

the scope of the preventive program. By reducing treatment 

facilities. for example. an over-zealous search for new cases ( 

by the non-official agency could be discouraged. 

A second deterrent to unjustified resource use by 

the non-official organization would be found in the fact 

that it would be directly dependent upon the contributors 

for its revenues. If' it could not justify an extension of 
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its activities to th'e public it w o u Ld presumahly find itself 

lacking the required funds. It is realized~ of course, that 

the effectiveness of this safeguard would depend entirely 

upon the rationality of the contributing public. That is, 

its effectiveness would depend upon the ability of the public 

to evalwte the relative virtues of the various appeals for 

funds presented to it. V\fhether rational or not, h owe ve r , 

it cannot he denied that the distribution of resources 

brought about by this method of raising revenue would 

clearly reflect community choice. 

What economic loss did result in spite of these 

safeguards would be more than offset by the efficiency of 

operation gained -through the generally accepted ability of 

the non-official agency to attract the active cooperation of 
2 

influential organizations and individuals within the community. 

The value of this ability to the efficiency of the preventive 

program cannot be minimized. 

The continued use of voluntary contributions to 

finance education, vaccination, case finding and the other 

elements of ventive program described in Chapter Three 

would ensure continued public participation and interest in 

these activities. The performance of the voluntary funds 

since 1929 would suggest t~at there is little danger of 

them proving inadequate for the maintenance of the present 

low tuberculosis death rate. No certainty can exist in 

this respect, of course~ without knowing whether it would 

be socially desirable to carry the campaign against 

2. See Studies hy Gunn and Platt, Cavins. 
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tuberculosis any further than it has been to date. It 

would appear that only the official health agency has the 

facilities to undertake a study of this problem. 

Assuming, however, that such a study would not 

find it desirable to intensify the tuberculosis control 

program in the light of the social criteria suggested here, 

it may be concluded that the present level of voluntary 

contributions would represent at least an adequate allocation 

of resources to tuberculosis preventive work in future. 

Again it is believed that the value of the public 

interest and cooperation" encouraged by the appeal for suc~

voluntary contributions would more than offset any possible 

loss connected with the ra~sing of revenues by these means 

within the conditions imposed by the scheme proposed here. 

Whether or not such a solution to the present imper

fections in the anti-tuberculosis program in Saskatchew'an 

does appear, this study would be of some value if it led to 

a general re-appraisal of the League's objectives by both 

the Government and the Board of Directors. There is no 

point, however, in such a re-appraisal if it is done in terms 

of past results and past methods. It is hoped that this study 

might suggest the need for r&e.ppraisal in terms of present 

conditions and general social objectives rather than past 

successes and crusading fervor. 

END



APPENDIX "Aft

A NOTE OIl MARGINAL RETURNS

By marginal returns is meant the increase in total 

returns to the particular program consequent upon the committ

ment of one additional unit of resource to that program. It is 

assumed that such resources are capable of use in any other 

public or private employment. If the last unit of such a resource 

yields a greater marginal return to the community when employed 

in the anti-tuberculosis program than it would in any other 

use,the total benefit derived by the community from its available 

resources would not be a maximum, for by transferring an additional 

unit of resource to the anti-tuberculosis program more would be 

gained from this program than would be lost from the other uses 

by the transfer of resource. 

On the other hand, if the returns from the last unit of 

resource committed to the anti-tuberculosis program were less 

than that from any other use, the transfer of a unit of resource 

from the anti-tuberculosis program would increase the total 

returns to the community because the transfer of a marginal unit 

of resource would take less from the returns to the anti-tuberculosis 

program than it would add to the returns from any other use. 

Successive transfers of marginal units of resources 

in this latter case would tend to increase the marginal returns 

in the anti-tuberculosis program and to reduce marginal returns 

in the other uses in accordance with the principle of diminishing 



returns. optimum resource allocation would be aohieved when 

the marginal returns to eaoh use were all equal. At that 

point the oommunity would be maximizing its gains from the 

employment of its available resouroes. 
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